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TO

THE
Your life, YQur own meurrtaln, is
Its surfaoe unpredictable, its

an

lmcharted climb.

purpose divine.

At this

giant's foot you stand, a tiny creature,
Overwhelmed by its size and each treacherous feature.

• • •

You examine the wall for every possible hold,
And grasp that first crack, so secure but stone cold.

Your foot resti1ng on a tiny protruding ledge,
You lunge upward, reaching for another rough
-r;hese first
A

f1hythmic

edge.

simple, your cot'lfidence grows.
of
balance and strength arose,
system

steps,

so

Until your

course suddenly cuts
steeply above you.
Dangerous territory: you're unprepared to follow through.

Waves of fear and uncertainty, afraid to look down,
Not a soul to assist you for miles around,
Your

knowledge

at its

limit, natural rhythm

The holds where you rest

b1§jcomlng

disappears,

slick from your tears.

You cry out
Your echo

helplessly into the cold air that eurreunde,
respol1lds, the only companion of sounds.

As your hold weakens, your grip lOSing strength,
You brace for failure's fall, unsure of its length.

When

a

strong hand reaches down for your

own,

Should you let go, or try to continue alone'?
A wmforting voice calls out from above,

"Take my htH1d; there is security iln my love."

Instinctively you let go, reaching for rescue.
Pulled up to safety, your savior embraces you.
Your new climbing companion, an omnipotent teacher,
Who equipts you with tools to climb towards your future

...

"COME, AND LIT US GO UiP TO THE MOUNTAIN OF THE LORD, TO THE HOUSE OF THE GOD OF JACOB; HE
WILL TEACH US HIS WAYS, AND WE SHALL WALK IN HIS PATHS." ISAIAH 2:3A
-
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"What made the fire fallon ORU?" asked
of the Board of

Marilyn Hickey, chairperson
Regents of Oral Roberts University.

"Because

President Oral Roberts heard the voice of God.
That's what made the difference."
Who could have
farm lot in the

stand

imagined that on a lonely
middleofTulsa, Okla. would one

Christian university, built on the
foundation of God's word, sending students
out with a higher purpose and standard of

day

living;

a

a

university second to none?
reality of ORU, the product of

Yet this is the

man's vision and his perseverance to an
God's calling on his life. Oral Roberts
knew that despite the appearance of the treach

one

swer

erous

mountain he

mustclimb,

he would build

God's university. He knew that the seeds of
faith he planted would bring forth a countless
harvest manifested in the thousands of excep
tional students who would

come out

of this

school.
It is not the

possible,

university alone that makes this
but also Oral Roberts' commitment to

© Oral Roberts University

a

non-compromising philosophy.

He made

sure that ORU would live up to God's stan
dards by placing an emphasis of excellence

the whole man; physical body, academic
mind and spirit being. As Founder Oral

on

Roberts
the

son

likeness

said, "Our standard is Jesus Christ,
of God, the whole man, in whose
we

seek to be made whole

men

and

women."
To this

day,

27 years after ORU

opened its
doors to 300 freshman who were ready to
meet this challenge, ORU has not strayed
from this standard. Though its founder is
moving on to another phase in God's plans
for his

own

life, the foundation he laid

be shaken. The solid rock of Christ
that gave Oral Roberts the stability to climb
cannot

to

the top of this mountain and see God's
accomplished will continue to support

work

the students of tomorrow.

Oral Roberts, founder and chancellor of
Oral Roberts University, is a man who's life
has been challenged by many mountains.

two years ear

Born in Pontotoc

door

County,

Okla.

on

January

24, 1918, Roberts was the last of five chil
dren born to Mr. and Mrs. Ellis M. Roberts.
Young Roberts became a victim of the fatal

epidemic

tuberculosis in his

the climb

to recovery

teen years,

and

seemed

chartered just

lier, opened its
to its

first

students

in

1965. Thisone

of-a-kind Chris
tian

university

hopeless. Yet
Roberts did recover miraculously, and it
became apparent that he was equipped to

that bears his

take

jor buildings,

great climb and face more impos
with the support of his all-pos
sible God.
Roberts became a pastor after studying at
Oklahoma Baptist and Phillips Universities,
and married his sweetheart, Evelyn, on Christ
on a

sible

mas

tain

peaks

Day,

1938. But in

came on

1947,

a new moun

the horizon. He and his wife

left the pastorate
and evangelistic

begin unique healing
ministry that would be
come an international outreach.
Through
more than 300 crusades around the world,
Roberts

was

to

able to

hand heal thousands

a

see

God's miraculous

as

it had healed him

years before. The very power that saved his

life

touching others through

his

name now con

sists of 22

ma
a

value of

over

$250 million.

But the eternal value that ORU holds is

found in about 41,100 students who have
graduated from the 60 undergraduate p�Q)
grams and four

graduate schools, taking

thei r love for Jesus Christ into the professional

world.
For Oral

Roberts, the climb will only con
author, educator, father, bwsi
nessrnan, husband, evangelist and univ@r
sity founder, Roberts has experienced the
steep grades and rocky terrain that lie in the
path of a determined climber. The differeaee
is he has felt the presence of God in his lif,@,
through each scrambling ascent and from
tinue. As

an

willing

the top of each victorious climb. As Roberts
steps up to a new level of his life of ministrry

But Oral Roberts did not rest on this peak of
international recognition. Anotherchallenge
came into clear view, building the
university
God had called him to build. And sure

and dedication to God's service, he comes
just one step closer to the ultimate surnmieof
divine purpose, that heavenly peak of et(u

was

ness

to reach out to them.

enough,
on

Roberts

fought

the odds and took

that quest. The university,
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having

been

nal rewards.
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Cl'iance,IIQf Roberts c::or.mrn'i&sioned his "SQn� I[>�esidelil't
Richard RQf!lelttS" to sueeea� him and carry ®n GQclvs
c;allimg fQ.F O!lIY. �/Y<1l1J mav.e �Iile call'ingio�lll'tThe S:eQ0l11!il
Jil�eSt€lerrt (\)� tl!m� li:tJ;IiyeF�ty, l()" lfma:'t 1 !;ia,ve :nt'll �I!lf»t.
'"
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"And feel after him, and find him, though he
be not far from everyone of us" (Acts 17:27).

hegotto
safety

away.
I remember the story of the mountain climber

just all

are a

who sl ipped and fell, but fortunately was caught
on the next ledge, wh ich was not too far down.
It did knock the breath outof

Semper

Simon Dunk
a

as

he illustrates

daring overhang.

"reaching new heights" on

was

ups

e

t

and he
i d

"W h y
did n 't

me!"

you

And he just lay there screaming and hollering
for help until he had no strength left. And his

help me
before?"

brethren just above

And

on

help him,

and

down. And while he

was

to

the next

ledge

were

they had let a rope
hollering, there was a

quiet voice saying, "Reach up, take hold of the
rope. It's just a hand's reach away. Reach up,
take hold of the rope. It's just a hand's reach
away."
Well, finally he quit hollering and ran out of
strength and just lay there panting, and he
heard that voice, "Reach out. Take the rope. It's
just a hand's reach away." And he looked up,
shot of wingmate

he

him, and when he
came to, he was, of course, frightened and
began to scream, "Help me, somebody. Help

trying

a

as

person from whom God is not far

You

Fi's Frank Merritt captures

And

because until then he hadn't seen the rope. And
he took hold of it with both hands and they
pulled him up.
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sa

,

the y
said, "All the time you were hollering for
help, we were saying, 'reach up, take hold of
the rope, it's only a hand's reach away.'"
I think of that when he says that God is not
far from any of us,
because the rope is

telling

us to

reach out

near.

Chancellor Oral Roberts

-

October 3, 1990

one

of Jesus'

sermons

men,

a

wise and

a

were

each

In

building

he told

a

story about two

foolish builder. Now the two

men

house for himself. The wise

man

a

looked far and wide for a suitable

place for his house.

piece of property high upon a rock that
was
perfect, The view was good al'ild if he tried, he
could plant a garden in the soil below the rock. The
foolish man found a cheap lot down by the river, the
He found

a

first lot he had

seen.

It

was

too

sandy

to start a

garden, but at least it wasn't very far away from his
friends. The two men began building their homes.
One

day the sky grew dark and it began to rain. It
days. The foolish builder who had built his

rained for

house down

man's house

on
on

the sand watched from the wise

the rock as his home

into the river with the

Oral Roberts

rushing

University

is

was

swept away

waters.
an

Christ, the solid rock. The violent

institute built

on

storms have come

and gone, but "God's University" still sits high upon
its foundation. The reason'? Prayer. The importance

of living

holy lives before God

is stressed and

taught

here, yielding a strength that end u res the hardsh ips
of life. We have found "the stone that the builders

rejected,"
stone.
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Jesus,

to be

our

very

own

foundation of
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ing
Jesus said

his disciples, "If you have faith as
mustard seed, you can say to this
mountain, 'move from here to there' and it will
move. Nothing will be
impossible for you."

small

to

as a

How the

disciples'

those words. Just
power and

them,

hearts

to

think that

authority

even to

shake

must

a

have

they

leaped

at

had all the

That Mountain

faith that allows him to
each of

our

the mountains in

move

lives.

priority," said senior Cara Locke.
give back to him your first time,
like
just
you give him yourfirst 1 0 percent when
you tithe, only it's more important than that."
"It's

a

real

"You need to

a

set

aside time

simply

devoted to

knowing the character of Jesus
start to develop a faith that is rock

Christ,
solid, a faith that
we

is

firmly

set in

his precepts,

a

on

the

goodness

so

I

calil

deal with the real issues of life."

was

the presence of God is where its students I\la�e
found help when they are faced with flh&
When

we reserve a

few minutes

of every
walk with Christ,
out

day for the betterment of our
we begin to see results in our personal
not

that the accelerated life of

automatically slows down,

or

a

lives. It's

student

the demands

of God.

�11�

....

,�

!: ==
sa.::::

10 Personal Devotions

�I�
��

hinm,"

bi rthed ina bed of prayer before �me
throne of the Most High. It is no surprise tha� im

"Sing unto the Lord a new song." Bryan Sander strums away
he meditates

time with Jesus because I love

stronger relationship with him

ORU

Reading her Bible between classes, Junior Stacy Hannan
spends some quiet time allowing God to speak to her heart.

as

spend

effectively

compromise their standards. Their faith was
stable and pure, serving as a precise exampleto
the students of Oral Roberts University today.
to

This very faith exercised by the disciples is
instilled in us when weeach invest in daily time

our own

said freshman Andre B isasor. "I wantto dev@l®w

Id often bri ng them to the feet of thei r Lord.
These men were quick to their knees and slow

we

mind of Christ as his heartbeats within

"I

base,

are

and the joy we experience from serving hiJiilijJ
becomes the strength we need every day.

in heaven available to

mountain from its

wou

with God. When

suddenly reduced. Instead, we begin to
see ourselves changing as we determine to live
a servant's life. We begin to understand tllle
face

© Oral Roberts University

we

hardships life often throws their way; WfI@1i1
they stand in the shadow of a mountain.

The time spent alone before God is a precious thing to
many students. This time allows the "peace that passes
understanding" to take its toll in their lives.
The Prayer Gardens have always been a favorite among
quiet-seekers. Freshman Sarah Hall has found a nice, quiet

spot

on

the stairs to go

over

her chapel

notes.

While many other students fill their lives with
worry, the
women of Alpha Omega (Susie Vinson 6) share what God
has been doing in each of their lives
during wing devotions,
building support for each other as a wing.

6\

Personal Devotions 11
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�,

Even athletes need to have their quiet time. Runner Lance
Riley knows that his relationship with the Lord is as tight as
his laces.

/

Tall< toGoci

Mariah Daminski teaches a little girl how to talk to God in
song at the Cherokee Childrens Mission, a ministry of

Community Outreach.

Spending

time in prayer is foundational for students who
their walk with God. Purity of heart is

want to increase in

well worth the

rugburn.

IIQuiet time helps you grow
and mature as a Christian

�,Il�

II::

you can know Christl s
for YOU.II

so

plan

-

��

=1
�
:;I�
��

»Leah Fiedler,

Sophomore

Personal Devotions
© Oral Roberts University

Spiritual Life Dorm
Devos,

spiritual

Director Scott McLean leads Commuter

time of Bible

a

needs of

study

commuters

and prayer directed to the
and apartment

community

residents.
is another opportunity for students to take time out
and devote their attention to God. A recent alumni survey
revealed Chapel as the number one aspect of ORU that

Chapel

graduates

miss the most when

they

leave.

6\

Personal Devotions 1 3

1::1.=
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Un °1 the Rocks
"Music builds

bridges instead of walls. If it is
God's
promoting
presence it can be used in
itself as a tool to bring people to the Lord, to

their

heart in

These

Ministering with a right
means being right
level.
personal

corporate service
on a

Often rehearsal time turns into

the words of Sarah Rex, Director of
Oral Roberts University Music Ministries and a
are

1990 graduate. Under her

leadership the Music

Ministries

Department is setting new standards
of excellence in praise and worship.
This

a

before God

deliver and to heal."

lives.

personal

the second year to have a choir
incorporated into the chapel and Campus
was

ministry and

encouraged

as

prayer

and

uplifted.

a

time of

choir members
This is

an

are

essential

part of what music ministries is all about.
"It's not just something we do twice or three
times

a

week,"

part of who

one

we are.

choir member said. "It's

We express

our

love for the

Lord in song."

perform here," Rex said. "We
minister here. Our choir people are so excited
to sing for the Lord and love to see others being
led into God's presence."
Rex stresses anointing and excellence in the

an

embarrassment and

a

distraction."

The praise and worship choir strives to main
tain high standards in their ministry as well as

Although

the

"chapel singers"

��
::'1 f

Music Ministries

��

Camille also mentioned the importance of
unity among the choir members. "Through
music ministries I have learned

unity. When

a

lot about

go before the throne of God we
she said. "It's sharing the respon

we

into

praise and

often

seen

wor

worship
a deep

of its significance and impacton theORU

population.
"Music speaks to people," Rex said. "People
that may not respond to preaching may be
ministered to by the music."

part of the untouchable realm of ORU, their
individual lives and ministries are very down to

between the heart of God and the heart of

earth. From music majors to

human soul. And how music

chaplains to academic

between the stage in Christ's
sixteenth row.

peer

pre-med majors,
advisors, the diffi

culties and pressures of college life are the
same for music ministers as they are for anyone.
"Because music is in front of
seen as a

show," Rex

people, it is often
pointed out. "But God

�

-.��

are

as

::::1E:r:

-

member.

sense

sings in both Campus Church and chapel.
stage, the singers are free to express their love to
God, just as the students in the congregation.
on

responsibility as a choir is to first mim
ister to the Lord, then allow Him to minister to
people," said Camille Martin, second year cheir
"Our

choir bears that

Music Ministries

While

all different gifts, and the th i ng that we
we want to do for God."

do best is what

The Music Ministries praise and
responsibility with

"We don't

got up there and sounded horrible, it would be

us

Out

together,"
sibility of leading people
ship."

tions and interviews.

sharp both musically and spiritually.
"People often have a hard time understand
ing why we practice praise and worship," she
said. "But God needs a sharp axe to use. If we

gives

go

Church services. Each person chosen for the
choi r was hand-picked after appl ications, aud i

Music Ministries program. The choir must be

Cry

© Oral Roberts University

This is how music

can

break down the walls
build

a

bridge
Chapel and �he

can

a

Every Wednesday and Friday morning at chapel, and every
Sunday night at Campus Church, Christ's Chapel is filled
with the familiar sounds of the Music Ministries team.
are

They
appreciated for their musical talents and willingness to

serve.

Drummer Andrew Stone gives his talentto Jesus all over the
world. Andrew not only sets the beat for Music Ministries
at ORU, but also for the singing group Front Line overseas
on

missions.

surrendered to God, Sarah Rex and Tessa Walker
join the Music Ministries choir in leading the student body
in praise and worship.

Totally

Music Ministries retreat is

one weekend in the fall set aside
for the singers to spend time together, strengthening their
relationships with each other. Late-night conversation is a
popular form of bonding.

Music Ministries
© Oral Roberts University
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Front Line, 1992: Back Row: Paige White, Vanessa
Maddoux, David West, Andrew Stone, Brannon Carnes,
Leanne Polvado. Middle Row: Lance Hagenbeck, Kristy
Pruitt, Sarah Rex, Tim Litke, Dana Kloth. Front Row:
Kimberly Spradling, Todd Ganovski, Mauri Hallman.

Front Lineministered the gospel in

the

used

as

§I/�
s'ii

Budapest, Hungaryover

many concerts, which were
tools to both entertain and witness to the people.

summer.

They performed

�.�
16
=.=

��

Music Ministries
© Oral Roberts University

that God has

Front Line
These

Miracles

ministry.

are some

of the

qualifications

of

a

member of Front Line, the Oral Roberts

University

Music Ministries

touring

plan for

their lives

was

very

fulfilling."

Committed to "no compromise." Seeking a
powerful anointing. Gifted in the areas of
music and

a

Sarah Rex, director of Music Ministries, is
the leader of the team, which stems from the
Music Ministries praise and worship choir.
Th is year there are 21 si ngers and five
musicians in Front Line, and each of them

are

not

limited to the lives of the

audiences, however. During the tours the
team becomes a strong unit of ministry, and
each member is enriched individually as
well.

taught me how you
totally dependent on God for
everything," said Kimberly Spradling, also a
"Being

have

team.

are

to

in Front Line has

be

second year member. "It also prepares you in
hearing God's voice and ministering that to

people."
Matt Samuels, former member of Front Line
and 1992 graduate of ORU, expressed the

chosen because of their talents, giftings,
flexibility and leading of the Holy Spirit.
Each summer the team tours parts of the
United States and Europe to minister in song

feel i ng of satisfaction most members get from
the experience. "It's life changing," he said.

and

times the effort."

preaching. As a result of the tour many
people are brought to a saving knowledge of
Jesus Christ and many others encouraged in
their spiritual walk.
"Many people would come up to the altar
with questions about how they could know
Jesus better." said Mauri Hallman, second
year member. "Giving them the knowledge

"It's

a

sacrifice, but what

you get back is ten

Students enjoy the ministry of Front Line in
special chapels and services. "They've got

contagious stage presence," said Anita
Michael, education major. "It makes you
wantto move

and

causes

you to get involved."

Sophomore
two years.

worship

Brannon Carnes

Mauri Hallman has been with Front Line for

She is

as

with the

comfortable

rest

on

of the team

stage leading praise and
as

she is

anywhere else.

plays keyboard for Music Ministries and travels with Front Line overseas and around the United States.
beyond the ivory, however. He has an incredible voice and often leads the rest of the team in praise

His talents reach far

and worship.

© Oral Roberts University

Music Ministries

"
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Ra· sing the Standard
At the end of a long day filled with exams,
lectures and stress, you decide to ease the day's
problems by sitting down to talk with your

chaplain. No, it isn'ttimefordevotions, campus
church or hall meeting. You simply have come
to realizethatthe person who acts as an example
of Christ

your floor is

"real person" that
wants to get involved with your life both
spiritually and socially. These men and women
on

a

characterizing them

as

truly sacrificial people.

When asked to give the attributes of an effec
chaplain, most students often use words

tive

like,

"

encourager,

friend,

not

overbearing,

down to earth, faithful and available" These
are often the personal goals of many ORU
do

chaplains.
only
themselves, but they
Not

chaplains
goals
also encouraged
set

are

for
to

ceive the most from this

position

are

tn@

®MS

available tl® �ne

participating and are
"Availability is dh@key
to a great chaplain," ResidentAdvisorM�rryAnl1,l
who

are

members of their wing.

Soriano says.

These devoted individuals understand! whf it
means

to

be

a

servant

because it is pClift otJ ��eir

daily lives. Many of the students 0111 tlliis e:a!l1lPl
pus often notice thei r chaplai n' s consisteacv in

have been

theirwalk with God and their readinessto serve

Life

those

carefully selected by the Spiritual
department to serve the floor as a leader,
encourager, prayer partner and most of all,
friend. Desiring to do more for students than
give an inspiring word in devotions, chaplains
at Oral Roberts University are challenging us to
develop a personal relationship with lesus Christ
and

the floor. For this reason, a c:naplaim's
spirituality is more than just a show, it's a

lifestyle.
As most students

do his will. Often, it is their consistent
friendship ,not their sermons, that has the most
to

lasting significance on our lives as students. It
is the friendly "hello" or note of encouragement
that lets us know they really care for us.
Chaplains have a hard position to fulfill. It
involves leading and attending various meetings

floor.

per week in addition to

want my guys to

of

everyday college

surviving the

pressures

life. You will often find

chaplains and spiritual
life dorm directors in prayer where they are
encouraged and uplifted. Other times, they
may be seen playing football or eating lunch
with a friend. However, they are sensitive to
the Spiritofthe Lord. They, along with Campus
Pastor Bill Shuler, have heard God's cry for
them united with other

holiness in the lives of students at ORU and
desire to be

an

instrument in

achieving

it. For

chaplains the focus in on the individuals
whose lives they touch and not on themselves,
many

on

have

a

vision for their floor.

"Your mindset can't just be

There must be

a

on a

vision forthe

vision for each guy

because they are all at a different place spiritu
ally," states Sonics chaplain, Matthew Kruse. "I
set a

remember

me as

the

Godly example on the wing
on a day to day basis."

one

as

who

I talked

with them

Often prayer and dedication lead to a vision
fulfilled. "My vision for this year was that we
each become

examples

of Christ-like charac

ter, and make prayer a I ifestyle and not just a
thing in times of trouble," Sophomore Lisa
Woodson says. "The girls' active participation
on the wing is helping this vision to be ac

complished."
Many chaplains speak of the position as a
"great leadership experience." Those who re-

remain close friends during the year to support
each other. After a grueling summer, the chaplains of
Claudius and EMR take time to goof around together.

Chaplains

© Oral Roberts University

clearly see, ch�lVlai'lii1$ €lit
this school have been given the awesorse re
sponsibility to serve the Lord by milfli$'lIe�il!il�t(!)
their wing members in a personal way. Des[g>im@
the busy schedules, it is perhaps oneof.fime l1TiI®st
rewarding leadership positions on campss, I�
allows ordinary students to learn to sacri�iG;;@ a
can

part of themselves for the benefit of othees, I�
is then that Christ's love in them b@gil'ils t@
infiltrate the lives of those on their win�. "I g��@
the chaplain program four stars," Lisa WO@dS01il
says. "The staff of the Spiritual Life depar Ill1Hlllii1b

consistently encourages us to be humble �Jflt!l
ready to learn from those on the floor."
Not only are our chaplains ministering te l!JS,
but we are often challenging them to be str.@n�
in their walk with God. "It's more than �tIJ$'fi a
leadership position," upper Francis Cl1aJ(!llain
Gwen Tarpley said. "It is a program of disciple
ship."

Mangiapane and Stephanie Jackson,
chaplains, look over a list of tasks they have to do
game during the chaplain Christmas party.

Esther Fansler, Iesi
Claudius
for

a

Sandra

joice

Lyles and her chaplain,
during a chapel

in the Lord

Carrie

Richey

(front),

service. It's true,

re

they just

love the Lord!
The

Edge's chaplain, Noel Pretila, attends a prayer session
chaplains every Sunday night prior to

with the other

Campus Church.

�
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Bill

huler:

Oral Roberts University students welcomed
as new campus pastor this
year, but

Bill Shuler

Shuler's presence is certainly not new to ORU.
Bill Shuler has long been involved at ORU and
in the lives of ORU students, starting as a
freshman here himself in 1980.
As
was

student majoring in evangelism, Shuler
strongly involved in the Community Out
a

reach program and in Student Association as a
senator. After graduating in 1985, he traveled
th roughout the United States

as

Changing

istrative directorforthe ORU Summer Missions
program.
In 1992,

on

his thirtieth

birthday,

Bill Shuler

accepted the position as ORU campus pastor,
becoming the fifth one in the history of ORU.
Because of his great involvement and experi
in the ORU Missions and Community

ence

Outreach programs, Shuler strongly believes in
motivating the ORU student body into out
reach. He

explains,

"This is

an

'All Out Thrust'

d i rector/

preacher in an ORU Music Ministry team.
Upon his return, Shuler accepted the position
of director of the ORU Community Outreach
Program, which he held during the 1985-86
school year.
Shuler then became the director of the ORU

department the next school year, a
position that he held unti11992. During this
time he saw approximately 1 ,000 students from
ORU respond to the call to go out on short-term
missions teams around the world, resulting in
Missions

over

It

100,000 commitments

was

during

this

period

to

Christ.

that Shuler met his

wife Lisa, then a booking manager for Music
Ministries. Thetwostarted datingon Valentine's

Day

in 1987 and

Lisa has been

working

with

married

July 2, 1988.
a support to Bill in the ministry,
him in the Missions department
were

for the past three years. Last year, Lisa acted as
assistant director of missions, and this year she
will take over her husband's position as admin-

"We have

vival

truly

spirit

sensed

as

we

because it is the heartbeat of the

become motivated to take the

gospel beyond
family

the four walls of the church. The ORU
will continue to

see a

greater and greater

phasis
The spiritual theme for this

year is "Destiny."
A strong conviction of Shuler's is that this is "a
generation of destiny, and that destiny is found
as we

has

focus

on

Jesus Christ." This year Shuler

emphasized unity

as a

key

to

revival

at

ORU. He says, "Our desire is to see bridges
erected between the many various entities at

ORU and to

see

these

bridges

a re

honor

-sm Shuler

�11�
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em

here."

Christ first and foremost."

sl�
ssg

founding

purpose of ORU to go where God's 'voice is
heard smail.' Th is generation of Christians must

Bill Shuler
© Oral Roberts University

crossed often.

Elevations

Sharing from his heart, Bill Shuler challenges and encour
ages students to fulfill their calling in Jesus Christ.
Bill Shuler and his wife, Lisa, work side by side in the
at ORU. This year Bill holds the
office of campus pastor, while Lisa takes his previous

Spiritual Life department
position

as

administrative director of ORU Summer Mis

sions.

Executive Vice President Richard Roberts offers last-minute assistance to Bill and Lisa Shuler before

chapel.
Campus pastor Bill Shuler advises students

to seize

the

chapel.

day while he

seizes their attention

during
Bill Shuler

"
25
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Ashley
forms

Workman works with some students in Hong Kong
of ministry overseas.

Missions

can

view of

Kiev, Russia, the city God called them

Sometimes

be

a

"big

seem

just being

to

an

sister" to these

be

an

enormous

job.

on

their

Ken Tennison, Yolande

example is the best way to
girls at a school in India.

to

English

lessons.

Fidellow,

and

Teaching

Missy

28

�I�
��

one

of many

Nance take in the

reach.

minister the love of Christ to

people. Hope McCauley takes

���

SIS:

is

Summer Missions
© Oral Roberts University

time to

It's

not

everyday that the people of Hungary

American

skits

on

their streets.

Matt

Joy Harrison perform the "Heart skit" for
of

a

time of close

members. The Scotland

ORU

team

bonding

among the team

huddles up for

a

group

hug.

students the op

share the message of Christ on their
level. Lisa Evans shares her testimony with a

portunjtv
own

ministry allows

group

people.

Missions is

One-on-one

a

see

and

Olsen

Russian

to

youth.

Summer Missions

6\
291::::1
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Wo

like Germany, France, Switzerland, Luxem
bourg, Holland and even the United States.

Lisa Shuler

"It's

said Lisa Shuler, the new
administrative director for the Oral Roberts

addictive,"

University Summer Missions program. Her
commitment to missions is obvious. "Mis
sions is tru Iy Lisa's

heart," said Margie Olvera,

secretary of the Summer Missions office.
As a young child Lisa's heart opened up
missions and has

never

to

closed. For five years,

On ORU Summer Mission

trips she minis
tered in Kiev, Moscow, Peru and South Africa.
"The place that stands out the most was South
Africa because there

The

Kids in Youth With A Mission, so I was just
much a missionary as they were."

home,

Her heart continued to

people of

develop for

as

was

such

diversity

of

same

People

goes for the former Soviet Union.

were so

hungry

for the Bible.

able to go around to different places
in the world and listen to teams as they'd come
"As I

was

missions

other countries while she

part of Music Ministries at ORU. "As a
result of working in Music Ministries, it was

the

same

The

said.

This

ORU'couple

will

never

"dating game"

the

ORU
years

singer,

Lisa

countries

have to worry about

again! Bill and Lisa Shuler
Spiritual Life department during Lisa's
and the rest...is history!

some

feeling

more

to

be

Lisa

a

saw

part of God's work," she

playing

met in

the

Front Line

"Missions is the outlet of your
faith, and if you don't allow

yourself the opportunity to give,
your relationship with Jesus
will

dry up."

-Lisa Shuler

�11�
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high hopes for the future.
"This year is actually fulfilling part of the
department's vision," shesaid, smiling. "We're
trying to really focus on the unreached coun
tries of the world. We're going to Siberia,
Kazakhstan, Northern India, Nepal, and we're
continuing to send teams to China, where
we're praying for the day to be able to minis
ter the gospel openly."
With her heart centered on the mission field,
department

has

Lisa encourages ORU students to pursue mis
sions. "Missions istheoutletofyourfaith, and

if you don't allow

to use your

finding

were

office," she said. As
had the opportunity

Front Line

Lisa added that the ORU Summer Missions

Christ."

that there

natural for metowork in the Summer Missions
to minister in

to

needs, hurts, desires and the same void. The
only person that can fill that void is Jesus

was

these needs, the
more her heart grew for m issions. "As we take
one small step to fill those needs, it's an awe

a

Up

yourself the opportunity to
give, your relationship with Jesus will dry up,"
she said. "If you haven't thought of going on
missions or haven't thought missions was for
you, then reconsider, and give God a chance

I

inherent problems arou nd the world-the same

was a

-

a

people," Lisa explained. "We'd see a mansion
and, right in front of it, see a squatter's home.
We'd witness to the people in the train station,
and more peoplewould gather around to listen.

during her early teenage years, Lisa was ex
posed to the mission field in Hawaii, where
her parents ministered through missionary
work. "I was involved in a group called King's

and the

Look

en to

Lisa Shuler

© Oral Roberts University

life to meet someone else's need."

be summed up into three words:
and determined.

Organizational Interpersonal Communication
and Pastoral Counseling. Her previous posi
tions as spiritual life dorm director and as a
student have helped her the most with the

"Hi! I'm Brenda!" she said as she swept
into her office. "Sorry I'm a little late. It's just
been one of those days!" she said with a huge

position she holds now.
"As spiritual life dorm director, I got the
chance to see exactly what Shirley Arnold did,

smile, putting

and got the privilege to work closely with her.
She became my spiritual mentor, and helped

Brenda Coomer
She

can

strong,

sweet

me

immediately

at ease.

"She" is

Brenda Coomer, the current
women's chaplain. Brenda was appointed to

me

through

a

lot. Also, that position gave

me a

her position when Sh i rley Arnold, the former
chaplain, decided that she wasn't

lot of exposure to doing new things, like
speaking in three women's conferences.

returning for this school year. "I used to joke
with Shirley about taking her job," Brenda
said with a laugh.
"I knew God was preparing me for this

"Being a student helped me to understand
what spiritual and mental pressures hit stu
dents everyday. It also helped me not to have

women's

position, but

I

was a

definitely helped

me

I ittle hesitant. But God

workthrough

all of my

unrealistic expectations of students because I
was there! Mostofthese people were my peers
at one

time,

hesitation."

through."

Brenda, 23, graduated from Oral Roberts
University last spring with a degree in

job

"Being a

so

She cites
as

being

I

can

one

Shuler. "He's great! Bill is a very diplo
matic, wonderful man of God," she said. "I
trust him and support him. We have a good

relationship,

and I love his wife, Lisa!"
goals she would like to

Brenda has many

reach, including rninistrywith her supportive
husband, Chad. "Chad always says, 'Girl,
you can reach the stars!' He wasn't surprised
that I got this job at all. He's very encour
aging."
After her time at ORU is completed,
Brenda and Chad plan on starting a church
and doing different evangelistic events.
Brenda also wants to fulfill

one

of her

biggestdreams. "I wantto be Pat Robertson's
co-host

on

the 700 Club!" she said with

smile, reaching for yet another

a

star.

relate to what students go

of the best

things

about her

her opportunity to work with Bill

student

understand

helped me to
what spiritual and

mental pressures hit students

everyday.

"

-Brenda Coomer

Singing from this side of the stage is a new experience for
recently appointed women'schaplain, Brenda Coomer,
and her husband, Chad. Brenda has spent the past few
years singing up front with Front Line before moving into
her new position.

our

"

Brenda Coomer 33
© Oral Roberts University
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times when

we

the center of campus to pray for

our

Oral Roberts University students
may attend anyone of Tulsa's five-hundred
churches on Sunday mornings, many also at

classmates. There

tend Campus Church at ORU on Sunday eve
nings. Campus Church is a service directed by

The speakers this year challenged us to live
holy lives dedicated to serving the Lord. Tom

Although

gathered

at

were even

school.

the ORU Spi ritual Life Departmentthat provides
students with a time to worship and hear God's
word in

informal, unpredictable atmosphere.
Campus Church challenges students to live an
uncompromising life and to surrender all to

objective

said Campus Pastor Bill Shuler. "We want to
hear from God." This year God moved in a

are

gaining a better understanding ota
moving in their lives as thev

consistent God

in each of these services is

have God's spirit move as freely as he wants.
"We're not hereto puton a program or a show,"

submit themselves

Newman, director of Impact Productions,
to go into every man's

couraged

us

share the

gospel.

Women's

en

world and

Chaplain Brenda

unique way each time we met. There were
services where we offered up our worship and
praise. Othertimes we heard the testimonies of

September night Campus Church took its
Sunday night service to the Apartment Community. It was
a very intense time of singing and praying for the families

Above: One

who live there.
Left: Sophomore Cynthia McGuire holds a very sleepy
baby while attending the special Apartment Community

Campus Church.

Right:

This is where it all takes

held every

Sunday night

place. Campus Church
Chapel.

in beautiful Christ's

�I/�

.:sl�
34

to

students

to

-.��
��

in his

make his Son known to the world. In a
school year filled with many changes, ORlU
use

Christ.

IE ==
SS�

ness

who attended. What students learn here is
helping to mold them into vessels that God will

an

The main

spoke often of God's desire for 11i®li
people. Other times, it was a fellow
student or Spiritual Life Dorm Director �hat
brought us the word of the Lord and inspiredus
to live as examples of Christto those arouad (;IS.
Campus Church has had an affect on all those
Coomer

Campus Church
© Oral Roberts University

is

to

him.

The

Spiritual

Life

Department leads chaplains and other
night prior to

students in prayer meetings every Sunday
Campus Church.

Spiritual Life Dorm Director Lisa Spero joins in
thanks to God for his many blessings.

giving

Above: The female

Spiritual Life Dorm Directors work
closely with Women's Chaplain Brenda Coomer in making
sure

that Campus Church stays

at

the forefront of God's

will.
Senior Scott Mclean has been

Directorfortwo years.

a Spiritual Life Dorm
During Campus Church he worships

with the other SLDDs

on

Right:

stage.

Left: Sophomore Amy McCarley and the rest of the student
body are encouraged to freely worship the Lord during

Campus Church.

Campus Church
© Oral Roberts University
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Wipe

a:

Tear From the Face of the Earth

Hundreds of

people cross our paths every day
hurting, lonely and lost. We need only
to watch the morning news or pick up a news
paperto real izethatthere are plenty of needs all
around us. Our first tendency might be to turn
our heads and pretend it isn't happening or

that

are

doesn't affect

us.

That is, until

we see

housing developments. Whether through a drug
addict,
patient

an

or

unwed mother, a prisoner, an AIDS
a homeless family, the heartbeat to

"take the

gospel

tinues to

pulse

into every man's world"

con-

and hear

their heart cries through the eyes of God. Once
we've experienced that, we are compelled by
his love

to

do

something

about it.

Oral Roberts University's Community Out
reach program offers students not only the

opportunity to feel God's heartbeat, but also to
realize that they can make a difference. It
happens every time a student enters the
Children's Medical Center in Tulsa
some

cheer to

abused. It
to

a

child that has been

happens

bring
severely

to

when students take the ti me

hold the hand of a forgotten

elderly person

in

in the lives of students at ORU.

As you hear these cries, feel the heartbeat of
God that resides within you, and make a deci
sion to do

something about it. Let's
are hurting, lonely and

those who

"wipe

a

tear

be Jesus to
lost. Help

from the face of the earth."

of our nursing home ministries. It happens
when students offer hope and help by provid
one

ing tutoring

services to

broken home in

one

a

young teen from

a

of Tulsa's low-income

1992-93 Community Outreach Staff: (L-R, top of van): Daniel

�lIl

�I��

R.J. johnson, james Olson,

Traci

Thorton, Beth Hentschel (administrative assistant); (L-R, bottom): janean Nordblom,
Newberry, jim Gay,
Ferguson (office personnel), Todd Swank, Miranda Mitchell.
Marc
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Community Outreach
© Oral Roberts University

Karen Gordon

(office

personnels 1

Outreach
of Christ.

can

take many forms, such

as

the artistic expression of Charakter Mime Troupe. "This Blood's for You" is

one

of many heartfelt mimes the

team

performs to relate the message

As part of a school-wide Thanksgiving turkey drive, Keaton Duggan directs Janean Nordblom, Jim Gay and Paul Schindler
in the logistics of distribution. Over 300 Apartment Community families were blessed with the gift of a Thanksgiving

dinner.

Friendships
a

are

young Tulsa

often the best examples of Christ's love. During the Fall Evangelism Blitz, Ted Waller shares the fun with

boy.

Community
© Oral Roberts University

Outreach
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women of Image (Francis Cardone 12) participate in
Community Outreach wing outreach program. The
wing adopted a family in need and supported them with

The
the

clothes and toys.

Hanging
to

out

with "the

know the children

boys," Gbolaham Akimsamya gets

on

their level.

�11�
5'�
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Community Outreach
© Oral Roberts University

Senior Saul Altamirano clowns around at the

Outreach

evangelism

Community

blitz in North Tulsa.

Junior Dave Cranfield spends time with
Cherokee Children's Mission. It is

some

boys

at

the

of the many Com
munity Outreach programs directed toward children.
one

Community
© Oral Roberts University
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"As iron

sharpens

countenance

iron,

so a man

of his friend."

-

sharpens

the

Proverbs 27:17

To scale the walls of society is perhaps one of li,fe's
challenges. In this world, where "who

most difficult

you know" seemlOto have more importancethan "who
you are," there is the inevitable rise of cheap talk,
lowered standards, moral decline and selfish rela

tionships. Getting caught up
introduces

an

existence of

in such

shortcomings

meaningless

sentiment

and shortness of truth. These obstacles

serve as

accurate reminders of the need for
ences, shared among

bring glory to
The student
like to

charge

positive experi
exemplary relations�ips that

the Lord Jesus Christ.

of Oral Roberts University would
the rest of the world to follow their

body

example of achievement in the area of concrete
personal relationships. Their quality of interaction is
conducive to an edifying atmosphere where giving is
better than receiving, love abounds and the respect
humanity is found in the hearts of

that is due to all

everyone. We have all been placed upon this mountain
of livelihood with the opportunity to share the climb

of

© Oral Roberts University

our

lives.

© Oral Roberts University
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THAT FIRST STEP
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"Oh, that is such a freshman thing to do!"
Perhaps this is so often remarked because

education system. In order to study and do
well, they had to become disciplined. "My

there

University

are so many
things that new freshmen at
Oral Roberts University have to learn.

Orientation

during

fall 1992

was

improved

better serve the needs of these new students.
"The goal was to get the students to have a

to

connection with the

university," said Julia

New Student Orientation

Mclaughlin,

dinator. "We wanted them
"Orientation
a

chance

to

to

coor

Success class

manage my time and

really helped me
discipline myself the first

semester," Rebekah Barber said.
"It's

to

fit in."

was

"I have had great opportunities which

would be

taking classes with me," said Kim
Johnson of Sigma Tau Sigma. Making friends
is definitely a plus in adjusting to college life.
Kim added, "They're from all different states,
countries and walks of I ife, and they're friends
I'll keep for a lifetime."
"It was tough coming to college being the
new person; the freshman," Anne Krapohl
said, reflecting on her freshman year. "Then I
realized how wonderful it

great university.

was

to

be

at

this

I have had great

ties which could have

freshman year."
Freshmen found

a

opportuni
only begun during my

big

difference with the

our

world."

spiritual atmosphere definitely chal

The

every student's Christian life.

"1\/e

been given so much because of the Christian
influence here, therefore God expects more
out

of me," Jeff Brueggeman said.
with these experiences come the fun

Along

activities every freshman

..

very effective because I got
meet people in my major who

ing

lenges

prioritize," said Scot Law and
Mike Cardone of 8-Ball, referring to their
nightly wing functions to Subway and Gold
Coast Cafe. But discipline is something that

tough

about the world, my purpose of being here,
and how we as Christians can go about chang

can

be involved in.

These include clubs, community outreach
groups, wing functions or intramural sports.

could have

"The guys and I are always playing basketball
up attheAerobics Center," said Tom Edwards,

freshman

of

only begun during my
-Anne Krapohl
year."

Blitzkrieg.
people."

"It's

a

great way

to

get

to

knew

said. "The teachers

thing we share is our faith in
Jesus Christ as our personal saviour," Fresh
man Martin Ruiz said. "I can't imagine there
being another place on the face of this earth

but

like ORU."

"One

every freshman

harder

to

comes to

learn. "I had

to

work

get good grades," Joel Dougherty

expected more out of us,
they really helped us achieve our goals."
"I've been more focused spiritually since I
got here," Garth Robinson said. "My spiritual
walk has been consistent because of chapels
and some of the general education classes,
especially Humanities. It taught me more

common

At the end of the

registration line were some high Iy trainee
equipped with enrollment lists, new

orientation leaders

student handbooks and
excited because the

The

long lines

time to

get

to

at

registration

know

one

were an

unpleasant surprise

another. They had time

...

to some new

students, but

to

others

they

lots of time.

© Oral Roberts University

were a

welcome

big, cheesy smiles. They were so
students were finally here!

new

"I can't believe we have to study this stuff," mumbled
freshmen Will Babarczy and Mike Willcoxon. Once the
newness of college life wore off, freshmen were faced
with the real ity that books are an integral part of the ORU

lifestyle.
Freshman Sunshine Kruse wasted no time getting in
volved with the campus activities. She performed with her
musical group FOIL at the ORU annual Battle of the
Bands.

Spring break

gave crispy critters Amy Johnson, Jennifer
Borman and Anna Crouse time to catch up on their tans
in

Galveston,

The look

on

Texas.

exactly who is at
Right around curfew, students all
take part in smooshy talk with their certain

David Owens' face reveals

the other end of the line.
over

campus

somebodies.

\
1\

Freshmen Life 43
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So

HOW'S THE

WEATHER UP THERE?
"Looks like it's going

to

be another

one

of

those mornings. Bundle up because it's a low
32 degrees outside. That's the weather on your
FM dial.

"
..

That's the
on

a

CLICK.

morning

you didn't need to hear
like this. Four classes, two

work

leftovers served for

exams,

a

lunch and

thing

one

a

study job,
nagging

roommate

your side of the

room are

all

on

that

your

agenda

scarf your Aunt Fannie
crocheted for you. Will it ever end?
The Tu Isa area is a meteorological

stupid

phenomenon. The weather system offers the
stability of quicksand. It could change from
cold

to warm in a matter

in

a

or

row,

really cold. Here,

two extremes. I

it's

a

mixture of

like that better."

of hours. When it's

really warm and when it's cold, it's
freezing. Frustrating to many, this bizarre
warm, it's

"It's kind of cool

having

a

really

diverse range of. temperature like
Tulsa's.
"

-Bryan Sander

"Not

me," said Renee Beltran.

"I need to

know ahead of time what the weather's going
to be like so I can plan for things; so I can box
up my shorts and t-shirts in the winter and then

Every ORU student has encountered the "Lake Michigan
of all

puddles" that

seems

to grow

bigger by the day

between Claudius Hall and the Classroom Center. Inno
vative

new

method

ways of getting

are

becoming

by such

more

and

as

the old "swim for it"

more

popular.

"Jump in, the water's great!" Students beat the heat by
swimming with friends. KER-SPLASH!

���
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44 Weather
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and sweatshirts irn �f.rl@

summer."

The tornado that hit Tulsa in
one to

forget.

devastated

is

a

hard
were

the inn<kK:@rnt
South Memorial and 15th S�reet.

as

near

April

Homes and businesses
it

ripped through

heard of the violent weather. Difficultto fa�h(])rm,
this

storm

served

as a

harsh reminder of tme

unpredictable and sometimes dangerous Tulsa
skies.

Regardless

of your weather

preference,

hot

and muggy or downright freezing, Tulsa urn
have all that and more. Coming here can ID@

..

-.�§:

sweaters

Students at Oral Roberts University received
calls from worried family members who had

It was beautiful outside the night Sheila Boyce and Carrie
Richey decided to go to Gold Coast Cafe, but too cold for
a swim in the wishing well. or was it?

-

box up my

suburbs

you to clean

for today. Notto mention the sniffles you have
been battling for a week, and now you have to
wear

pattern is the spice of I ife for some students.
"It's kind of cool having a really diverse range
of temperature like Tulsa's," said Bryan Sander.
"I hate it when it's really hotoutsidefor months

© Oral Roberts University

like goingon a blind date; itcould betrue 10v@
or a disaster.

forever

Liam Lefkowicz and

Kathy

Deweese say

goodbye

to

Frosty the Snowman before he melts away forever with the
slush. It's an emotional time for them but it looks like they
are handling it quite well.

Christopher Maselli are ready to do some
puddle jumping. It's a very popular thing in the spring.

Aaron Hill and

rr

01,

-

,

��;:-:..

:'

Above:

KatySchalla, BeckyGillen, TracyCiganek, Bethany
Donley and Adriana Cazares normally stay on their floor,
Chosen, when they are in their pajamas, butthis morning's
fire alarm caught them off-guard. Everyone just loves fire
alarms when it's raining outside.
Freshman Anna Crouse trudges through the snow
her way back to the dorms from the Aerobics Center.
She thought she would be battling rain when she packed
her umbrella that morning. Surprise!

Right:

on

Weather
© Oral Roberts University
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CLIMBING
Tulsa, Oklahoma is the buckle on the Bible
belt of America. For many, this merely means
you have

church

plenty

cut. For

one can
see

wander down

to

THE CHARTS

the Mabee Center to

the faces behind the music. Matt Jones

of

places to go to avoid a
others, it symbolizes a sure

stop for the road trips of many of America's
favorite Christian artists.
Early this year, Oral Roberts University hosted
4HIM in it's

own backyard. After a special
hosted
picnic
by Marriott and sand pit vol
leyball, the group began to perform. With a
stage set up behind towers, the students
watched 4HIM give a tremendous outdoor

needed," Paul Ura said, "but it was
so I guess we will never know."
When the outdoor

concerts

cut

short,

become scarce,

"The

concert was

totally kicking!

pumped before I went,
performance just rocked."

was

I

and the

-Matt

Jones

great."
Chapman also gave a heartfelt
Appearing with Sasan
performance
Ashton and Out of the Grey, Chapman per
formed through a rather loud hailstenn, but
managed to keep it personal. "I felt like I was
in Steven's living room and he was singing
right to me," said Rich Woodard, who was
among the many students who attended.

big names that come through Tulsa,
students have many opportunities to become
exposed to many styles of music. If your tast€
was

in attendance when JC Crew and Rachel

Rachel

for Wh iteheart. "The concert

opened
was totally kicking!" Jones said. "I was pumped
before I went, and the performance just rocked.
I've been

a

Whiteheart fan for years, and

Left: Michael W. Smith packed out the Mabee Center
during his 1993 Change Your World Tour. "Smitty"
proved you don't have to be picture perfect to be in our
world.

Right: Even the nasty hailstorm outside couldn't pull the
plug on a really cool jam session with Steven Curtis
Chapman and his band members.

�I/�
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3� Entertainment
��

concert was

With the

week celebration.

�I�

them in

in Tulsa.

Above: The rap group DC Talk gave it their all to deliver
an incredible performance during the 1993 Homecoming

-

to see

Steven Curtis

performance, until neighbors complained
about noise. "The 4HIM concert could have
turned out to be the kind of school unity we

another chance

© Oral Roberts University

is thatof DC Talk and

Ashton
for you.

or

Out of the

JC Crew, or that ofSl!!Jsan

Grey, Tulsa

is the

place

Michael, Toby and Kevin-together they make
group DC Talk. The heaven-bound trio

backstage after their

concert

up the

greeted

fans

with Michael W. Smith.

One of Christian music's most

popular artists,

Steven

Chapman brought his Great Adventure Tour to
Tulsa in October. "We have got to do this again," said
Chapman at the close of the concert. Needless to say, the
Curtis

crowd

fun while it lasted. The group 4Him serenaded the student body at the very first school picnic behind beautiful
Lake Evelyn until they were shut down for being too loud. Unfortunately, our neighbors didn't think they were as great
indoors.
as we did. We'll try it again next year
It

went

wild.

was

...

"

Entertainment 47
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What about borrow your car or
share a heart's desire you would never let
anyone else know? The answer is yes to all of
the above when you're talking about your best
friend.

Sundays?

Here at Oral Roberts University you develop
friends that last a lifetime and you bring some
with you that you've already shared your

youth with. Whether guy or girl, your college
life isn't complete without that buddy or pal,
Your best friend is that

person you make that connection with, when
you know that there's a place in your heart

that's

just for them. Sunny days, spring
romances, stormy weather, heartaches-these
are all some of the things you share with your

trustto where you share

well

as

you know

everything, even your

heart."

friends,

is the

as

Feb Idahosa.

same sex

to

be best

case

with Sarah Childs and

They've

been best friends since

five years old. Their parents are
both in the ministry and have worked together

they

were

Nigeria, where Feb and Sarah were raised.
"Where my personality is lacking, his picks
up. We balance each other out," Childs said.
"We've always been away from home to
gether, (board i ng school, college) so we went
through the same problems, therefore we
understand each other."

the bad, they learned what
the true meaning of friendship is. "We share
as

well

as

and alike interests," McLemore said.
enjoy spending time together and we're

common

"We're different and that is what
makes

us

best friends. We learn

a

lot

from each other."

never

gave up

on

each other,

Farrington

There

are

different types of

friends

and

they're always together, wear each
other's clothes and take on each other's per
sonal ities. However, when it comes to two
guys

-

being

best friends it's

a

her
the

Catherine Hazel, Kelly Pruitt, Kristy Pruitt, and Melissa
Coleman think their wing, Image, is number one. They are
all from the Lone Star State, Texas, and have been friends
for several years.

�111�
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friendships

the closeness is shown in different ways. Most
of the time you can tell when two girls are best

even

through the hard times," said Harper on
friendship with Mclemore. "That builds

48
-,�s:

@ut Ofi

is there.

"It's different for

guys," said Russ Farrimgton,
friendship with rOOlftmlml<lJte
speaking
Jayson Brueggemann. "We have the mOfilesty
and common interests without having to say
of his

same makes us different, but
regardless we still see eye to eye, and tliat is
what's important," McLemore said.

skin is not the

us

best friends," Farrington said. "We learn a lot
from each other." Russ then added the �€y to>

theirfriendship by saying,

"We

getalolilg�fiea�
yells, 'Go Big lRe@'
think he's talking to

because whenever Jayson

(Nebraska football),
-Russ

support for each other."

t::

the hip, but they

hanging

know the closeness

I

me!"

Through the humor and the heartache a best
always there, willing to hug YOlJ or
give you a high-five; making you la:lJglii er
crying with you; and sharing your dreams and
fears. Your best friend will always be tl>lev@to

friend is

year, but it wasn't until last year that their
friendship blossomed. Through all the good

"We

them

see

"We're different and that is what rm(llkes

••

yourself, sometimes even

Nicoya McLemore and Amy Harper are
juniors this year. They met their freshman

"We

at

never

in

better.

times,

You may

joined

You don't have to be the

meant

best friend. You may have known your best
friend all your life or you may have just met
last year. Either way, this person knows you
as

CLIMB WITH

1\

Would you loan her your favorite sweater?
Or let him wear that silk tie you only wear on

your best friend.

ONES YOU LOVE TO

Friendships
© Oral Roberts University

different story.

continue to make memories with you
goes

on.

as

�ili1'le

You win some, you lose

thick and

lost.

Through
they pray together.
The

women

some.

thin,

In this case,

Youngblood

friends remain close when

of the Front Line music group offer

more

than

just pretty voices, they have great personalities too. Going
on

tour

with the group

brings

them close

together

as

friends.

1\
Friendships �49l:::1
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S'€lniors Cristina

Phillipps

great cronies

ORU. "All

picture,

now

at

and Babs

I3rockway became

right Cristine, they took the

let go of me," Babs says.

HilJliliHies John lit1!le and Mike La.". sport some pretty awful sunglasses
Eureka Spr.irrgs, Ark.

on

their trip

to

Dan WilNams and Ken Tennison, of Remnant, toss around the
Now for an instant replay

wlngbacker's house.

pigskin

at

their

...

Beanie-bearing buddies Kathy Deweese, MaryAnn Soriano and Renee B-eltran scope ounhelatest
at FAO Schwartz toy store in Chicago.

toys

© Oral Roberts University

Sophomore Rachel Phohl gets swept off her feet by her friend Michael
Olympics.

Masters at

the New Student Orientation

Mike Mason, Dennis Leech and Pete Holm
good friends.

are

notonly groovy dudes, they are also

"

F·
nen d snips
hi
51
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Dunamis 1993: a great wing of great guys who are great
friends. Many times a student's wing will bring the closest
friends. (By the way, nice sweatshirts guys!)

Who else does

of the

men

through

a

guy have to

dogpile but his

of Witness scramble

some

to

put

friends? Some

someone, anyone,

aches and pains.

.� ..

,
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Friendships

Kerri

Bainter, Andrea Walker, Corrie Waters, Nicky

with

Play

Doh. Who

cares

how old

they

© Oral Roberts University

are?

Pierce and

Holly Long of Sigma Tau Sigma hang out together ana fillay

-0

study means to take a break sooner or later.
Okay, time's up. Back to those books!

Roommates Ronnie Costilla and

Angela Lunsford decide

to

take their's

ooner.

Hanging out on their wing gives seniors Laura Rhode and
Martha Hodge the opportunity to spend time together and

"carry"

on some

fun conversations.

Hey, stop that rough-housing! Seniors Bill Billions and Rob
Gillen often end up wrestling over who's side ofthe room
is the messiest.

.

"

Fnendships
© Oral Roberts University
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TH E WI LDEST TIMES
Get your roommate

a

date, wing church,

parties and simply goofing off are all included
in the livelihood of wings here on campus. A
few wings gave

descriptions of the fun that
they've experienced thus far, and the accounts
proved to be quite interesting.
Granville wasted no time jumping into the
holiday season with a Christmas bash that
included 'everything from valet parking to
Christmas carols. All this was wrapped into
one big package held at a beautiful home in
the Southern Hills

area.

The attire

was

semi

formal, and there were waiters inside to s.erve
the guests as big band music played in the
background. Senior Gary Wolverton coordi
nated this special event and said that it meant
a lot to him because, "It was my last wing
thing."
Those on Dunarnis had a busy wing-function
calendar this year. They attended a Tulsa
Drillers game with Promise, their sister wing,
in the early parto.fthis year. The park was used
as the setting for a water balloon hide-and
seek game with Red. Eating out with Adeste
Phi at the Spaghetti Warehouse was on the
agenda as well and included ice skating after
wards. Dunarnis alsogave a Satu rday to prison
ministry by going to play basketball with the

tradition with them. The

men

put skits

to

gether for the ladies, and they ate and played
games. Yolande Fidellow, Gucci's social
fun and a time
chairman, described it as,
forbonding." Gucci also had a "Hippie Night,"
where the wing dressed up in 60s attire and
went roller skating. "People actually asked us
if we acted like this all the time and we said,
'yes,'" FideJlow said.
"

...

Red will have fond rnemeries of
their last roommate date event.
Creativity is one of the best words to describe
the many events that wings have mganil!e�
seniors

on

this year. A lot of thought and preparatiolii\ was
put into them, and as a result they add�cl
excitement to the activities here

on

camp-us.

a very memorable "roommate date"
The evening started off with a trolley
rideto a new artgallery in town called Gallery

Red had

event.

Europa. Next, the group went to a park to play

..
"People actually asked us if we acted
like this all the time and

we

said,

'yes."
-Yolande Fidellow

partner tag
that fun

trolley

to

of course, Red Rover. After
over,' they traveled with the

and,

was

the

Spaghetti

Warehouse to eat

dinner. The final destination

was an

art

shop

inmates.

where the dates had to paint a picture of one
another. Then they listened to music while

Cucci and Youngblood had their retreat at
the Trinity Retreat Center this year, as is a

turned outto be very successful, and the many

sipping apple cider and talking. The night

The

hallway

is a popular place to hang out @Iil iiltestige
yellow). There you will almost always fllild
someone who is willing to join you if:! some toe teaches.

(Claudius

7

Witness (Michael Cardone 5) and their sister wirng, Saks
Fifth (Francis Cardone 5), took time Gut fmlilil tlile M'!lr.rtott

picnic behind towers to pose for an a"'-wimgphoto,
on-campus events become "wiflg things."

.�,�.

It
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Marty

Sometimes you just have to get away from it all.Imago Dei

(Claudius

3

out" at their

Yellow) treated themselves

wingbacker's

to

a

"girl's night

house.

Open house gives Promise (Francis Cardone 8) the chance
celebrate with their brother wing, Dunamis (Michael

to

Cardone 8).

/

Andy Peck and Todd Swank of The Edge (Shakarian
way to spend open house.

3

Upper) think toga is the only

Wing
© Oral Roberts University
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Broomball is

a

popular wing activity. The sport involves an
Youngblood

ice arena, boomsticks and a lot of bruises.
(EMR 5 North) finds this out firsthand.

Believe it

or not, under all that shaving cream is the
and RA of Red (Susie Vinson 2), Julie Shaw and

chaplain
Kelly Vallone. The entire wing got involved as they dowsed
Kelly for RA Appreciation Day.

�11�
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Kevin

Pruitt, John Scheusner, John Tittle, Reggie Goodin

and Lamont Ramsey of Witness (Michael Cardone 5)
embark on a "fooood run," a nightly activity which often
requires some pretty cool hats.

"Come

on

girls, let's pull together!" The

women

of Gucci

(Claudius 5 Yellow) compete in the annual Clambake tug
o-war.

Some of the

men

from Dunamis (Michael Cardone 8) were
Image Black and White Buddy

invited to the first annual

Bash,

a

party with Francis Cardone's 12th floor.

Wing
© Oral Roberts University
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At Oral Roberts

for relaxation and

University, breaks are a time
refocusing. During tthe 1992-

breaks. "1 enjoy Christmas Break because it's
long enough for me to go home and earn some

1993 academic year, ORU students
spent 37

extra

days

Others

breaks: Fall Break, Christmas Break
and Spring Break.
Fall Break is seen by many students as a time
on

get the last sting of summer fever out of their
systems before whole-heartedly getting into
their studies. This break lasts 10 days and is
usually the second week in October.
"It's a time for me to refocus and reenergize
in order to continue with the second half of the
semester, which seems to be the most chal

money," said Michelle Juveland.
simply enjoytheirfamilies. "Christmas

••

to

lenging,"

said

Eugenia Pugh,

an

"It's

time for

a

reenergize

me

in order

to

continue with

the second half of the semester,
which seems to be the most chal

refocus and

lenging."
-Eugenia Pugh

set my

while others travel to warm, sunny beaches.
"Florida is a great hot spot/ Senior Scott Kaste
said. "1 really look forward tothe sun, sand and

beaches."
Rickets feels differently. "Spring Break
teaser," she said. "The weather's great but
the break is too short. It only whets my a;ppetite

Raquel

is

Elementary

Education major. "I simply go home to my
family and relax."
Christmas Break is viewed as a celebration to
close out the first semester. Students are given
a two to three week break,
approximately 1720 days. Some students work during their

refocus and

to

"During Christmas break
goals for the upcomin
said
semester,"
Tanya Phelps.
Spring Break is another opportunity given t
students to enjoy a 1 O-day escapade. Some of
them go to the cold and beautiful mountains,
next semester.

a

for the summer."
No matter what ORU students choose to do
on

Break is

time of

receiving

and

said

giving,"
Estela Evans. "But I like to get with my family
and receive because in school I totally give my
all." Most students shift their emphasis to the
a

their

breaks, they always

school
successiiul

return to

eager to work and finish out

a

school year.

Mighty hunter from the North Tor Nordstrom shows off the results of
his high-shootin' excursion into the wilderness over Fall Break.
Senior Dana McCurry has spurs that jingle,
on

��

Christmas Break.

Giddy-yup!

�.ai
::::::�
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jangle, jingle. Horseback riding is fun for her whenshe goes home

Kelly Vallone, Casey Hill and Lesley
Hough stop at an interesting little crack in the road on their
Ken Tennison,

way to San Diego, Calif. for Fall Break. The Grand
is a grand place to pose for a picture or two.

Canyon

Back row: Shannon Sulander, Jennifer Borman, Nicoya
McLemore, Christy Mel ntyre. Front row: Mandy McGarity,
Anna Crouse, Amy Harper, Amy Johnson. These girls are
having a good time in Galviston, Texas for Spring Break.
For lunch, they'll have the "say cheese" special.

Rodney Blevins, John Stinchcomb, Brian Haapanen, Paul
Nation, Tim Pease and Kyle Nordberg hit the slopes for
some great skiing during Spring Break.

Chad Arnold (the guy on the right) stops to give some neighborly directions
Jacks. Summer is a perfect time to take a spin through the countryside.
'

to

a

couple of real

© Oral Roberts University
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ADVENTURE-WEAR
FITTING THE CODE
Fashion is like
from New York
some

odd

a

to

reason

it

freight train speeding
Los Angeles, but for

become

jumps the tracks and

she

screeching halt in Tulsa. Mak
ing their debut on the campus of Oral
Roberts University are the latest trends and
fashions adjusted to fit the women's dress
comes to a

code.

The average female comes to ORU with
own individual style. It reflects where
she is from, what she identifies with and
are.

However, by her

senior year this girl's wardrobe has been
transformed. It consists of the basics that

make up the "ORU look:" duck boots,
a wrap skirt.
"There is

denim shirt and

girl's

a

best friend."

Freshman Tania Bannura said that before
came to

ing up, but

girls enjoy

ORU she
now

the

really enjoyed dress
key is comfort. Most

the comfort of wrap skirts and

favorite sweatshirts for class.
It's notthat the

girls at ORU are not aware
style. This year we saw baby
doll dresses, Birkenstocks and some girls
even pu lied out thei r" oh, so groovy" clogs.
For the most part fashion must yield to the
dress code. After all, there is always the
weekend to show off our true style.
of what is in

her

what her interests

definite ORU look," freshman Amanda
Sers said. "Wrap skirts and denim shirts

a
a

Longer coats are a classic necessity for women to
keep warm during the winter months. Angela Cash
and Jennifer Pennington think clunky, old ski jackets
are a definite fashion "faux-pas" when it comes to
January styles.
All decked

out

for Fall Banquet

are

friends Rebecca

Toby, Catherine Hazel, Molly Griffiths, Kristy Pruitt
and Lesley Hough. This year comraderie was a very
hip look at ORU.

�11�
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Campus Style
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"You

got pulled

over

by

an

RA? Me too!" Andrea

Akins,

Shauna Korstad and every other woman on campus
receive occasional reminders of the four inch skirt rule.

Ha! Platforms

ringing

are on

the rise, but

we

don't hear any bells
new look.

yet. RA Elise Noe is at peace with her

)
Regarding hair, women have more and men have less.
Jason Graves likes his locks tame but Adrienne Biebel
disagrees. For her, longer is better!
Junior Dennis Leech contemplates, is it Armani, Ralph
Lauren, Calvin Klein or Norelco that the chicks dig?

Campus Style
© Oral Roberts University
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Brothers Pete and John Merwick don't mind
unless it's windy outside!

having

to wear ties at

ali

...

This year we saw an increase in denim and earth tones. Yolande Fidellow
and Casey Hill think there's nothing like the woodsy appearance of acorns,
dirt and tree bark to complement the comfort of their favorite denim shirts.

Simon says, "Cross your legs and smile." The Fall Banquet gave ORU dudes the chance to
sport their
took the opportunity to relax while their dates were powdering noses in the bathroom.

© Oral Roberts University

most prized

neckwear. Many of these

men

hane Cessnun displays the more practical ORU look;
omfy shoes (fortromping around campus), jeans) a bright
hirtand
e

a tie (so you don't get kicked outofclass). Oh
yes,
can't forget to mention the backpack draped over one

houlder.

TIES THAT BIND US
University have the
unique opportunity (and obi igation) to don
a piece of clothing that other universities
Men at Oral Roberts

only

dream about. It's

something

that the

ORU "whole man" becomes very familiar
with during his time here. This distinctive

piece of apparel isn't a hat, sweater or
jacket. It isn't even a pai r of pants (although
pants are also required). It's a piece of silk
tied around the neck, appropriately called
a

tie. It hides under beds and behind dress

sideshow? Yes.
in every shape, size, color and
Somearesilkand some are
atORU.
pattern
satin, simple stripes and spots and stars.
Ties

come

purple plaids, paisley prints and
polyester polka dots are also present-pick
one. Ties are tame and ties are turbulent,
ties are teal and turquoise in a tribe of
tempting tints. And after all that, there still
remains even more wild and wacky silk
Pink' and

screened creations to be found

on

ties.

early
ing. Then it quickly reminds them of its
presence by slapping them in the face with

Whatever kind of ties you're looking for,
big and bold or merely modest, you're sure

the first gust of wind that
their way to class.

look around. Chances

ers as men

in the

large pork chop come plummeting down
lap in an embarassing cafeteria

to your

search for it

What is it for? Is it to

comes

morn

along

on

to

find them

one

keep

right

on

the campus of ORU. Just
are

you

are

wearing

now!

your white

oxford sh i rt (pressed to perfection, of cou rse)
from getting

a monstrous

stain, should

a

Mauri

Hallman, Allyson Fallot

and Deanna

agree that smiles are definitely in style to
hearts. A nice coat can do the trick also.

you know what I mean and I do my little
"
shake my little books on the catwalk
"1

am a

model,

turn on

the catwalk. On the catwalk,

on

the catwalk

yeah,

Freidberg

warm

their

I

...

"

Campus Style
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Students

//

'.

EVERYONE

1\

Oral Roberts University have the
opportunity to attend a variety of school
sponsored events throughout the year.
In August the Student Association, in con
junction with Marriott, sponsored an all-school
at

picnic with the group 4Him entertaining. "It
was a great time to
get acquainted with the
new

said
was

girls on my wing and our brother wing,"
sophomore Tanya Friesen. The picnic
a huge success with a
large attendance.

One of the most popu lar campus activities is
open house. Held three times per semester,

house is great because it gives me the initia
room and I always find things

tive to clean my

that

were

missing," said freshman

Tania

..
"Open house is great because it gives
me

the initiative

and I

always
missing."

clean my
find things that
to

room
were

-Tania Bannura

open house

gives men and women dorm
residents the opportunity to visit each other's
rooms to see how they really live
(except the
roomssmell betterduringopen house). "Open

is

a

campus

"Take

activity just the

nobody

has

a

good

Bannura.

Going

to Titan

somethingto

sporting

time. It

same.

"

...
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Campus Activities

events is

look forward to. "It's

the ball game
Cheer up guys! This is
Titan baseball, and we're winning! Baseball games are a
hit when it's a nice day.
me out to

be rowdy with the guyson my wing," juni

Rudel "Fozzie" DeCastro said.
"The basketball games are always fun to g
to with my friends," said sophomore Can,

Sawyer. "We always have a great time, am
it's a good way for us to u nwi nd from our bus
schedules."

Trying to decide which campus activi,ty t
take part in is a challenge that every OR
student must go through during his time her
There

always so many things to do; t�
opportunities are endless and so are the goo

times.
;

Rememberthis? Registration is a thorn in almost everyone's
at ORU play musical lines,

side. Each semester students
except there is no music and

to

© Oral Roberts University

a

always

great time

are

Annual ORU Fun Run (or "not so fun run," whatever name you prefer to give it) is a three-mile field test that is, shall we say, experienced by most every student at ORU. If
Fun Run.
you choose not to take part, it's off to the indoor track for you. The cafeteria witnessed an increase in consumption of foods that are "good for you" the week before the

'The

"He shoots

exciting

...

he

scores

and the crowd goes wild! What

game it has been

The Annual Battle of the Bands is

sponsored by
Homecoming

an

tonight!"
a

live band competition

the Honors Society and is part of the
of activities.
week
line-up
© Oral
Roberts
University
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Freshmen Lisette Toledo and Saundra Salvatori load up on
at this year's first campus picnic behind Quad
Towers. The event was a huge success attended by almost

the vittles

everyone.

Senior Cristine

year's
The

Phillipps serves

more

than

just clams

at

this

Clambake.

men

Titans at

of Priesthood (Wesley Luehring 6) cheer for the
one of the many home games this year in the

Mabee Center.

N\11�

:Sl��
Campus Activities
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Lesley Hough, Angie Arnold,

Dawn

Higginbotham, Carol

Smith and Sherri James of Image (Francis Cardone 12) can
relax now that their wing won the competition for the best
decorated

wing during

open house.

All dressed up for Fall Banquet, Tammy Crouch and
Workman look just like two southern belles.

Ashley

�

�0�

Campus Activities 671:::1
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"Paparazzi" was the theme of the 1993
Homecoming celebration. The term means
"to know what is going on," and there were a
lot of exciting activities throughout the week
sponsored by the Student Association.
The week began with a roar as the Student
Association distributed megaphones to stu
dents on Monday night.
Tuesday, the ladies received their heart
stickers for the "Si lent Heart Day" competition.
Jason Graves

was

the

man

who stole the

hearts, claiming his prize that night

smashing performance at the Mabee
along with rappers DC Talk.
Friday night was Homecoming Chapel for
a

gave

Center

..
"
...

hopefullya

tradition

for President Roberts
queen around the

started
the

to escort

court

each

year."

-jodi Bernth

most

at

was

students and alumni. The

night included

a

film

presentation and a special message from
President Richard Roberts.

Saturday night brought the Titan men's and
homecoming basketball games. At
halftime of the men's game, the homecoming
courtwas introduced. Homecomingprincesses
were freshman Vanessa Phillips, sophomore
Elora Reynolds and junior Elise Noe. The
senior attendants were Kimberly Chenevert,
women's

Rebecca Hernandez and Tina Ledbetter, with

This is

one

walk she will

never

forget.

Senior Cristine

stroll around the basketball
floor with President Richard Roberts after being crowned

Phillipps took

a

very

special

the 1993 ORU Homecoming

Queen.

We

were

all very

proud

of our 1993

Homecoming

Court:

Junior Princess Elise Noe, Senior Attendant Kimberly

Chenevert, Freshman Princess Vanessa Phillips, Queen
Cristine Phillipps, Senior Attendant Rebecca Hernandez,
Senior Attendant Tina Ledbetter and Sophomore Princess
Elora

Reynolds.

Freshman Princess Vanessa

Phillips

her younger brother
Mexico.

her. The

escort

was

�I/�

ss
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to

The week

be

a

was

part of it."
memorable and

© Oral Roberts University

honored

two are

to

have

from New

exciting. All

of the hard work that the Student Association

put into this year's Homecoming

paid

definitely

off.

really pleased
Homecoming week,"

ORU annual Battle of the Bands.

Michael W. Smith informed students for the

honored

"I

the

tenth consecutive year that friends are still
friends forever on Thursday night. Michael

Phillipps chosen as the 1993 Home
coming Queen
"I'm so proud of the senior class and hon
ored that they chose me to represent them,"
said Phillipps. "The graduating class of'93 is
an exceptional one, and I am privileged amd
Cristine

was

with the

success

of

said Jodi Bemth,
Homecoming Chairman. "The t-shirts caFfil€
out great and everyone enjoyed the Baoole @f

the Bands. The halftime ceremony wen�
smooth I y and hopefu Ily a trad ition was started
for President Roberts

around the

to

escort

the queen

each year."
For many ORU students, the "paparazzi" of
1993 will be some of the fondest memories of
court

thei r years at ORU.

�I
1993 Homecoming Queen Cristine Phillipps was escorted by her father, Mike Phillipps. They were all smiles (and
dimples) at the reception after the game. Cristine said afterwards, "1 was honored that he would drive 750 miles to walk
me

around

a

gymnasium."

Kimberly Chenevert graced the Mabee
show-stopping sequin gown. Her beaming
just as bright.

Senior Attendant
Center in

smile

was

a

boyish grin on Bryan Sander's face displays his pride
escorting Junior Princess Elise Noe to the court.

The
in

Senior Attendant Tina Ledbetter dazzled the audience as
she sauntered across the floor, escorted by Senior Gary

Wolverton.

© Oral Roberts University
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TAKING

ON THE

CHALLENGE
THE LATEST RAGE
There is

that is

popular activity
campus in rapid propor
sweeping
tions. Students like it so much they often
stay up all night long to take part. They
invite theirfriends to participate. They can't
seem to get enough of it. They want to be
good really good at it! They practice,
practice, practice, until big ugly bags form
a

very

across

...

under their eyes.
So what is it? Did the makers of Rubiks
Cube

come

up with another

Is there another late

tricky puzzle?

night talk show

FOX? Did Jackie Collins write another book?

abdominizers, right?Wrong. While
all these indulgences provide hours of
endless fun, there is an activity that students
like even better. Studying.
"I like to go to St. Francis Hospital to study
the night before an exam because it's nice

quiet," said Sophomore Shania

McFarlin. "You

can

stay there all night and

screaming in the

one's

no

room

next to

you."
Shania is

who find

one

of the multitude of students

a more

quiet place

to

plant their

books outside the walls of ORU. It's notthat
a drag to be at, students really enjoy
maybe a bit too much, maybe a bit too
loud, maybe a bit too close. That is why it
often becomes necessary to escape and joi n
the piercing sound of silence in an all night

ORU is
it.

..

book-fest.
Even

on

What is it? What is everyone so excited
about? Everyone is buying one of Suzanne
Somers'

and

though

there

to

seems

be

more

contagious fads developing daily and
try

to

you

being swept away by them all,
is good. It's up with the times and

avoid

studying

it's groovy.

Everyone's doing

it and it's very

chic. You should try it sometime. Now is

good

a

time to start.

f

Sh-sh-sh! Can't you see that he's studying? Junior Chris Cougle had found a quiet little nook in the
and ruined his concentration.
a camera flash came from out of nowhere

library when suddenly

Top.jennifer Pellant looks like a deer caught by headligm
in the middle of the road. Senior Paper often makes i
victims

a

bit

nervous.

RA Chris Ruhlen likes to kick back and

© Oral Roberts University

enjoy anothe
K�ga

Humanities story. He's gotto make good use of that
now that the bookstore doesn't want it back!

Tonja Graves, study-time

For Adrienne Biebel and

them the chance

time. It

latest

gives
happen i ngs.

"Alright, here's how
to study companion

you do it..."
Tim Pease.

Freshman Jason Paulus reclines
and brushes up
do so.

on

to

catch up

explains

on a

on

the

is fun

day's

Ariane Folkins

Prayer Garden bench
a perfect day to

his notes. It looks like

Junior study-buddies Phil Cox and Mark Boone rack their
brains

trying to

question.

figure

© Oral Roberts University

find the

it out

one

way

really tough theology
night long, but they will

answer to a

It may take them all
or

another.

MOVING

AHEAD OF

THE REST
One mile from the Oral Roberts

University

nestled behind

Christian

campus,

Victory

major differences in living in the
apartment community versus living in the on-

Jim Sibley, an MBA student from Dayton
Beach, Fla. I ived off campus before moving
the apartment community three years ago. H
favors the apartment community because 0/
its affordability. "It's convenient and imex�er.1.
sive to live here," Sibley said. "The bwildingls
also relatively quiet. Plus I've had good uoomf
mates and good neighbors."

One of the

Center, lies the ORU Apartment Community.
It is occupied by graduate students, married
students, and those students over twenty five.

The apartments are divided into an east and
west side and divided into villages, each hav

ing

its

own

mayor.

Bob Broadwell, a graduate student from Royal
Oak Michigan, has lived in the Apartment

community for the past four years. "I enjoy the
quiet atmosphere and the fellowship with
others in prayer and activities," Broadwell
said. "You don't always haveto lookoveryour
shoulder. I appreciate the fact that there are
willing prayer partners who are readily avail

enjoy the quiet atmosphere and
the fellowship with others in prayer
"I

and activities."

campus dormitories is the level of

many students still eat

Though

The apartment community offers activities to
help residents become more aquainted with

with meal tickets

another. Residents often form

fellowship

and prayer groups to support one another as
they build friendships and provide spiritual

accountability

to one

most

make

use

are

as

children in order

campus

from Marriott,
of their kitchens and prepare
food at home. The dedication

1

t

•

..

••

Love is in the air at the ORU Apartment Community.
Residents Marvin and Tina Glenn were joined in Holy

Evangel istic

on

August 8, 1992

at

Higher

Dimentions

Center.

Young Todd David Angell is happy that his dad Troy is
home from school. Troy is one of many students in the
full.
apartment community who is blessed with a quiver

�11�
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Apartment Community

no

whole.

/

"
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follow God's call t@

con

doubt that the prayers, paliiIicipa,
tion and sacrifice of the apartment communif
residents is significant to the ORU body as
There is

purchased

J1

to

tinue their education at ORU.

well.

I

matrimony

several

all of their own
of these students gives them the ability to stay
independent and keep up their performance
in classes

another.

responsibil

on

challenges.

single parents in the apart
ment community that juggle family, work and
school. Many singles left supportive re,labion·
ships at home that provided help with their
There

ity. Apartment community residents are re
sponsible for paying the rent and utilities.

able here."

one

Other residents face different
-Bob Broadwell

�

I

0

i
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Spending time playing with her daughters is one of Portia
Taylor's favorite things to do when she's not studying.
Lauren and Victoria think that's okay, as long as Mom
finds her

own

doll.

The commute to campus is only a mile, but apartment
community parents still spend a lot of time in the car

transporting theirchildren to school, ballet, piano lessons,
little

league

...

m
""'=1

Apartment Community
© Oral Roberts University
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HANGING

IN THERE!

The aerobics fitness program at Oral Roberts
University is a trademark of its "whole man"

wouldn't be

concept. Although th is program is challengi ng,
as the infamous field test must be passed and

I'd still do it,"
Sophomore Casey Hill says. "I love to lace up
my running shoes on a sunny day and justtake

aerobics points earned,

most

students learn to

wasn't

as

motivated to exercise if it

required."

"Even if it wasn't

required,

accept

an active I ifestyle as bei ng fu n.
Exercise is what you make of it. Required
aerobic points for every student are earned in

off. It gives me time to think because it's just
me and my Walkman and the Lord."

variety of ways. Some students faithfully
pilgrimages to the Aerobics Center to
run laps or participate in aerobics classes.
Other more practical students make good use

the

of their time, calculating their heart rates as
they dash off to class on a cool, spring morning.

ORU.

a

make

Whether

a

lap

around the track

part of

educating everyone's

"I think the aerobics fitness program is a good
idea," Sophomore Jennifer Bronowicz says. "I

Sophomore Jenn ifer Becker and Freshman Rebecca Toby
stretch out all the kinks before they begin their jog in the
Aerobics Center.
Intramurals is a great way to earn aerobic points and have
fun with your wingmates as well. Sometimes the com
petitive attitudes make way for some very good games.

Play ball!

-

�I/�

�.�
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Working

or a

length

in

pool, a competitive game of basketball
with your roommate or the treacherous climb
to the fifth floor of the LRC, exercise is a vital

Out
© Oral Roberts University

"whole man"

at

Chaplain

Nikki Harris has proven to be a full-fledged
woman. (And who ever said you couldn't be

ORU whole

classy when

you work out

anyway?)

things are broken! Lori Allen and Brian McKamie
newly arrived cycles for a quick test drive, but no
matter how hard they pedal, the cycles aren't going

These

take the

anywhere.

Kirsten Whitcomb

puts her legs through a gruel ing work
weight machines in the Aerobics Center. Okay,
down, only 49,999 left to go.

out on
one

the

�
© Oral Roberts University
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LOOKING FOR
ADVENTURE
So

you're sitting in your room on a Friday
afternoon, and you have absolutely no idea
what to do with your weekend. Should you
just take it easy and sleep it away because you
stayed up too late every night for the past

Saturday night my friends and I went to
Woodward Park and split up into teams and
had a huge water balloon fight," Freshman
"One

Anna Crouse said. "We had about 300 water

balloons that fi lied the back of a

pickup truck,

Humanities lecture?

used everyone of them. We came
back to school at curfew soaking wet and

some

cold, but

week, and

eyelids weigh

a

ton

during

Or should you spend
time in the word because you have

forgotten
out

your

that

sneaking

of Marriott is

a

we

had

so

much fun!"

oranges and bananas

for adventure.

in the prayer

gardens

can't be

"I've spent many weekends just writ

ing
.

papers that

are

due and

mg.

-Chad Arnold

Many times, the weekend calls for

good,

old-fashioned

students

reserve

hard work.

��

Some

projects that have been nagging at them all
week long. It may be working on senior

good,

�II�
t:il�

Weekend Activities

some

this time to finish school

=,�
=.=

study-

"

clean-fun? Sarah Hall and Alan Butler spend their Saturday
morning bursting each other's bubbles.

-:::i6'

a

needs

of students every weekend at Oral Roberts
University and often result in a desperate cry

playing

we

sin?

Should you spend some time with your
wingmates because you have forgotten what
they look like, and the only way you can
recognize who they are is by the songs they
sing in the shower? Or should you catch upon
your aerobic points because you've noticed
that the stairs to the fifth floor of the Learning
Resource Center just about knock you flat on
your back? These questions probe the minds

Who says

and

studying for a history exam or meetin
group project in Oral CommunicaNons
"I've spent many weekends justwriting pape
that are due and studying,"
Junior (rna
Arnold said. "It's so easy to put things off lUlti,
the weekend, and when it finally comes, Y.Ol!J
have this huge mountain of work ahead of
you. Then all you can do is tackle it and forget
about having fun. You just have to do what
paper,

for

© Oral Roberts University

to

be done."

Whether you spend your weekend in your
bed or in the library; at the movies or at the
gym, you

could

can

never

be

sure

that the next weekend

be quite the

same.

It is for tmis

reason that
spend your weekends in
just the right way, because you only have one
of them before you have to return to the

you must

grindstone
well.

of the work week you know

so

Preparing their mime routine for spring break in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., Amanda Koch and Tommy Hale shoot
the breeze.
The butler did it! These students get together for a murder
mystery party, dressed in character (no, they didn't violate
the honor code).

Good friends
Who

together!

are

what make

a

weekend

what you're doing,
Right Ken and Russ?

cares

as

activity a success.

long

as

you do it

"

Weekend Activities 77
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MOVING

ONTO

GREATER HEIGHTS
Saturday, May 1, 1993 marked the begin
ningof a lifetime of dreams and goals for many
students at Oral Roberts University. This was
to be no ordinary day, but one that an entire
popu lace of students had looked forward to for
at least four years. The ORU graduating class

of 1993 walked
their diplomas,

the stage to receive
each with unique and exciting
across

things to expect from the future.
Graduating seniors take with them more than
ustthei
r diplomas. Each one has invested ti me
j
and effort into building relationships with
others. They have developed bonds of friend
ships over the past four years that are much
longer than the miles that may separate them
when they leave.
"It meant

lot to

that I

sitting
night, the ones who I have
lived with for four years," said Lisa Levitski
about graduation night. "That's really impor
tant; developing friendships that are stronger
than anything."
"I kept hoping I wouldn't trip when I was on
stage," said Cara Locke. "How embarassing, I
a

me

next to

was

my best friends that

can't

even

ORU

A

at

cannot

"It

be measured

on

a

lot

to

me

meant

a

four-point

for four

was

things they live and learn and will never forgs
"During my time here I learned that it
important to look for truth in everything, n
just in what is Christian," said Rock A rrl110 I
"God has given a wealth of knewle€lge t@
whole lot of people, even non-Christlaas an
we can

to."
As

-Lisa Levitski

learn from them if we're not t00 afrrai

simple as the day they applied as freshme

four years ago, the senior class graduated an
in a single night it was all over. They have a
entire lifetime to look forward to and each

These

are

the free-bees, the

that tuition doesn't need

unexpected th i ngs

to pay

for. Students

learn valuable lessons every time an instructor
takes the time to share his heart with them,
every time

a

victory

is

achieved,

G�

them has their eyes fixed on what G0a Ins
waiting for them in the future. But dile¥ also
share memories of

university

as

being

a

crucial part (»hflli

the ORU Class of 1993.

every time

failure smacks them in the face with

reality,

every time their heart is broken. These

are

the

than just

an

four years of hard work is

an

academic

appropriate

Graduation.

Stacy Lewis and Sandra Lyles celebrate with a group hug just moments after they accepted their diplomes
Stacy's excitement could be heard all the way to the back of the Mabee Center.

One person said

�11�

:s,�
��

that I

scale.

years."

== ==
s�

l�

life that

sitting next to my best friends that
night, the ones who I have lived with

Kim Noonan,

�I§:

on

imagine it."

serves as more

high five for

gesture

institution. Students learn lessons

Graduation

© Oral Roberts University

The newest Dunamis alumni Steve Pierce, Russ Farrington
and Hayne Schurz celebrated Graduation with select cuts

of

"grand veal."

The Mabee Center

was

packed

out on

Graduation Day

thousands of fami Iy members and friends flooded in to
their favorite seniors

Everyone

was

After years of
were

excited

graduate from

smiling

ORU.

and it's easy to understand

why.

preparation, students like Michelle Wilson
to

launch off and

For many new graduates such as Babs Brockway, Cristine Phillipps, Lisa Levitski and
celebrating began right on the graduation platform. Are those smiles of elation or relief?

Jason Ophus delivered the Senior Response Speech on this memorable
new graduate Bryan Sander.
Jason's speech was©incredible,"
Oral Robertssaid
University

as

see

event. "I

thought

begin

Lisa

their

careers.

Evans, the

�

�0!

Graduation 79
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for every
and
a time to
weep
time to dance, a time to

"There is a time for everything, and a

activity

under heaven:

a

season

time to

laugh, a time to mourn and a
search and a time to give up, a time to keep and a time
"

to

throwaway

There is
20." It's

-

...

an

old

funny

Ecclesiastes 3:1, 4, 6

saying

how the

that says,

things

"Hindsight

that

shape

is 20/

our

lives

everyday become so much clearer when wearethrough
dealing with them. Perhaps that is the way God
planned it. Maybe,just maybe there is a purpose for
everything that happens to us, good or bad, that
finally takes shape after they have passed. When we
climb a high mountain and it takes everything that is
within us just to get there with our sanity, it's good
to know that when all is said and done and we stand

there, taking in the view, the troubles of yesterday
transform to become the

© Oral Roberts University

promises

of tomorrow.

© Oral Roberts University
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The Times,
World News
The Gulf War, Chapter II: The
United States and All ied forces

launched

Iraq

in

bombing

attacks

January of 1993,

enforce

a

"no-fly"

zone

on

to

policy

they

are a

Explosion guts World Trade
Center underground: Three

Security Council
resolutions will not be tolerated,"
Bush White House spokesman

York's World Trade Center were
destroyed in April. Followers of a

Nations

Marlin Fitzwater said.

from Iraq's ever-present wrath.
The raids frequently con
centrated on nuclear fabricating

underground floors of

placed a bomb
inside a rental van parked in one
of the under-ground garages. The
explosion killed five people,
injured more than 1,000 and
perplexed the world.
Russia goes capitalistic: Price
controls were lifted January 2,

intelligence

of

Ethnic

Cleansing

in

over

Yugoslavia:

into Serbia and

Yugoslavia split
Bosnia-Herczogovinia (sp?) over
ethnical differences, thus
erupting in civil war. Serbians,
ethnically biased against

��,�

Moslems and Croats, are de
termined to fight until the two

�I�

ethnic groups are either erased or
© Oral Roberts University
expelled from their country.
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an

inflation

rate increase

1,200 percent.

National

New

Moslem extremist

causing

S _:;;
;!§i

Changin'

buildings. "The raids are de
signed to make it clear to Iraq
that non-compliance with United

against the country. The zone
was established to protect Kuwait

facilities and

o 0

News
Candidates pay visit to Tulsa:
Vice-President Dan Quayle and
President George Bush both
made stops in Tulsa during their
unsuccessful bid for re-election
in 1992.

Quayle

came

stumping

for Bush, and Oklahoma
Republicans Sen. Don Nickles
and Congressman Jim Inhoffe. All
were up for re-election.

of them
Bush

stopped

in Tulsa

during

a

whirlwind

·

tour

of states

vacation which

President Bill Clinton

sur-

rounding Arkansas, the home of
\ Bill Clinton. Although in town for
'only an hour, Bush spoke to a
crowd of nearly 11,000 and
I proposed his plan of "An Agenda
I

for American Renewal."

I Bill Clinton
on

...

:

an

Capturing

agenda

for

blacked

with

out

no

News

366 electoral votes

Tulsan receives bronze medal:

popular vote,
defeated past president

George Bush and

a

third

Danielle Laney, a twenty year
old junior at the University of
Tulsa participated in the Summer

can

didate Ross Perot. Perot threw

Olympics in Barcelona, Spain.
Competing in Taekwondo, Laney
finished third overall, and has a

dropping out, and then re
surfacing at the end. Although
many supported the Texas bil

bronze medal to show for it.
Taekwondo is
martial

lionaire's down-to-earth leader

an

which

ancient
in

originated

both

on

mental

discipline and

full-contact attacks. The defense

uto have lost the confidence of the

people

art

Korea. The sport concentrates

ship style, Perot found himself
sitting in the seat of defeat next
sto Bush, a president who seemed
American

were

Sports

change.

the campaign into a frenzy by
�,declaring himself a candidate,

·

than three million homes

into office

stepped

and 43% of the

Clinton

more

electricity.

President

January 23, 1993, bringing

with him

buried under

force winds, caused 154 deaths
in a dozen states. During the
height of the storm March 13,

·

And the winner is

was

the Blizzard of 1993. The
blizzard, along with hurricane

toward the end

the

relies

mainly

body

and kicks above the belt.

on

punches

to

Laney, participating in the
welterweight division, lost her

of his term.
Hurricanes pay unwanted visits:
Andrew and Lani were not

popular

1992

during

names

on

the East and Gulf coasts, and in
Hawaii. Both hurricanes caused
61 deaths and
over

damage

dramatically

with

roll. By

a

an

ignited a new page
history
Angeles April
29, when they declared four
white police officers not-guilty in
the Rodney King beating trial.
in Los

Over 5,000 fire'S

were

started,

people killed, 2,383 injured

58

and

over $775 million in property
damage. Evidence against the

officers relied

home

heavily
showing the beating of
Rodney King, a black man, who
was stopped for numerous
violations while driving. The
officers plead not-guilty, arguing
on a

margin, fans
image of a young

Presley
Presley,

over an

the

older

one.

held opponents to a 34
percent shooting average while
winning the gold medal.

players),

Presley

Byrd grounds his wings: 1992
brought some major retirements
in basketball. Besides ORU's
own

decision

NBA great

stick with (no pun
intended) the younger Elvis

stamp

on

to

June 4, 1992

Graceland, the
in

Presley

at

mansion

Tenn. The stamp
released in January 1993.

Memphis

was

The release of the stamp ended
the controversy over whether or
not the singer is dead since

stamps are only issued in honor
of persons who are deceased.

he

Ken

beginning

to look

a

Trickey

Sr.

resigning,
Larry Byrd announced

leaving the court
good.
participating
Summer Olympics, Byrd
was

After

for
in the

retired

citing incessant back pain.
Meanwhile, Earvin "Magic"
Johnson can't make up his mind
whether

to retire or not. He

originally

retired in November

1991 after

revealing he was HIV
positive, having the virus which
causes

It's

members Michael

Jordan, Larry Byrd, "Magic"
Johnson, plus eight other NBA

estate's custodian announced the

video

Ki ng resisted arrest.

During

in

3-to-1

Priscilla

in

11:

(including

Elvis

white jurors

were

the Summer

$4,000.

stamp commemorating the
deceased patriarch of rock and

Angeles erupts into flames:
One Hispanic, one Asian and 10

And then there

Olympics
Barcelona, Spain, the U.S.
Olympic basketball team

favored

on

Laney plans to operate her own
taekwondo school in the future.

$1.60 bags of ice going for $10,
and $300 generators going for

rose

Elvis reappears: The U.S. Postal
service unveiled a new postage

los

in the semifinals. Her

opponent, from Spain, went
to receive the gold medal.

total i ng

$21 billion. Prices for food

staples

only match

AIDS.

However, he

came

lot like

Christmas: ORU students who

traveled to the East Coast for
Spring Break this year will

© Oral Robertsremember
University it for

a

long time, the
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ti

out

of retirement in
it

saying
to

was

Earvin

September,

"Magic" Johnson

"time to get back"
to do. He went

what he likes

play in the Summer
Olympics, with the rest of

on to

America's "Dream Team."
AI DS claims two

more

sports

The Year End

celebrities: Ballet dancer Rudolf

Nureyev and
Ashe

ORU Review

added to the death

were

roster

tennis star Arthur

of AIDS-related deaths this

year. Ashe, who had contracted
the virus from a blood

transfusion in 1983, could have
avoided contracting it, had

screening of the blood supply
been

mandatory

screening

was

then. Blood

not

mandatory

until 1985.
Oh Canada!: The Toronto Blue
Jays defeated the Atlanta Braves
in an exciting six-game World
Series. The team gave

meaning

the name, "World Series,"
being the first non-American

to

bring home the prize
(although most of the team is

team to

made up of American imports).
The events leading up to the
World Series made the win all

the

more

was

interesting. The sport

plagued by

indecision from

end of the map to the other.
The San Francisco Giants tried to
relocate to Florida, but the move
one

Fay

award.

cancelled. Commissioner

was

Vincent tried to

move

yards and 4
touchdowns, winning the big
game's Most Valuable Player
passes for 273

Buffalo failed at

the

being

Chicago Cubs to another divi
sion, but instead, the owners of
the team moved him right out of

AFC team to beat

his position.

first

an

the first

NFC team

Super Bowl since 1984. But
they did amaze the world as the
in

a

team to

go to (count

them)

three Super Bowls and lose every

Tyson

moves

the match to the

Heavyweight
Champion Mike Tyson was
convicted of raping a beauty

time.

courtroom: Former

pageant contestant, forever

tarnishing the shiny, stud-like
image of the professional athlete.

Olympic

Gail Devers

Buffalo:

Those rootin'-tootin' Dallas

Cowboys plowed the Buffalo
Bills in this year's Super Bowl
XXVII with an intimidating score
of 52-17.
Buffalo's defeat

came to

them

Quarterback Jim
painfully
Kelly injured his knee (again)
as

the second quarter.
Dallas Quarterback Troy
Aikman completed 22 of 30

N\I/�

::Sl�
s!i:i
s
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in

on

the track:

the women's

won

16 months after

just
nearly amputated.
Then Carl Lewis brought world
record victory to the American
men's 4x1 OO-m relay.
And when you thought it
100-m race,

her feet

Cowboys endanger

thrills

Barcelona got a glimpse of
American stick-to-it-ness. First,

were

couldn't get any sweeter, Briton
Derek Redmond collapsed with

a

in the 400-m

hamstring pull
semifinal, then rose and with the
help of his weeping father,
stumbled

through

the finish line.

Walt Disney's award-winning
animated film, Aladdin

Big bucks to playa game:
Athletes get a lot of dough for
playing. The biggest and best this
Pittsburg Outfielder
Barry Bonds raking in $43.75

year

was

million for

a

© Oral Roberts University
six year contract.
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The Year that
The

following are

were

stories that

"1

agreed,

featured in The Oracle this

was

appalled

evacuated in five minutes while

immaturity of the person who

set

year about some of the fires that
happened at ORU. It sounds kind
of funny speaking so non

the fire."

chalantly about fires, but hey,
when they're as common as they
were this year, it's really no big

tion,

deal.

Carburetor Combustion-October

Kelly Vallone,
2) commented

hope

Susie Vinson

14,

tor

dorm-September

an

1992: Female residents of the

Towers dorm Susie Vinson

were

awakened

rudely
Wednesday
night to the sounds of fire alarms
and the urgings of Resident
Advisors (RAs)

building.
According

to evacuate

thought

it doesn't

1992: A

12,
Set fire forces evacuation of

"1

RA

the

on

Red (Susie

on

evacua

okay. I
happen again."
it went

carbure

smoldering

cause

of

engine fire Tuesday night

in

has been ruled the

cars

Wade

Barker,

junior

a

10:30 p.m.

Michelle Coates,
Susie Vinson's Hall Director, a
to

pany

According

extinguishers.

Seven fire trucks

from various stations in the
district

Operations
Harry Salem said, "We're
with the response time of

pleased
the fire

department. They

handled it well."

According

to District 3 Fire

Eight
car at

paper

to Com

Captain David Lundy, the

an

wrapping of fiberglass

insulation around pipes. Dow
esti mated the fi re was 1 0 feet

high

and 20 feet wide.

of the dorm's elevators. "1 find it

Tijuana Vickers, a student
worker, was cleaning the library

difficult to believe it

on

fire

was

intentionally

set in one

was an

the fourth floor. "1 smelled

accident," she said.
No suspects have been named

something

and officials have

shouting

no

of the elevator

was

knowledge

the

was an

of the dorm from floor

and
the

to

ceiling

beginning to seep into
lounge area known as the
was

fishbowl.
As is standard

procedure with

outside for approxamately 15
minutes before being allowed
return to their rooms, while

not

impressed

smoldered and then burst into

flames

shooting

the

when he

car

reported
Engine

members of the security force
and power plant inspected the
building for damage.
Ladies who lived in the dorm
were

with the

incident. "1 was irritated. I don't
understand how anyone could
be so immature as to set a fire,"
said Julie Shaw. Alicia Woodall

it to

out

��I�
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from under
in and

pulled

Security, who then

29

extinguished

the

paint

on

Barker's

vehicles

surrounding

car.

Barker's insurance will

cover

Overheated motor

September 14,
Fire

causes

fire

1992: The Tulsa

Department paid

visit to

a

the Oral Roberts University
campus

guish

a

Friday night to

extin

fire in the Graduate

by

an

putting it back for miniflilal
dollars," Salem said.
Cleaning began last Monday.
we're

a sealer was put on the
walls and ceiling. Wednesday a
coat of paint was applied.

Tuesday

by the fire.
reopened the next day,

was

Saturday.
Student Affairs fire

extinguished

made in

quickly, repairs
week-April 12, 1993:

one

A fire in

the Student Affairs office in the

April 2 was
successfully extinguished due to
the quick response ofthe Oral
Roberts University Security and
the Tulsa Fire Department.
According to Harry Salem,
vice president of operations, the
most probable cause of the fire
was an

left

Thursday another coat was
applied and the light fixtures
were installed. Finally, the new
carpet was laid Friday.
The office

areas

should be

ready for occupancy today. "We
have excellent maintenance here
at

ORU," Dawn Hoskey, assis

tant dean of women, said.

electric coffee pot which

overheated exhaust fan.

was

Students in the GC and Learn
ing Resources Center (LRC) heard

of the Student Affairs office.
The alarm system functioned

on

in the

reception

area

fire alarm go off at approxi
properly, and Salem was pleased
© Oral Roberts
University
with ORU Security and the Tulsa
was
mately 7 p.m. The building

a

was

and odor caused

Classroom Center

the damages.

lights in stock. "There
substantial damage, but

carpet and

health hazard) and allowed the
building to clear of any smoke
It

Center (GC) caused

=1

it which

blaze which was hot enough to
melt the bumpers and damage
to

because there

cleared away the insulation
(Dow said it was a potential

on

called 911.

all fire alarm activations, the
building was evacuated. Resi
dents were required to stand

out

"unlocated fire" in the

p.m. and 12 midnight.
Junior Dave Dzurik saw the

carburetor had oil

the blaze. Smoke
from the blaze filled the first floor

get

a man

flames sometime between 11 :45

damage.

extinguished

to

hearing

building.
The only damage incurred
was to the insulation, which
needs to be replaced. Both
buildings were closed for the rest
of the evening while firefighters

only

A student discovered and

like burnt rubber," she

said. She recalls

of who may have set the fire. A
minor burn mark in the carpeting

Department.
According to Salem, all
repairs to the office were done
with no outside expenditures.
The university already had pain�,

hand.

were on

third floor GC) overheated,
catching on fire. The fire lit the

on

Fire

Vice President of

around

it.

Ball (Wesley 8), parked his

the

firefighters discovered and put
out the blaze with hand-held

Chief B.C. Dow, the motor on
exhaust fan (in a Chemistry
Department bathroom on the

the Upper Parking Lot for
students. The fire gutted the

engine and damaged

up in Smoke

went

the

at

F i lI"e

o ll:Jl

?

All stories

printed with permis

sion of The Oracle.

N
Bill CLi(1�olf) and mis

wHa.,

3 vojj�Qi

�O$S f(j,r 8®ss and 1 7 f@lt iii'

nopeless either
\:IIot@ at

was

way, aRd diantt

alli.

StlllEio/( s'ttUl¥, stiuEl¥:

47

of lllill OlRlU studeflts

r-ep®rtecl lJl:illlt

JQ@r«:ent

an av.era.ge ortwo to
five hours every weekend. 21
p@Fc€ll'tli sa:y th@).) study ,'"
Qve(��� @t fiv:e to t@1:lI i'ialJrs,j#er

they study

wee;kef1� ianc:i14 pefC:�l:'It say

t1lr1cl�r two hcmr� plef

weeK:€lrlGj

:rn�kes the gltade r@r tnenfl. Qhly
t@;1il j3encent or ORL) StU��flts
study JlVI01'e tI�a:n ten hO\fJJS every

w€.ek�Jilt§LWe teel neally sorrv for
tn@ six pereent of tl1em who say

they stud¥

zero,

:t'he weel<end,

heav

zilch, sada

(fney

must

on

be

da1ters.)

fQ sweat

or

Rot to sweat?: Our

survey revealed

some

staggering

statfstics about tIMe students of

OIRIlJ. It seems seven percent of
ORLJ studelflts exercise iii whop
pin� zero hours every week �on
the ave�a�e, of course). The same
amount told

us

tnat

they exercise

claimed to ha�e
routine

an

averaging

exerclse

two to fi'il!e

hours per week and 2.e percent
work out five to ten hOll,rs per.
week. The

big [i)a.�baric buffs,

than ten hOUrs
exercising
per week only made up seven
more

percent,

CUJrJrent Event§ t&nd The Yet&Jr End
OR U Review SUJrvey c((])JmJIDiRed 1by�
Kathy

Deweese and

Casey
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Dr you have been
to

ngth

storm,
e

terrible

the

a

needy

a

strength

in his

to the

distress,

a

poor,

refuge

a

from

shade from the heat; for the blast of

ones

is

against the wall."

as a storm

Isaiah 25:4

Whether from

States,

we

Europe,

South Africa

University to accomplish
but a desire and
soul and

Upon

or

the United

have all traveled here to Oral Roberts

a

a

goal.

It is not

only a goal,

vision to be educated in

our

spirit,

body.

our

arrival in this vast

place, we began a long,

rough and sometimes treacherous climb to get to
top, to reach our vision. As we climb, we run into
steep grades, cutting pieces of stone and lonely

the

stretches of rock. When

climb, lay

we are

about to

give up the

down and surrender, hands of all colors

up and help us climb
h ig her. We look up into the faces of students, coaches,

start

reaching

out to lift

us

faculty and administration.
They are not ordinary people

from any university
light shining in their

because they all have a unique
eyes. That light is the love of Jesus in their hearts,
the

same

love which

brings about compassion

heart of mankind for their brother
These

become

or

in the

sister in need.

friends, and it is their

people
friendship and love that become ourfibers of support.

© Oral Roberts University

our
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Scenes like this have been

President Roberts'
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common at

healing ministry

healing crusades and revivals
people today.

over

the years.

continues to bless

Little did young Richard Roberts know that the day would come when his
songs would
reach the ears of thousands of TV viewers every weekday morning.

Special guest

appearances were common
many of the Roberts family's TV spe
cials, including country ballad singer Ten
on

nessee

Ernie Ford.

Did this young couple-to-be anticipate the
day when they would take the seat as
president and first lady of ORU? Their
smiles look promising!

��,�
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First

Family

"Ten seconds 'til showtime!" and Richard and

Mountain."

© Oral Roberts University

Lindsay

are

ready

to "Go

Tell it

en

the

,

Adorablejordan, Olivia and Chloe Roberts pose with
photo.

Aren't

they

Dad and Mom forthe Roberts'

family

cute?

Lindsay and

Richard Roberts accompany
to Africa where they

regent Benson Idahosa

ministered to thousands.
President Roberts receives

edge from the
someone's

ears

word of knowl

a

Lord about

Our lovable chancellor, Oral

the

a

ringing

in

during chapel.

Roberts,

passes

presidency to his son Richard Roberts

in

their tag-team effort to lead ORU to great
ness.

History

was

in the

making

as

Richard Rob

left the executive vice

presidency to
become ORU' s second president. It was an
exhiliarating day for Richard, Lindsay and
the rest of the ORU family.
erts

First
© Oral Roberts University
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History hit the

pages of

Oral Roberts University on
when

1993

January 17,

Ora I Roberts stepped down
as

the

president of the

versity and

uni

the

passed

the midst of

in

a

spiritual atmosphere.
The third part of the

triple

is dare to del iver. The

dog-dare

Bible says that Jesus

forth

went

to deliver his ministry,

de

to

mantle to his son, Richard

liver his mission,

Roberts.

word of God, to del iver the

When

Richard

up to address the

stepped

healing,

to

deliver the

deliver the saving

to

for 1 0 minutes. His roommate

When

said, "What

doing?"

reached

him, "If

pulled

The young

at

the end of the four

I'll tell you

years

me

fore

he would take

dream

to

and that is to deliver this

thing,

suffering, crying, dying

big, for God has putadream

sighing

in the heart of every young

comes

here

ORU,

at

your

own

wishes of

wish

or

by

somebody

by
the

else.

you've dreamed,

Once

don't give up your dream.
The second part is dare

develop.

It is said that the

purpose of a

university is to

gain knowledge,
it,

to

add to

and then to pass it

ORU

on.

say

along

Apostle
"As it

so now

Many years
from

a

su

a

itcase

a

One

not in

mate

man

very

find

day when

So

chainedtothebed.
not a

scholarship,

/'11 find

a

Hethought,

problem,

the wall. All

moved into the

me.

he reached for the

He had

gained

room

Hethought, Well,

found the bed

he enrolled,

man

itcase to pu II it out, and it was

That's

spread throu�hQM't
university. He said, "I'd!

course

the
like

to

tell you

He had his mother St'illfl©

was

until he

chained to

through

the first

year, the second year, the third
year and the fourth year the

me

away to

took

a

"V" for valedictorian. Silile

said, "Son,

anything

less." I made lUljl)

my mind that I would stape
at

it, and

I

superior

aca

greetings. That evening before

white sheet of cloth with the

presidency.

embroidered "V" and stare

dare to

backseat

to

curriculum,

no

to

in its

man

reached into that tattered

develop

you r sp i rit th rough the word

through

sleep,

they

went to

taking
one

the young

a

the power

suitcase and

pulled

of cloth. On it

was

out

a

sheet

the embroi

dered letter "V./I He stared

at it

On

graduation day,

man,

who

had

at

it.

this young

the

highest

grades of the university,

was

called up to make his speech.

:::�

Richard Roberts
© Oral Roberts University

Id make

€I:

I did it.

a

demic program,

wou

decision to be the best, illl11«l

you ng

Id take out that

you be �lfte

best, and don't settle fi@11

roommate, and they exchanged

man wou

you go to �n��

university, and

you

a

srn@

she embroidered the leftel1

develop

assigned

college,

sheet of cloth, 9111''11£1

to

was

why."

and said, "When she S@liillt

the young

that won't stop

prestigious Ivy League college.
a

what the

the room, his

itwas locked.

su

out

took out the suitcase, but

way.

carried his
on

was

room

his roommate

so

all about.

you."

young

family

poor

battered

ago,

mate crazy

"V"

unto me,

I deliver unto

It drove his

day

Paul said when he said,
delivered

least 1 0 minutes

to

the lines of what the

was

night.

every

was

s<1lidC

Bythistimetheword h1;lo©t

decided

I bel ieve that you wi II be able to

and

"Would you liketo know?"

and

place,

students

dormitory,

through

of God,

that you leavethis

the

especially de

was

signed

to

world. When the

yellowed by age,

that white sheet of cloth

"triple-dog-dere."

designed

was more

dered "V." He held it up tQ)

was

some

It was not wh ite anvmcre: i

be

stare at it at

del iver

sheet of doth.

out a

night,

ered whatGod putto him. ORU
to

behind him 1;lr:l�

but it sti II had the erl1lbl1oi

after

out

finished,

am

doing." Night
sleeping,

he

what I

the following challenge, the

whether you're here

"i�

and treat

with the embroidered "V" and

person

:;

to me

to

power of his father. He deliv

dream, and dare

=9�
Is;

you

said

man

you're good

right,

are

students he gave them all

Number one, dare to

I�

of prayer,

I issue you the

dare

on

the fi rst

triple-o©g
day

of m¥

Dare to

orr(galii11l,

develop and

darr@ �o

del iver what God has p-!l!1�

through faith

in lesus'

name.

�
Richard Roberts
© Oral Roberts University
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Benson

decision

Idahosa, Benny
to

Hinn and Carlton Pearson watch

elect Richard Roberts

as

the

new

president

Reflecting

94
=.=

��

as

their unanimous

on

the past, Billy Joe Daugherty
days when he was a young

remembers the

§II�

�I�
s�

intently

of ORU takes effect.

sitting in the chapel audience listen
Roberts preach, never imagining
Oral
ing
that someday he would be sitting next to the
© Oral Roberts University
man he admired so much.
student

Board of Regents

to

Lindsay begin their
by lifting up the university

President Roberts and
new

commission

in prayer.
"To God be the

Gool

as

glory," shouts Regent Robyn

he shares

the student

a

word from the Lord

to

body.

Cardone, [r., Donald Meares, Richard Thomas, Kenneth Copeland, James Blanchett, Charles Green, Jere Melilli, Eleanor Foster, John Hagee, Charles Trebilcock,
Rudd, Kay Lambeth, Richard Pearson, Terry Law, Eugene Swearingen, AI landl, Carlton Pearson, John Osteen, Robyn Gool, John Harris. Front Row: Larry Lea, Tommy Barnett,
Benson Idahosa, Erby Shaw, Charles Watson, Eldon Thorman, Lindsay Roberts, Richard Roberts, Oral Roberts, Evelyn Roberts, Marilyn Hickey, Frank Holder, Charles Blake, Karl Strader,
Fannie Lou Hayward, Benny Hinn, Jim Holley, Thomas Irvin, John Meares,
Tommy
Billy Joe Daugherty, Oscar Moore. Not Pictured: Gerald Canning, Isabelle Graham, Rosey Grier,
Reid, Ernest Simpson.
Back Row: Michael

Sam

Board of Regents
© Oral Roberts University
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the

Every student attending Oral
Roberts University remembers
receiving a phone call or letter
announcing their admission to

tures in

ORU. The ORU Admissions

raise that

Department

is

for

responsible
selecting

the incredible task of

prospective ORU students.
The primary focus of the Ad
missions Department is to pro
mote

the school and admit

stu

dents into the university. Stu
dents can still remember the
process offill ing outan

grueling
application, trying to bribe re
spectable people into giving a
recommendation, choosing a
photo that fit the ORU criteria
(for guys, that meant finding a

palms of their hands ..
'

Since

we

(current students]

all here, they must have had
good lunch and perhaps g@t

The Admissions Departmeat
also handles the marketing @f

ORU, College Weekend, Stu�
dent Ambassadors and
amount

of

noon, make

someone

run

i,lilt@

from the Adrnissiens

Thursday after
that you giv@
pat on the ba©k,

on a

them

word" that you had been

because you

sure

smile, a
and buy them
a

a

cup of coffee

never

know wm@

might end up atORU because-of

cepted?
"Every Thursday
the

massiv.€

paperwork.

Committee

the committee

a

So the next time you

place from
the time you sent your applica
tion until you received, lithe
ac

at 2:30 p.m.

meets to

appplicants files,"

you.

discuss

Director

of Admissions Shawn Nichols

explained. "This committee
holds prospective students fu"I didn't lose the file, I just
worker Matthew Winn.

misplaced

it

somewhere," exclaims Danny

Ziriax to student

Admissions Department Staff: Back Row: Rick Wyatt, Danny Ziriax,
Shawn Nichols (director). Front Row: Allyn Norris, Mary Margaret

Morris, Dorothy Johnson, Sandy Sharpe

�,�
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a

world.

What

took

a

day."
According to Nichols, "�Iii@
biggest selling point is that �kle
Holy Spirit is in the middl@ @n
ORU." Though ORU is nati@rrl
ally and academically ree:®g- I
nized, the spiritual aspect is wma�
attracts people from all overr �m@

picture with short hair), and the
non-refundable application fee.

exactly

ase

Jemll.ifeJr P�Hllllllilllglton
"

,

-----

....,.....,..
----

",.....,..

-

t:J1

Shawn Nichols waits for "the word" from the other end of the line to find out if Chris
Leffingwell is in or out (of linens for College Weekend, that is!).

With

a

Pepsi by her side, Allyn

Norris prepares to take

on

the duties for the

day.

"
97
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I

"We
to

are

here for the students

meet

thei

r

needs

spiritually, academically

and

in any other way we can," said
Dawn Hoskey, assistant dean

of

women

Oral

at

worker for Student Affairs said.
"Even when I

-

Roberts

Dean

freshman,
was

very

motherly and made me feel
welcome at the university."
In

an

attempt

Christian

University.

was a

Chesboro

to

reinforce the

lifestyle in the students,

The fact that this branch of

Student Affairs counsels students

Christian

relationships and other
problems, enforces the honor

service at ORU is

a

program makes it unlike the
programs at other institutions.

Student Affairs staff have

a

servanthood mentalitytowards
the students as they promote
the unique Christian lifestyle.
"It's not just a job, but serving

fellow brothers in the attitude
of Christ," said Dan
dean of men.
"We
Women

Guajardo,

really care,"
Betty

in

code and encourages students
excel in academics.

to

As Student Affairs continues to

be involved in the lives of ORU

students, they

reap the rewards

of seeing lives grow to reflect
the glory and real ity of Jesus

Christ.

Dean of

Chesboro said.

Candice Morrisett,

a

student

I�--------------------------------------------�I
What

are

the chances of Dean

photographer

Back Row: lo Frailer (director of Student Affairs/Apartment Community), Verna Pryor
of
(housing director), Betty Chesboro (dean of womenl,Gidget Pettit (director intramurals),
Student
of
Connor
0'
(director
Affairs), Dawn
Anne Young (director of counseling), Molly

Hoskey (assistant dean of women). Front Row: Jackie Fuque (administrative assistant),
Boyd (dean of students), Dan Guajardo (dean of men).

Clarence

While

�I/�

::::,�
Student Affairs
)�
:;Is;

-

�

::;�

��

the

phone, Molly
a flyer with
signature, recognized across

talking

on

O'Connor prepares to endorse

her famous
the campus.

© Oral Roberts University

was

Boyd talking

in

there to capture the moment.

chapel? Well,

it did

happen and

our
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Love,
these

care,

people and prayer;
key words that

are some

identify

the role of

Roberts University

dorm

a

director. Dorm directors

at

truly

about the students and

Oral
care

fully
responsibilities
with God's help.
"One of the things I like is the
opportunity to see potential in
people and help them see it,"
execute

can

their

with prayer and supplication.
"Being a dorm director has

challenged me to really stay in
the presence of God and keep
the girls lifted up before
ChrisL,"said Qynne Arnold,
dorm director of Braxton Hall.
"It's all about training the young

Christian

girls

Gospel

the world."

to

to

spread the

Their

Curtis, dorm

spiritual lives are also
challenged and impacted as

director for Claudius Roberts

dorm directors. "I have learned

said

Carmen

Hall. "I think the students don't

always
that

see

our

that side of the

staff;

desire is to encourage

them."
"One of the

biggest

rewards

I've had is the chance to work

with real

godly

men

and RAs,"

how

to pray

there

are so

sense

you

big

time because

many situations that
there is nothing in the physical
can

do about it," Curtis

said. "All you can do is pray and
God brings about the changes."
With

a

Green

Cardone),

Tom

pictured: Cletus

(Shakarian).

solid foundation in

said Alex Anaya, dorm director
for Ellis Melvin Roberts Hall. "I

Christ, dorm directors can
successfully affect and impact

them ministerto the guys on
floors, and in turn, see the
guys respond and grow in the

the I ives of RAs and students.

see

Back Row: Alex Anaya (Ellis Melvin Roberts), Lee Gould (Michael
Front Row: Dan Guajardo (dean of men). Not

McClarty (Wesley Luering).

their

Lord."
In order to

effectively,

accomplish

this

job

dorm directors begin

II�------------------------------------�

Back Row: Michelle Coates (Susie Vinson), Revis Ward (Francis Cardone). Front Row:
Curtis (Claudius Roberts).

Qynne Arnold (Braxton), Carmen

Even the dorm directors, along with their
children, get involved in celebrating West
ern Day.

Trying

to

devoured

save

the broom from

by the trash compactor,

Curtis pu lis with I ittle

being

Carmen

success.

.

Hall Directors

6\
ir"I==t
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Taking time out of her busy schedule, Cheryl Heatherington admires
outstanding senior projects.
All eyes are on Marilyn Carver, the conducting instructor,
as to what might be on the next test.

�11�
::!.�
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as

of the

she gives hints

'/00 I have

through

some

a

work

out

plan for you!" replies Coach Johnson

with

a

smile

as one

of his

weightlifting students walks

the door.

Faculty
© Oral Roberts University
F�UULTY
F�UULTY

F�UULTY

Akdar, Robin
Allen, jonny
Autry, Arden
Blan, Carol
Bomholt, Thomas
Bovee, Steve

Boyd,

Kim

Branston, Stuart

Breckenridge, Lillian
Breckinridge, james
Bridgman, joyce
Buckles, Fleta

Calderon, Brenda
Cannon, joe

Carver, Mari Iyn

Chaboya, Roy
Clark, Mark
Culver, Maurice

Davison, Vicki

Decker, Edward
Delavan, Erin
Dick, Merleanna
Dorries, David

Eland,

Dave

Eland, Don
Eland, Gene

Eldridge, Clark
Ellison, Gerald
Epperson, William
Ervin, Howard

Farmer, Agena

Gauger, David
Gray, Linda
Gillen, George
Greer, jack
Grizzle, Trevor

Hall, Mark
Haney, Georganne
Hayden, Roy

Heatherington, Cheryl
Heit, Dorothea
Herr, Stephen

Faculty
© Oral Roberts University

Holland, Laura
Howell, Dollie
Keller, Tina
Ki ng, Stephen
Koo, Oon Chor
Korstad, John

Kuehle, Jon
Lamb, Robert
Latta, Douglas
Lederle, Henry
Lee, Christine
Lovett, Leonard

Mansfield, Robert
Mathew, Thomsen
Maynard, Mark
Mayton, Kenneth
Miller, Harvey
Morgan, Alston

Morgan,

Pat

Mosley, Jean
Odegard, Beverly
Norwood, Woodrow
Oltman, Debbie
Pierce, Edward

Pranger, Gary
Rakestraw, Roy

Rechling, Jean
Ross, Roberta
Sexton, Franklin
Sexton, Ruth

Shelton, James
Smith, Glenn
Snow, Charles
Stanton, Gerry
Steeley, Jill
Stiver, Greg

Thurman, Duane
Thyvel i kakath, George
Tucker, Nina
Tullett, James
Unruh, Terry
VanEaton,Earl

© Oral Roberts University
F�UULTY
F�UULTY

F�UULTY

VanNess, Joe

Walker, Grady
Walker, Larry
Ward, Daniel
Watney, Paul
Wayne, Peggy

West, Edward

Wilson, Carol
Young, Brad

Broadcasting professor

Mark Labash gets down to earth with his student files

before issuing their final grades.

Faculty
© Oral Roberts University
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Nothing

seems

phase

to

him. Ask anyone who knows
John Freiling and they'll
tell

that this

you

senior

accounting major has it all
together. He should because
he's

our

student

body presi

Freiling's
involvement

previous
in

Student

paved a path for
his election as president last
spring. Likeanynewlyelected
officer, Freiling had a list of
goals and accomplishments

Association

for the 1992

-

Nothing

1993 school

has deterred

him yet.
the

the

of the organization is
due largely to efforts on the
success

part of his staff. "Everyone
knows their roles this year,"
hesaid. "Each person is doing
their

job."

A close look at the

officers will show that every
one is working hard for the
student

body.

This year has marked a new
era of organization for SA as
a

president of services), Cory Fransway (executive vice
(vice
BrocJahnke
president of graduate affairs). Front Row:James Wiley
president),
(vice presidentoffinance), John Freiling (president), Kristy McCrary (vice president
Back Row: Jake Darn (vice

whole. "The students

Speaker Pro-Tempore
lot of time chairing at

Kevin Cox
senate

spends

a

meetings.

The

��,�

:: a
S:�
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newly elected

officers look

of the many bills

passed their way. Many of these
bills will become reality to help the ORU
student body.
© Oral Roberts University
that

Student Association

93-94 SA executive

over some

are

saw a

weakness in the organization

of activities).

get things done. "They have
an idea, propose it, carry it
out and see it through," he

happen

in SA t>his

year."
Freiling is proudest of SA's
implementation of a new
public relations program tliil·s
year. "The problem in the past
has been that (we wou ld) (nave
a great activity and nothing to
promote it," he said. "The
program was developed this
year,

Freiling doesn't take all
glory. He realizes that

something

about it," Freiling said.
Perhaps he's proudest of his
staff because of their abilityto

said. "Ideas

dent.

year.

and wanted to do

but the ideas will be

long-term."
Freilingwill continueto look
to the future, realizing that
SA's success this year will only
be determ i ned by the progress
made in years to come. What
would he like SA's 1999

president to say? "That this
guy's organization ran like
clockwork," he said. Keep on
ticking, John!
.

Cll'istine IPlhiHilPPs

President John

Freiling addresses the student body

as

he welcomes

newly elected President Richard Roberts

on

this historical occassion.

President-elect Cory Fransway conducts the
senators refuse to cooperate.

senate

meetings.

His

gavel

comes

in

handy

when

Senator Lee

Raney gives

an

explanation of his proposed bill

to

Community Chairperson

Trisha Erickson.

m
�l::::i

Student Association
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"To be

be," that

or not to

is

the question you resident ad
visors find yourselves asking
at

least once every

paced day.

You

busy, fast
sitquietly in

eyes fixed

Marriott,

the

on

boisterous crowd that

sur

rounds you, and come to the
realization that this entire

wing is watching
testi ng

move,

comment

and

your every

you revery

expecti ng that

cheerful, motivated smile to
come creeping across your
face at any given moment.
The responsibility of their
experience at Oral Roberts
University being the best
memory in their lives rests

entirely
What
Then

a

on

your shoulders.

feeling.

one

of the

mass tu rns

inquire about your ac
counting, biology and hu
manities tests that day, and
you laugh nervously to your
self, trying notto gag on your
soda. Then out jumps that
RA smile. "I think I did fine,
thanks," you reply, wonder
ing if answering rhetorical

to

was

�11�

�a�
=='.::::r
10�
::;I�
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in your

Graduate Housing: Jon
Williams, Doug Kaisler.

Resident Advisors

description. Another nervous
laugh escapes as you re
member everything else you
encountered today that wasn't
in your job description. Funny
how those praying hands
seem to spell "relief."
But then another turns to

nudge you, awakening you
yoursleepygaze. "Thank
you for your help last night,"
a grateful voice says. "If it

from

wasn't for you, I would have

dropped government again."
"I'm glad I was there to help
you," you answer, as that
smileappears once again. But
this time it speaks satisfac
tion. This is what your job is
really all about; what makes it
worth the "fun." As you feel
that warm hand grasp your
you realize you
in it for the long haul. "To

own
are

be

or

tightly,
notto

be, I think

I

can

be

after ail!"

job

Lenschow, Chris Royael, John Anderson, Jim

Carolyn
© Oral Roberts University
team

Else tells Mimi

how to

play."

Deberney confidently,

"Lets go out and show the

baseball

Claudius Roberts Hall: Back Row: Kerry Fisher, Susan Goley, Amanda Koch,
Rachel Huff. Second Row: Beth Olinski, Lisa Vinatieri, Julianne Venca. Third
11{0w: Porsche Reid, Sharon Mitchell, Tammie Shanks, KaSondra Moore, Brooke
Beliles, Carolyn Else, Dedee Marks. Front Row: Avlon Hendricks, Carmen Curtis

(hall director),

Kerri

Atkinson, John Smithwick, Jason Hester,
Biller, Marty Killmon, Manoj Perera. Second Row:
Saul Altamirano, Brian Roberson, Kris Orth, Jason Ophus, Ted Badgley, Greg Ross.
Front Row: Will Parker, Alex Anaya (hall director), Eddie Redden.
Ellis Melvin Roberts: Back Row: Brant
Lawrence

McCorvey, Mark

Wall, Molly Baker, Stacey Matula.

RAs try many different ways to get their
attention. Saul Altamirano plays

wing's
"soul"

on

his

guitar

on

the sixth floor

alcove in EMR.

Climbing

the walls is

relieve stress for Susan

Braxton: Back Row: Elexa Shaw, Nicola Stennis, Carey Hubert, Christine Hall.
Second Row: Kathy Van Belkum, Tasha Harwell, Sharla Winrich, Jennifer
Murphy. Front Row: Qynn Arnold (hall director), Krista Portman.

a

Shakarian: Back Row: Ronzelle Green, Chris Leffingwell, Manny
Front Row: Chris Beard, Steve Aaron, Francis Thomas.

© Oral Roberts University

new

way to

Goley.

Cantu.�

Resident Advisors
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Susie Vinson: Back Row: Michelle Coates

Vallone, Gena

Heinen. Second Row: Robin

Vicki Clements. Front Row: Sarah

(hall director), Stephanie Bingham, Kelly
Pannell, MaryAnn Soriano, Jennifer Pellant,

McClarty (hall director),

Paul

Backhaus, Ryan Stafford, Dwaim Pmel1il5,
Gyle Smith, Dan Wil,liams, TOflY

Matt Olsen. Front Row:

Vasek.

Munday.

66L.:Ie .�

Wesley Leuhring: Back Row: Rich Franzen,
Tom

��eep
g;r�de�� .. d
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Verghese, Molly Griffiths, Karen Lee, Angie (;;uav.es,
Kristy Postlewait. Second Row: Tasha Dow, Elise Noe, Estella Evans, Noel Gibbs, ct:awlee
Caines, Kristi Brown, Kim Harris. Front Row: Wendy Solomon, Pamela Hostom, R.evis
Ward (hall director), Shari Shockey.
Francis Cardone: Back Row: Rita

�heT
.�_��

Michael Cardone: Back Row: Elector Pearson, Perry Chaturvedi, Nick Noll, Shayne Lee,
Stephen Pierce. Second Row: Chris Ruhlen, Terry Bush, Chad Arnold, Hayne Schurz, Lee
Gould (hall director). Front Row: Marc Ferguson, Jon Switzer, Tony Word.

After a
on

grueling game of football,

Kris Orth and Kevin Pistone get

ready for a

ride

their four-wheeler.

Resident Advisors

© Oral Roberts University
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Barely sqeezing through

the

cold, damp rocks of

a

dark

cave

deep

in the

earth, Ronzelle

Head Resident Advisors: Back Row: Pam Haston, Sarah Munday, Kerri Wall, Molly Baker
Krist� Portman, Avian Hendricks, Michelle Bilderback. Front Row: Shari Shockey, Wendy

Green appears

as

the

mighty explorer.

Head Resident Advisors: Chris Ruhlen, Nick Noll, Hayne
Pictured: Steve Aaron, Rich Frazen, Matt Olsen.

Schurz, Eddie Redden.

Solomon.

Resident Advisors
© Oral Roberts University
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"t bel ieve the best

sermon a

is

godly
chaplain
give
example," said Noel Pretila,
chaplain of The Edge in
Shakarian. By living a Christ
like life, Noel hopes to posi
tively influence the men on his
floor and encourage a holy
lifestyle. "I'm not here to give
can

a

messages and pump the guys

up," Pretila said. "What's more
important to me is when the
guys go away, and prayer and
readingthe Word become their

need
Becky Hernandez, Sarah Lowder, Karla Sweet, Lucy Peterson, [aniese
Row: Kristeen Popken, Lashonda Burns, Kelli Bass, Tara Tankard.

Braxton: Back Row:

Williams. Front

to

breathe."

A great way that

chaplains
can be an influence to wing
mates is by being themselves.
"Oftentimes people have the
misconception of a chaplain as
a super-spiritual, totally holy
person," Noel said sadly.
However, chaplains can really
make an il]lpact on someone
by being reaCWh€lther a chap
lain is conducting wingchureh,
sharing the Word in Disciple
ship Training Seminar, or

lead i ng prayer meeti ngs,
real and

he is

being
godly example
as

ence

he

can

his wing-mates.

"Whenever I

see

my

�11�

...,,�==
11,2
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(chaplain) and

Heidi

Hagerman

in

==

==.:::::
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Chaplains
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chaplain,

her

spiritual encouragement
and sweet, godly spirit rernlnds
me of my need to grow closer
to

Rebekka

the Lord," said

Nehls of Sigma Tau Sigma.
Amanda Reyes of Delta
Gamma said that her

chaplain,

is "not fake,

StephanieJackson,
but truly lives for God. When I
look at her I am challenged to
change what is wrong in my
life."

Although chaplains

may min

ister to others through

disciple

and prayer, it is actually
thei r god Iy I ifestyles that preach

ship

the most

challenging

Shakarian: Jason Turner, Patrick Esdelle, Aaron Stern, Mike
Abeyta, Noel Pretila. Not pictured: Derrek Blue.

.

inflw

Students do feel the positive
impact of their chaplains.

IIL-

Playing peek-a-boo behind Michelle Summer
the fields of Minnesota is Kris Orth

long
being a
as

sermon.

�

Huffman, [arne

Upper Francis Cardone: Patsy Brantley, Hope McCauley, Wendy Davidson, Katrina
Sumner, Adrienne Biebel, Melissa Kim, Rhonda Cottom.

I Lower Francis Cardone: Alison Lewis, Mauri
Dick, Sophia Miranda, Sharon Loescher.

Hallman, Tina Ledbetter, Nicole Bowen, Jaci

Upper Michael Cardone: David Huston, Jeff Huston, Jayson Graves, Kenneth Curry, Bryan

Sander,

Scott Mclean.

Lower Michael Cardone: Brian

Augenstein,

Rolando

Entralgo,

Lee

Hager, Christian Cable,

Jeff Bigler, John Tittle.

Will

Parker, along with chaplains Karla
Chale, enjoy a little music

Sweet and Carlos
at EMR's open

house.

Youngwomen and children watch Theiring
Alexander

intently

as

while

missions

trip

on a

he portrays Christ
to Mexico.

Chaplains
© Oral Roberts University

Susie Vinson: Susan

Elwell, Kathy Werner, julie Shaw,

Christa jones, juniece

Caryl, Ej

Gabrielle

Bush,

Sultana

Nailer,

Achara.

Upper Ellis Melvin Roberts: Mike Flatt, Theiring Alexander, josh Ontku, jeff Adams, Rich
I
Laion Lovett, Marcus Oliver.

Alexander,

Blanchett, Paul Watson, David Mossholder, lR:olan·
Whorton, Allan Bowman, Kenneth Brown.

Lower Ellis Melvin Roberts: Mike

Walker,

Wendy

Davidson stands

prepared, ready

to run

the sword of the spirit

through anything

that gets in her way.

�11�
ga�
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Brain

Myer,

Lance

1m.

Cladius Roberts Hall Blue: Dawn Williams,

Janelle Hicks,

Lisa

Spero, Cynthia McGuire,

Michelle Summers, Rachel Wilson.

A little Scottish

girl smiles anxiously as she waits for Cynthia McGuireto share her cosmetic

expertise.

��
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Cladius Roberts Hall Yellow: Esther Fansler, lesi Mangiapane, Mary Curtis, Stephanie
Wall, Jennifer Jones, Stephanie Jackson.

c>�h�r_��

Claudius Roberts Hall
Estes, Amy Sapp.

Green:

Ginger Brantley, Bethany Donley,

Lisa

Woodson, Shannon

Spiritual Life Dorm Directors: Back Row: Scott Mclean, Brain Myer, Mike Huffman, Jeff
Adams, Jeff Rigler, Wendy Davidson. Front Row: Ginger Brantley, Lisa Spero, EJ Achara,
Ken Keneriy, Kelli Bass, Nicole Bowen, Mary Curtis.

.f&\

Chaplains
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"Without my Academic Peer
Advisor, I wouldn't have a basic

awe-inspiring quote ofthe week

idea

vices that

on

what classes to take

are

just

some
an

of the basic

ser-

APA offers. An-

Springsemester," said Freshman

gela BryantofEnteringthe King-

Genevieve Atwood of her APA,
Mary Stevens. "She went be-

dom of God said about her

yond

what she

really

had to do

for me."
APAs
on

are

definitely

a

necessity

the Oral Roberts University

campus. They are provided by
ORU to aid students in academ-

hints

Helpful
good study
habits, the ever-dreaded exam
schedule, a tutor for a difficult
class, advice on a loan, references for possible campus jobs
and instilling into our lives the
ics.

on

APA, Christine Somander,
"Whenever I had

problems in
math orother subjects, she tried
her best to help me find an
answer. She was really encouraging!"
All

a

student

must

do is ask

special APA will
give him the best advice, alternative, or answer possible.
and his floor's

I:. ifR:: M�g;ll J
III

II

Ellis Melvin Roberts: Back Row:Joel Jacobs, Charles Lindley, Mark Harper, Dal'll'\to.dl,ID�igm�,
Rusty Ridgeway, Brian jones. Second Row: Chris Turner (academic director), ill€1'l $ir.ecrs,
Sean

Grady, james Ang (academic director), Mark Swewczul, Stan �ohli1s®lil,
Pepek, Scott Beeson (academic director).

Winkler. Front Row: Fred

Claudius Roberts Hall: Back Row: Erin Keller, Rhonda Swartz, Danielle Walker, Kristie
Lopiccolo, Leslie Bohn, Bethani Mattson, Mary Stephens. Second Row: Christine Somander,
Ioo Hee Kim, Kathy Giunta (academic director), janelle Nantkes (academic director), Lisa
Daryanani, Andrea Walker. Front Row: Katy Schalla, Tissa Phillip, Dawn Hornsby.
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Down the
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streets

of Russia, Sean

Grady

runs

to

catch

a

pigeon.

Kevirn

Braxton: Back Row: Maria james, Bonnie
Riportella, jenifer Zewalk, Inega Taylor. Front
Tammy Duffield, Kristin Miller, [u Lee Tan (academic director), Lori Lollar, Lorie
Boss.
Row:

Shakarian: Back Row: Cory Kincaid, Christopher Cougle, Feb Idahosa. Front Row: Tony
Hernandez, Brent Miller, Emeka Chidebelu-Eze.

Who would guess that this APA Director
was once a student in need of academic
Now Chris Cooper is stepping in
those same needs for the ORU
student body.

help.

to

meet

APAs Mark

Harper and Rhonda Swartz,

along with

Candi Sawyer, Yolande
Fidellow, Cheri Clark and Dave Kames
clutch each other in the thrill of victory
after

a

tough

game of broom-ball.

Academic Peer Advisors
© Oral Roberts University

Ryan Duininck of Dunamis

Susie Vinson: Back Row:

Mayhew, Robin Bornert,

poses with the

big

one

that didn't get away.

Stacy Taylor, Julia Hodo, Julie Jacobson. Second Row: Mollie
Renee Beltran, Lana Nelson. Front Row: Andrea Mitchell

(academic director).

4i4iTh�� I m�T
c�:re

e..

o-..g;h �o

�h�:re �o I_e�
o�he:r� become
�h��

�heT

c�..

be_��
.Toh .. O�:U:rj_e ..

Wesley Leuhring: Back

I�
::=:

Brent Miller is

usually

more

ready for his

exams

than he

was

for this picture.

Cardini,

......

11& Academic

�Is;
��

Peer Advisors

© Oral Roberts University

director), Ron Stafford, RobertG
Markel, Jerry Kinnick, Sun To.

Row: Neil Munhofen (academic

Kevin Markel. Front Row: Kevin

"A toast to my beautiful

girlfriend,

Carrie

Jacobs!" exclaims

APA Fred

Pepek,

as

the

two

celebrate her

birthday

.

Jennifer Postlewait (academic director), Ashley
Workman, Jackie Workman, Hilary Hays. Second Row: Barbara Elwell, Linda Ong, Lisa
Brecheisen, Nicki Harris. Front Row: Vernita Fairley, Linda Barrhelm, Esther Maharaj,
Francis Cardone: Back Row: Tige lohnson,

in

a

special

way

.

,

Michael Cardone: Back Row: John Anderson, Ryan Duininck, John Pletka, Aaron
Nuetzmann, Stain Ericksen, Aaron Hill. Front Row: Jim Leenstra (academic director),
David Sheth, Philip Cox, Raul Rodriguez, Raymond Mabion.

Heather Lobser.

Academic Peer Advisors
© Oral Roberts University

Adams, Queen
Alex, Gloria
Achara, Ijeoma
Aubry, Angela
Bachtra, Ridwan
Bambulas, John

Barrett, Karlene
Beeson, Michelle
Bella, Mary-Ann
Benson, Annegret

Biebel, Ashley
Boer, Lauren

Bosico, Rita
Brock, Mike
Brock, Tracey
Brooks, Carey
Brown, Thad
Buan, Signe

Campbell,

Martha

Carr, Jerry

Chancellor, Kelly

Chapinduka, Paul
Charran, Joseph
Cheatham,

Inez

Chen, Yulan
Chidebelu-Eze,Obinna
Choi, Dong Hoon
Choi. Sun Ha
Chrisostom, Ben

Claridge, Ronald

Cocannouer, Marie

Cooper, Christopher
Crimmel, Deanne
Davis, Willie

Delauney, Robert
DeVance, Curtis
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Graduate Students
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••
Dowe, Carol

Duff,

Patricia

Eim, Chang Su
Fava, Francine

..

CARVED IN STONE

Friends

"May the

-

God

of peace Himself

sanctify you completely;
and may your whole

spirit, soul, and body be
preserved blameless at
coming of our Lord

the

Jesus Christ. He who
calls you is

�

faithful, who

... also will do it."

Remember, God is
faithful to

Fox, Debra

Ann

Gilbert, Margaret
Gordan, Hugh
Gould, Lauren

complete

what He has
you.

Lee

-

Patrick

begun
Raney

Maharaj

We love you and

family.
family
Bill

-

are

Love

-

glad
of

your

Your four year

friendship
like

are

part

are a

our

Hanson, Ted

We

-

proud of you and
your accomplishments.
very

that you

Greenwood, Gilda
Grossman, Micki
Hammonds, Daniel

in

seems more

lifetime. Thanks.

a

-

''Your Shadow"

Beth

-

As

long

as

Michael remakes

"Friends," we'll always
have
a

something

bout.

-

to talk

Drea

To Shekinah XXI and

Harris, Rhonda
Hartman, Susan
Hauser, James
Holley [r., Nathaniel

beyond -lf you continue
being the visible
presence of God,
Shekinah will last
forever. God bless.

Howard, Ava
Huang, Jiuhan
Huntley, Julie
James, Johnnie
Jenkins, Sharon
leon, Joseph

John, Tom
Johnson, Ralph
Kelly, Denise
Kenney, Victoria
Kim, Paul
Kurtz, Gary

Lewis, April

Lizabbe, Mary
London, Ginger
Lowe, Kathryn
Lukette, Raquel
Massew, Ted

© Oral Roberts University
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IN STONE

Q\RVED
Nlcholas

Mathew, Sushil
McWilliams, Jefferson
Meyers, Garry
Miller, Francis

You're the

-

love of my heart,
precloue te me, God
gave

friend

a

50

been

perfectly; you've
there in time of

need,...._

love of my heart, it's ..
Jesus I see, Wherever
... He

may lead, I will go
there with you. Your
best friend Stacey
-

(Matt. 6:19-21)
Banania and Aimeister

-

Let5 go for a "swim!" Or how
'bout a Spin (Dr.)? Or a
dance in the
teo

gym?

fun for word5

rocks!

It's been

Miller, John
Miller, Linda
Morris, Robert
Moye, Sarah

Alpha

...

Cali Climber Chick

-

Yo, Juliel- Peace

te

ya!

-

Drea

•

courageous

(let

ye5 there is

an

me

"S"

check,
on

your
RA. UR A STAR! I

chest)
love

you!

ber:

more

Love

-

Marg

Musonda, Charles
Nash, Rachelle
Ntow, Michael

Odoom, John
-

than words.

Tu hermana

Jennifer
friend
... there

-

-

You're

a

thanks for

for

me.

special
being

Love you

-

..

')Hope

Parker,

Eric

Peterson, David

Phillips, Karen
Raj, Gladys

Roberts, Jeff

Rosebrough, Raymond
Ross, Beverly
Rudd, Timothy
Rudd,

Vera

Sassman, Christy

Scheffel, Lara
Schramm-Moss, Christy
Sharpe, Sandra
Simms, Raymond
Slater, Angelia
Smith, Linda

Smith, Priscilla
Soegeng, Isaac
Swartzel, Darla
Tete, Ete

Vanegas, Yong

Varghes,

§I/�
�.�
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Walehwa, Joel
Waters, Mel
Vanessa

Weatherspoon,
West, Donna

White, Debra
White, Norman

Wingard, Christie
Wong, Simon
Yom, Eunice

••
STONE

,fARVED IN
Richee

What

My #1 Room dog!
pair: organizers,

-

a

neatness, notecards,

like logs, late
night talks, dancing

sleeping

circles around

Ropelling
till the

? 2

...

a.m.

Club Rules! Luv U

Omega!

Nae

-

\

"Siggie"- Stop. Look.
Listen. Now. Imagine.
t
Peace. You

are an

AMAZING man! Thanks

wonderful friend

as

you in

m

life. You're the
Proversbs

person

-

greatest!
18:24 Josselyn
-

never

underesti

yourself! Love you

mate

-

Hope
•

Kiafitter

..

Or

you me?
Wait! To my fellow
-

are

catwoman, I love
•

doing

stuff with you, I love your
opinions and, hey, I love you
Lets hit the

planet and

ROCK IT! Love

Kelly

-

-

ME

You're the best

water in my desert. I love

and will miss

you! You're
leaving 'til you get
your stuff (Albertita and
Noel)! COME and visit!
NOT

Love

-

Catherine

in the head by a stalker one spring night in I ,,:;vv
Lewis was the victim of a terrible crime ten years ago. She came close to death after she was shot
York. The incident occured just before she was to graduate from a four year university. Now, ten years later, she is finally receiving her diploma after
completing another four years at ORU.

April

© Oral Roberts University

Graduate Students

Aaron, Steve

Abbott, jon
Abner, Edward
Abrahams, Timothy
Adkins, Alicia
Alexander, Amy lo
Alfonsi, Priscilla

Altamirano, Saul
Alton, Alison
Alvarez, Diego
Ammerman, Rebekah
Amos, Daina

Anderson, Cassie
Anderson, Kathleen

Andexler, Matt
Angell, Lafe
Arnold, Rock
Bakersville, Robin

Bakkeby,

David

Balderas, Israel
Barnes, Mike

Barthelus, Linda
Bartz, Kody
Bazemore, Loretta
Beecham, Veta
Beeler, Mark
Beers, jerry

Bell,

Vernell

Bellamy, Akeem
Bertrand, Brenda
Billions, Bill

Bish, Kevin
Bohn, Leslie
Boone, Stacy
Boss, Lorie

Boswell,

Dane

Bowen, Nicole
Bowman, james

Boy tar, Kelly
Bramblett, Arlette
Brantley, Ginger
Briseno, janean

Britton, james

Brockway,

Barbara

Bronstein, Melvin
Brooks, Faithe
Brown, De'lonne
Brueggemann, jayson
Brunskill, Beth

Buchanek,

Kevin

Burnett, Michael
Burns, Lashonda

Bush, Gabrielle
Bush, Terry

Byrd, Timothy
Byron,

Tosca

© Oral Roberts University

Caballer, Alexandra
Cade, Angel
Caines, Carolee

Caley,

We have lots in common;

Brenda

dimples,

Cameron, Richard

day

donuts,

timers, dozens of sticky

pads,
D!)

What

determinatio\
say'?
I've

I

can

learned from

Cano, Jose
Carabotta, Roberts
Carrette, Aaron
Carrette, Noel
Cartwright, Tanya

..the

and

one

of

best! You made

difference
"

(the big

deadlines

and

...

smiley faces

Aaron Stern

-

-

Nae

Thank you

my best friend
and for your consistent
for

·

being

love. There

spot

was an

in my heart

empty

only to be

by you. I love you
josselyn

filled

Catalino,

a

Luv, hugs

Beth

-

Cearley, Kimberly
jacque

Ceja, Lourdes
Chakurian, Natalie
Chale, Carlos

•
•

Chandler, Kuron
Chenevert, Kimberly
Chesbrough, james
Chidebelu-Eze, Emeka
Chockley, Codi

Ciganek,

-

Orange

blossom! I

love you and value your
friendship more than you
know. I'll be your lifelong
friend. NO matter what!

-

YEARBOOK! SCORE! B/C
POSITIVITY IS NOT ABOUT
BEING SOFT, IT'S ABOUT
BEING SMART. THANKS 4

.BEING A FRIEND. LOVE

-

M

Traci

Clarke, Natasha
Clement, jennifer
Cloin, Michael
Cobb, Debbie

Coen, Candace

Collins, Ashley
Corona, Angelina
Cosby, jeanette
Cottom, Rhonda
Cox, Teresa

Crawford, Shanna

Crawford, Tonya
Crezee, Cornel is

Cunningham, Floyd
Custodio, Rachel
Davenport, jessica
Davidson, Wendy
Davis, Sigmund
Azevedo, Silas
Decker, Dawn
Degrote, Rick
Dennis, Hayden
Desmond, David
Devance, Celestyne
Diaz De La Rocha, Lourdes
De

Diaz De La

Rocha, Rafael
Dinkins, Carolyn
Dodd, Kim
Dodds, Mark
Dodge, Lisa
Dorsey, Mary
Doyle, Yvonne

Seniors
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Duckett, Astrid
T ami

of

Durant, Sharon
Dusoe, Christine

Thanks for four year

-

friendship and

Edge,

great

memories! I will miss your
laughter! Love ya me

Yvonne

Edwards, Emma

-

To

My Caring Parent�
"'"
(Stan & Sophie
Szewczui) Thank you
... for everything that
-

..

Elliott, Troy
Ellis, Tara
Else, Carolyn
Erickson, Trisha
Etame, Simon

you have done for mel
Love Theresa
-

Claudius Blue

Chaplains

-

Thank you for

allowing me
be a part of

to lead and

your lives. I love you SOO
much. Phil. 1:3-11 Love your
Lisa Marie

SLDD

-

Ivy League
very

-

special.

Each of you is
and I will

continue to pray for you
always. Thanks for an
..

awesome

You

year!

vivo

verarO
un

fe,

con 0

...

-

_

Hope

my sunshine. my

are

only sunshine.
no me

Evans, Estella
Evans, Lisa
Evans, Patrice
Evins, Troy
Faber, Kenneth

en

...

Con

sin tu

0

Si, brillamos

Fansler, Esther
Faracco, Elizabeth
Farrington, Russ
Ferguson, Aleysa

el noche inverno

un amor, un

sin tu.

-

sangre,

ME

Ferguson,
Stephen

and

did I

tell you how

ever

... much I

')

Darey

-

appreciate you?!

Love ya

-

Vonda

Marc

Hey,

..

Fernie, julianne
Ferrilli, Theresa
Fidellow, Andre

Fike,

Patricia

Fleming,

Laura

Foster, Yolanda
Fox, Ruthe

Fraley,

Laura

Franklin, Linda
Franklin, Lori
Fransway, Cory
Franzen, Rich

Fraser, Maureen
Frazier, Adinah
Freiling, john
French, Larry
Friesen, Tom

Fritel, Lynda
Funk, Gregory

Gardner, Barrington
Gay, james
Gilberto, Marti
Gillen, Robert
Glenn, Marvin

Godoy,
Goley,

Ozzie

Susan

Goss, Stacie
Graham, Carol
Graham, Lisa
Graves, Angie
Graves, jason
Green, Latanya
Green, Nora
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Griggs, Denise
Guy, Craig
Haas, Andrew

Hall, Darrylynn
Handford, Wanda
Haner, Jeff
Haney, Karen

Hannan, Stacy

Hargrove, Lisa
Harper, Mark
Harris, Donna
Harris, Kimberly
Harvey, Angela

Harwell, Natasha

Hayek, Brent
Hays, Hilary
Hazziez, Mary
Heinen, Gena
Henao, jorge
Hendryx, Jean
Henriette, Maikel

Hentschel, Beth
Hepler, Eric
Hernandez, Rebecca
Herr, Andrew
Herron, Matthew
Hicks, Mike

Hill,

Aaron

Hill, Tiffany
Hobbs, Shannon

Hodge, Martha
Hodo, Julia
Hofer, Scott
Hofmann, Claus
Holm, jill

Hood, justine
Hooks, Pamela

Hornsby, Dawn
Hornsby, Sandra
Hoston, Pamela

Huffman, Michael
Hundt, Timothy
Hunnings, Melinda
Hurd, Eric
laus, Dana
Imanto, Leila
Irene, Dannelle

Isabell,
Isgrigg,

Cassandra
Dawn

jackson, Cinda
jackson, james
james, Candice
jemmott, Delrita

Jenkin, Denise
jennings, Nicole
[in. Connie

johnson, Adam
johnson, Lisa
johnson, Rebekah
johnson, Marisa
johnson, Teresa
Johnson, Tige
jones, Carla

Seniors
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jones, Christa
jones, jennifer
jones, Richetta

joseph,

Maria

juveland, Michelle
Kailey, Marisa

Kappler, Marchelle

Keas, Crezee

Kellar, Hannah
Kester, Lisa
Kim, loo Hee

Kinsler, Kim
Kluenter, Michelle
Klus, Deanna

Koch, Amanda
Koch, Chip
Kramer, Pamela

Ladanyi, Gloria
Lamontagne, Stephanie
Langston, Cheryl
Lash, Kevin

Lau, Mike

League, jody
Lee, Karen
Lee, Lemitha
Lee, Shayne

Leech, Anita
Levine, jennifer

Levine, Sean

Levitski, Lisa
Lichlyter, Marcy
Lim, Kian

Lindley, Charles
Litke, Timothy
Locke,

Cara

Long, David
Long, Shane
Lopez, Victor
Lummingwell, Tanya

Lyles, Faith
Lyles, Sandra
Ma, Qi-Guang
Macbride, Elisabeth
Maddox, India
Maddux, Corey
Maharaj, Patrick
Major, Sheridan
Malcolm, Patrice
Mangiapane, james

Manns, Richard

Markel, Kevin
Marks, Dedee
Maselli, Christopher
Matthews, Mark

Mayfield, Christy
Mayhew, Mollie
Mayo, Camille
McCorvey, Lawrence
McCoy, lara

McCrary, Kristi
McCray, Sean
McCrostie, john
McCurry, Dana
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McDermitt,

McElroy,

Connie

Clelia
jen

McGrew, Chuck
McKinnis, Darren
Mclean, Scott
1

a

I love and

-

not

ppreciate you

only

my roommate, but
also as a best friend. I'll
as

be your friend forever!
Our junior year as
roommates will be

,.

th).

Meleen, Michael
Merfeld, Tim
Miller, Dorene
Miller, Edna
Miller, judith

-to

best year
Christina

"Wendy

yet!

There is

-

BREEZE like

you!

-

other

no

you!

I love

Hope

-

Dana

I love you

-

immeasurably beyond your
wildest imagination. I cam

Miller, Lori
Miranda, Sophia
Mitchell, Andrea
Mitchell, Miranda
Mong, Deborah

upon you

as a

desert; and
than

more

Love

•
.

beautiful

in the midst of

rose

a

vast

I love you
before.

now

ever

Roderick

-

Mother
you for

-

I love you. Than

everything you've

done for

Love

me.

-

Stacie

Monge, Tanya
Moore, Anisa

Lifeguard What can we
say? You guys are the bes
We love you!
Ivy League

Moore, Indola
Moore, Kasondra

YO G

-

Morgan,

-

Bella

Shawn

e.e.

...

-

Bella, Bella,
"Kisses

are a

cummings. I want to
you're thinking.
.-

know what
-

Margaret

Morris, jennifer
Morris, Sheba
Mosey, Melissa
Mullenix, Doug

Munday,

Sarah

Munhofen, Neil
Murdock, Helen
Murphy, Kathy
Muturi, Pauline
Myers, Carol
Nantkes, janelle
Nation, Paul

Neal, Glen
Nelson, Cindy
Nelson, Lana
Nelson, Nathan

Neubauer, Andrew
Newberry, Traci
Nieshalla, Chris

Niquette, KayTee
Noonan, Kimberly

Nordberg, Kyle
Nordstrom, Lin
Novak, Dale
Nowicki, Tammy
Nowik, Michael

Nuriel, Gabriel

Nymeyer, Michelle

Odegaard, Stacy
O'Farrell, Caroline
Olsen, Matt
Olson, james
Ophus, jason

Seniors
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Becky

-

Orozco, John-David

.�

Orr, Christina

IN STONE

Thanks for

Page, Randi
Park, Amanda
Parrish, Todd

being

example for
Love you
Hope

an awesome

mel

-

"no matter what

Pastor, Michael
Pearson, Amy
Pearson, Anthony

happens

will

always be
together! Glenn
we

Peck, Lance
Pellant, Jennifer

-

Wendy

-

Our third 3

a.m.

stooge! HELP YOU! Thanks
for everything and for
teaching us the meaning of
what

beautiful

a

is. We'll

never

God Bless You! All
-

Perera, Manoj

friendship

Perry, Sarah

forget you.
our

Peterson, Robb

love

Phelps,

Terri & Kristeen

Phillipps,
•
•

Shelly

and Anita

two; thanks for

-

Dwain

Cristine

I love y

being

around all the time! I love

you!

-

Vonda

Pierce, Stephen
Pistone, Kevin
and josef

George

-

and

We Love

you!

Polvado,

-

Shelly

Leanne

Porter, Shirley
Portman, Krista

Postlewait, Kristine
Poulin, Eric
Powers, Christopher
Pru itt, Kristy

Pugh, Eugenia
Purvey, Robert
Raines, Sharon
Randle, Tony
Ratzlaff, Jennifer

Ray, Dave
Ray, Robert

Rayon,

Scott

Reaves, Kim
Redden, Eddie

Reed, Darryl

Regehr,

Denton

Reid, Kenneth
Reid, Porsche

Reksten, Bryan

Reynolds, Paul
Reynolds, Tasha
Rhodes, Laura
Richards, Gwendolyn
Richardson, Lisa
Richardson, Steve

Ricketts, Raquel

Riley,

Lance

Robichaud, Tracie
Robinson, Rachael
Ross, Gregory

Ross, Jeff
Rovenstine, Charissa
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Rowe, David

Ruhlen, Chris
Rundall, Elizabeth
Rupp, Keri
Ruth, john
Sakurai, Akiyo
Sampson, Kristi

Sarris, Delahne

Sander, Bryan
Sawyer, George
Schindler, Karen
Schurz, Hayne
Scott, Latoyia
Scott, S u sa n

Shanior, Valerie
Shanks, Tammie

Shepeard, jesse
Sheppard, Barbara
Shropshire, Doug
Sickels, Anthony
Smith, Bradley

Smith, Holly

Snyder, Terreah
Solomon, Wendy
Spear, janet
Speckhard, Andrew
Spero, Lisa
Spoon, Carey

Spradling, Kimberly
Stafford, Charles
Stafford, Ryan
Statler, Tom
Stephens, Mary
Sterner, Christi ne
Steward, Melba

Stewart, Reginald
Stone, Tracy
Swartz, Rhonda
Sweet, Karla

Szewczul, Theresa
Tackett, Dawn
Tallent, Tami

Tartt, Michael
Taylor, Marquis

Tedla,

Yonas

Tharrington, Gregory
Therber, Wade
Thomas, Frankie
Thomas, jeff

Thompson, joni
To, Son Vu
Townsend, Cynthia
Trinklein, Glen
Troy, Susan

Tryggestad,

Paul

Turner, Andrea

Vallone, Kelly
Van, Elizabeth

Vanosdol, Kevin
Vasek, Tony
Verghese, Rita
Vigue, jason
Von Lewis, Alisha

1\
....
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Wagner, Shane
Walker, Andrea
Walker, Andrea
Walker, Todd
Wall, Kerri
Watson, Amy
Weaver, Margaret

Weebe, Shawn
Wegner, Elaine
Weicht, Todd
West, David
West, Mary

Weatbrook,
Wheeler,

Diana
Diane

Whibley, Melissa
White, Donita
White, Paige
Whitlow, Arlie
Whitmore, Daina
Wicks, Marian
Wijono, Anthony

Wilburn, Dawndra

Wiley, James
Willhite, Kevin
Willhite, Michelle
Williams, Curtis
Williams, Daniel
Williams, Portia

Williamson, Sarah
Wilson, Michelle
Winters, Anthony
Wolverton, Gary
Woodall, Alicia
Wyatt, Rick
Ybarra, Lisa

Yeoman, Monica

York, Michael
Zhang, Qing
Zimmer, Monty
Zimmer, Holly

HAYNE SCHURZ
A

graduation haiku for you: Congratulations! Light
dimly lit places Heavenly Sunshine.

the

speak with new
tongues

PREACH,
cast out devils,

Go to the Nations,

heal the

sick.

IN JESUS, your
author and

finisher.

We Love You,

Dad, Mom, Harvey, Leon, Walker and Haley, Todd, Steph, Anthony, Caroline, Jimmy, Julie and Max
Seniors
© Oral Roberts University

Albert Cancela

Andre FidellOlV

Every moment
of your life is

infinitely
creative and

the universe is

endlessly
bountiful.
Just put forth a
clear enough
request and

everything

CONGRATULATIONS

Congratulations John-David!

your heart desires will (orne to you.
Congratulations with lots of love,
Mother, Father, Brothers & Sisters

We all love you and are so proud of
you! We wish you God's best for

GOD BLESS YOU

Mom, Dad, Auntie and the Family

Class of 1993

e� e. Z'ellanee

Kevin Edward Winkler

your life.

'U'e If.e� � fI4U
UH/<�r4HUWte

at

�c4-

W

e

love Yru

Dad, MOID,
Charissa & Y olarr:E

CONGRATULATIONS
PAUL TRYGGESTAD

�.

OJ

We thank God for you daily, our only son.
We thank Him for His blessings and your

diligence. Well done! We are so proud of
your appointment to All-American Scholar

'U'e � fI4U iH. � tkt.t �e
� �tM � � iH. fI4U c4�
<pJ«/t

and look forward to your future of unlimited
promise. We trust you'll remember to seek
ye first the Kingdom of God and His
righteousness and all these things shall be

added unto you

...

He

was

wounded for

eeuta<t,

<pJ«/t �

� rl{vUt

Christopher Perry

ad

e�,
7<Uef14.

YOU TO ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS.

ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU.

��it.
�

TO GOD BE THE GLORY FOR HELPING

ad

WE LOVE YOU,
DAD, MOM & FAMILY

Newton MasseUi

our

transgressions, He was bruised for our
iniquities, the chastisement of our peace was
upon Him and by His stripes we are healed.
We Love You,
Dad, Mom & Kim

Your first

day of school

and your last. Just look
at you now! We are so
of you and thank
the Lord daily fo.- giving

proud

you to

us.

Leve,
Mom� Don & Lisa
© Oral Roberts University

Cara Locke

WE

Don't look back, the Lord

forgave you. Don't
stand still, the world will hate you.
Keep
looking up and His strength will sustain you.

GEORGE E. SAWYER

Congratulations

T:i.IrJ.."
To .. ha.."Ve

a..1.�a..ys
bee:n._ a.. joy a..:n._ .. a..
bl.ess:i:n_g.
Co:n._gra.. 1;-...J.a..1;:io:n._s!
�e

Carolee Camille Caines
From

"Very pro .. "
0:1: yo ...

a..re

Kindergarten
through
college
graduation,
you have

sought
wisdom,
understand

ing and

knowledge.
(Proverbs 24:3-4) Congratulations 011
We love you
and thank God for you.

all of your
We've been blessed to have you in

Mom &

our care

Family

Lo-ve,
1't.:o't;her, Da,d, 1't.:o,rk, po,:.:.e,
Da;v:id � 'I'o,mmy

successes.

Mom, Dad & Susanne

W�lcA/.t-��,
Hc� 't 1)M

proud of
you for reaching
your goal. May
We

C� 't

are

God continue
bless you.

cc�

to

We Love You,
MOM & DAD

CONGRATULATION'S
GLEN!

We are so
We love you, Steve.
proud of you. You have become iii
man

after God's

own

heart.

May

all your dreams and goals become a
reality as you live for your Lord.
Psalms

Dad, Mom,
© Oral Roberts University

37:4

Kim & Cinder

Cri.sbrE (tilt's witlnrt

JONA.,HAN
a gifl of God

Our

Your life is

a

then

been

a

derful
us.

Ehill_jg:s (tilt's with

tvo

p' S

only daughter, the
You

into this
have known
do and places

came

feet first-we should
that you had things to

Gryan's cryin', who took the car out of
gear?, mice funerals, I saved my Easter egg,
Daddy's home, Tanya gave me the rose,
driving with Dad, years of cheers, eight to
graduate, ready or not you're in charge.

have
won

gift

our

hearts!

h)

to go.

to God.

You

our

world

gift from God.
Nowmakeyour
life a gift back

s

first-born,

joy of

an

We love you Cristine! The

to

joy of the Lord

earth
radiates from you!
and
this is
shaker and a world changer
Go
make
your mark.
your hour of destiny!
You

We love

you and are
proud of you.

are an

Dad, Mom, Mike and Jason
(Barney too)

Mom & Dad

}Ol �

...

Congratulations

Kevin Buchanek

erne

.irto tre kir:g±m fir arn

a

One

as

this!

Elisabeth Anne Brunskill

Brendah Bertrand
You

cial
to

are a

gift

us.

spe

from God

We

are so

proud of you. You
demon
have
strated your love
towards God and
your family all
Congratulations

to

a son

afraid to stand alone.

blessing

to

who is not

You've been

to God

and to your
We love you and we're

us,

fellow peers.
proud of you. We pray God's
and

a

guidance

on

All

blessings

your future.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Kim, Keri &. Korey
II Corinthians 1 :24b
our

through

your

life,

and God will give
you your heart's
desire in return.
We love you very,
very much. Con
tinue to stay close to God and He will stay
close to you.
Love

Congratulations Beth!
Your

truly

are.

We

are

love and prayers
in your vocation.

our

,

Mom, Dad &

"Consecrated to God" and you
proud of your accomplishments and

name means

Family

are

with you

Love

as

you

serve

the Lord

Always,

Mom and Dad

Psalms 20:4-5

Ephesians 1:18

Leslie Meredith Bohn
of you for who you are, for your love for
the Lord, and as your favorite scripture (Psalm: 1-6) says, for
the way you trust in the Lord for His provision for you. We
believe that God will complete the good work He has begun
in you (Phil. 1 :6), and that He does have a wonderful plan for
your life (Jer. 29: 11). We love you very much and thank God
for you and for what you (with the help of the Holy Spirit)
have been able to accomplish!
We

are

very

proud

CONGRATULATIONS!

Mom, Dad, and Greg
Psalm 27: I

��The Lord is my light and my salvation;
�0:
Senior Ads
I fear?�'
shall
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OtlR PREOIOtlcf �/fTFROIff IfEI1t1E;1/
(P�a&r� 121.'3) C�;Irf;e,el( ar-e a liltI�(J/I( �(JrI; t�e? ar-e!lt� �etf/ar-cI.

UIe t�al(t,oa !.o�rilo� �(Mrltirj �e� lirtO oW' tu-�,
Mat ��e I� al(riallt�at ��e «Iillbecome I� becaa�e 01
,oa, UIe!�a/�e lOW' I(ame,

jlo�/'

!.o�" al(rijlu-e ,oa allt�e

&rlfe.f,f tOll-e,

;tfom & 0ari
© Oral Roberts University

Congratulations

We

Linda

LORI R. MILLER

Congratulations on your graduation!
were so proud of you as a child,
but we're even more proud of all you

overjoyed by your success
college. You are a perfect roll

in

are

model for your sisters.
Although it is sad to see how fast

you
to

growing up, we are happy
you moving ahead with

are

see

Jesus in your life.

and we're

We love you

proud of you!

We

and what you will become in
the future. Thank you for being our
are now

Being Confident of this; He which has
begun a good work in you will perform it
until the day of Jesus Christ. Phil. 1:6
Congratulations Kuron

daughter!

Much Love,
Mother & Dad

(Jer.

Dad, Mom, Richard, Chico & Calef

Congratulations

CAROL YN R. ELSE

29: 11)

co tIGRfiTU LATIOtiS

ESTHER
FfitiSLE

Monica!

We
love

yoo!
Congatulations
We pray that when you

Mom.

Sweetie
are a

Dad
&
Dave

teacher/

your classes will be filled with children
as sweet as this 5 year old. The Lord has

made you into a fine young woman.
We/re so proud of you.

Love/
Dad & Mom

You're sill

sitting

pretty because
God has

more

store for

'Jhw

in

and
c!Vow

you!

All Our Love,
Mom & Dad,

Sandy, Paul,
Brenda & Tom
<'WE "£OfJE

:Dad, d/Ilam,
© Oral Roberts University

'You.,

!Ban'j and d/IlatthEw

Matthew-"Gift of Jehovah"

Each

accomplishmemt
through God
just thrills

us.

Both "Moms"
Both "Dads"
Son, you have

brought us much
joy
delight.
proud of you
for reaching this important mile
and

We're

stone in you life.

(Proverbs 3)

CONGRATULATIONS!
We Love You,

Mom & Dad

Lisa Renae Hargrove

My dearest Tanya,
My heart is overflowing with love,
joy and pride for you and your
great accomplishments during these

You

of }ill arrl W2 sbll are!

grabilatiCTI3
ble::Bjrg3

arrl GJj_'

s

an-

cr:rtirurl

m:xrur life. J::rBniah

L9:ll is gjJl tn.e. We

he:xru.

Mom & Dad

Beloved
R un the race with
Endurance and

"miracle"

baby! We
proud
happy that in
spite of being legally blind, you're
are our

of you and

are

ableto

see

those numbers and be

accountant.

We love you.

God bless you

as

college education
successfu I

last four years of much effort and
hard work. You are now graduat
ing from ORU, a dream you have
had since you were a child. My
prayer is that you continue living for
God, seeking Him and His will for
your life first above all else. MayHe
guide you in all your future endeav
ors.

an

May

you finish your

and become

a

accou ntant.

\

Never

T

urn

back
Phil. 3: 14

I love you

so

very much!

Congratulations
from

Brent

Hayek

We love you, and we'll always cheer you
:s,�
Love, Dad, Mom & Jeff
Senior Ads
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on.

Mother,
Grandmother, Michael &
Michelle, and all the many
friends that love you.

i

"Andrew Lewis Hass

The

tre First"

Eric,
Congratulations

Dear

Son,
proudness

we

feel in

your many successes goes
words could ever say. As

our

hearts of

beyond anything
we

reflect back

your life and Jennie's, there's always
been such a special uniqueness that God
on

created in both of you. When you were
little, Eric, Dad and I were always aston

to you, as another

accomplished in your
life. As grandparents, we are very proud
that you are continuing your medical
schooling. May God bless you in your
milestone has been

Christian endeavor.
All our love to you

always, Papa &: Grandma

ished

Jean

by your
accomplishments
and skills.

He

and I would

just

ERIC POULIN

Dear

sit back and look

at one another in

work that you have
done the last four

amazement and

say, "How did he
do that?" so it's
no

years.

up the good work.
I wish you the best
of luck and may

your family and
friends that what
you have been
given has truly
been

by

of God.

God bless you

always.

the love

Eric,

Love

love

Faithfulress
TOOK DrEarrer

-

with

You,

Grandma Grace

the Lord God with

Praise G:::d. for His

I am very

proud of you, keep

to

surprise

Eric,

Congratulations
for all the good

all your heart,
with all your
soul, with all
your strength,
and with all your
mind. This is the

key to cherishing

magiraticn

in yOK

crffitivity in

h:art,

yrnr s:::ul am

a s:nv

l.al.I m:yJJr lEt!

your wife and
children. Teach
them to love

Eric,

God,

I am blessed

then you will
always have
success,

from God to have

and

joy

a

peace in your life.

you.

Love,

our

.

taken

e

love YOl

CON G RAT U L AT I ON S

Dad, Mom, Gretchen
& Uncle

Throughout
lives, you

have

Mom

W

brother like

Eph.5:28
Dt.

of

me.

I

am

Dad and Mom for your life. As your sister,
I can honestly say that you're one of my

6:5-9

Mal. 2: 13-16
May the Lord

care

always
forever gratefulto

best

always

bless you and be with

friends,

and I love you with all my

heart.

you, is my prayer.
Love you,

Love,

Gram

Jenni

Chick

XXXOOO

(Iffi. 61: 9)

INDIA D. MADDOX

love

We

Stacey,
are so

and

you

happy for

conception

(Psalm 139: 1-19).
Momma,

Daddy

and all of the

Family,
stacey :Morgan
age 6, 1977

ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
CONGRATULATIONS!

YOUR

we

you. God ordered
this day before
your

I AM SO PROUD OF YOU AND

Red too!
© Oral Roberts University

!J\im,
'}wm thE

momwt

<ITEt<

you

([<7Ei.

bom, you

thE Sun,huu

WEt<

fJoday congwtu(ate you a((you>
accompU,hmwh. both acadEmica((y and i/2i>itua((y. '}o>
ofo,,,
thE

W'E

"(ight"ou ha<JE bEEnto

on

Ui,

of thE 'Wo>(d, and thE bE,t
to

is

yoU'<7E takw to thE cf\/ationi
yet to

comE ai

at

§od aoniinues

unfo(d dl-ii /,(an fo> you> ufE.
'WE .1!O<7E

25, 1971
1:15 A.M., we

On March

were
'You,

blessed with

the arrival of

r.Dad, .dV1om, and r.Da<7id.

our

daughter, Susan
Dareece Goley.

She has brought
joy to our lives
the

throughout

years. Susan has

a

real love for the Lord
and shares this daily
with

she

those

meets, her family,
friends

Hey Dad,

and

the

brought to
Christ
through
many

Where are my
skies?

.

.

summer missions.

Pamela Jean Kramer

Timothy John Litke
Your

"Honoring God."

name means,

first born, you have been a great
blessing. We are honored by God to be
your parents. May you continue to honor

As

our

God with your life and be a blessing to those
around you. We praise God
for you at this milestone of

accomplishment
and

graduation

There is

no one

in your life
at

O.R.U.

else like you.

Susan, you are
special and we love

Tim, We Love You!

Congratulations!

you very much.

Love, Mom,

Dad, David,
Christina,

�,I1�
==

�

p�
:;I�
if,

Mom & Dad

Jonathon
&

Joshua

Senior

Ads........a._
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Congratulations Kevin! With the same striking intensity of spirit
with which you began hitting the golf ball into the hole when you
were just fourteen months old, you have continued your beautiful
life full of love and sensitivity for others. You are a very special
son, and God was so good to give you to us! Following him with that
same intensity of spirit, may you come to "stand perfect and
complete in all the will of God" for your life. (Col. 4:12b KJB)
...

WE LOVE YOU!

JARA McCOY

KEVI N

LASH

Mom & Bill

Jara,
We
You

Congratulations!
very proud of you.

are

are a

treasure to

our

God bless you. We
Love You. Philippians 1 :6.

family.

Love, Dad, Mom, Dan, and John

Kristie

McCrary

FIRST GRADE 1974

Graduate- Kristie

Your

family

is

proud

character. You
God's

are a

blessing

McCrary-

1993

of your accmplishments, beautiful character, and Godly
continuous blessing to all that you have touched. May

and

continue to be upon you in your future.
We Love You Dearly,

annointing

Dad, Mother, Brandon and your entire family

© Oral Roberts University

Congratulations

I BYRON

ALP

I

LOURDES Y MATOS

OZZIE
CONGRATULATIONS

yasiry,
proud of your
accomplishments. God's
blessings be with your
congratulations!
We're

�<ULr�(l/�
J-�r�(l/�
J-���(l/�
It)����
We pray with

confidence,

"
...

We love you,

that He who

began a good work in you will carry it on
completion until the day of Christ Jesus."

to

We
to

Mommy, Daddy, Eduardo,

Phil 1:6

proud
always keep
are

With Love

you! Remember.

We

&

Love

You,

Mom and Dad

GOI.OT

Adelyn

Mum and Dad

of

God first.

Congratulations
Porsche,
You

are a
blessing to us, but more
important, you are in convenant
relationship with Christ. He will fulfill

each desire

as

you seek His direction for

your life. We love you,

Mom, Dad, Kyle and Grandma

Trenisu Maxie
Trenisu, you have made

us

very proud. Thank You for being
steadfast in what you are trying to
achieve. May God bless you and

keep
Porsehe Meliki Reid

you in

perfect harmony.

We Love You,

Mom & Dad

TODAY IS THE BIG DAY!
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS!!

child, we knew we had been blessed
very special gift from God. You have
always demonstrated leadership qualities even
while playing at school or home. And today,
we look at this event not as the end but as the
Even

as a

with

a

beginning.

Tony,

exceptionally proud of you and your
accomplishments, because as King David spoke of himself
and praised Almighty God for creating him as specified in
We

�7tUtd7f/�
CONGRATULATIONS

are

all

139: 14, we affirm the same about you and say
thanks be to God because you are fearfully and wonderfully
made! We thank God for giving you to us!
Psalms

Your dedication and commitment

to God has been

unwavering, and

accomplishments,

but

we

Congratulations Mike!!!

person you have become. God bless you son, as you
follow His will for your life.

§11�

"";jE:S
fa

-

.....
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�I�
Of.

Mom & Dad
Proverbs 16:20

continue to

Your words

speak

for themselves since, from

a

small

child, you have remained steadfast and faithful to the work of
Almighty God! We love you immensely! Daddy, Mommy,
Alan, Freddie, Eddie, and the rest of us, your family! May
God's

be with you forever!
blessings
© Oral
Roberts University

are

more

thrilled that you are our son and
you so much. May God bless you,
Mom and Dad

We, who love you, would like you to know that we are very
proud of your effort, your accomplishments, and most of all, the

we

know God has His hand upon your life.
Todd, we are not only excited about Y0l!Jr

than
leve

we

KIMBERL Y JEAN HARRIS
Kim: "Estrellita"

Little Star. You are that to us. You
arrived with a twinkle in your eyes and as you grew you
added sparkle to our lives. Now
can it be here so soon
as you graduate & begin the rest of your life, we know you
will shine. We're extremely proud of you!
All our love,
means

-

Mom, Brian,
Grandma & Grandpa

TONY HERNANDEZ

CONGRATULATIONS

W

err¥ Mllie 201arrn
Congratulations Holly,
You light up our life

because the Son shines

in you. You make us very proud.
We'll always love you!

Love, Mom and Dad

Your achievements have

surprised everyone, except
us.

We had faith.

Ya..rr rrccrer arrl I

n:a:::hirg :yoJr g::Bl.
erd

Very Proud,

are

we

pro.rl

of ycu for

Yru:t:aR w.::rr:ke:J. rard

kro» G:rl's 1::Est will l::e yo.irs in tre

rue ah3::d of yru.

W2 lave

yru!
D:darlMln

Mom & Dad

Timothy
You
and

were a

you're

a

Merfeld

gentle, loving little baby
gentle, loving, special man.

STEVE
WE LOVE YOU AND WE ARE PROUD OF

YOU, ALWAYS REMEMBER PSALMS 119:105.
CONGRATULATIONS! MOM AND DAD

Mark and Mollie Mayhew
"Glorify

the Lord with

exalt His

name

me;

together.

let

us

"

Ps.34:3

Congratulations!
Love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations
We're

proud

Your

of you.

family

© Oral Roberts University

CONGRATULATIONS "SCOOTY"

Alisba Gail VonLewis

LaTanya

You made it

inside of you that keeps you smiling.
We thank GOD for the JOY he has

the
the

you. We thank you,

LaTanya, for
happiness you have given us over
years. Always remember to put

given

baby,

and

we are

all

so

proud of you. We love you and we know
you are a special leader that God is
behind you praying and
believing for your success. Remember to
follow Christ always.
up. We

raising

GOD first.

Dear

y

c

o

o

u

N
G

A

li\

R

A

E

T
U

Jo Green

It's not about sexy legs, missing
teeth or hair, but the JOY that's

KEVIN WILLHITE

Mommy,

are

We love you,
Daddy, Kern &

s

1L

p

A

E
C

T
I

I

o

A

N

L

S

YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY, AND WE ARE
SO PROUD OF YOU.

LOVE, MOM, VALERIE & DALE

Family

PSA. 37:3-5

JER. 29:1�

CONGRATULATIONS

Andrea,

He who has

begun a good work in you
is able to complete it.
"For I know the thoughts and plans that
I have for you, says the Lord, thoughts
and plans for welfare and peace and not
for evil, to give you hope in your final
out come."

(jeremiah 29:11)

Pamela Renee

age 3

Pam,
We knew
you could do

it! We

Congratulations! We love you and are
godly proud of your accomplishments!

Stephens

are so

proud of you.
Continue to
reach your

Mom

full potential

Dad

in

Christian
Andrew

God and

From:

Him

Momma,Nicole,
"Miss Lu," &.

first in all

Daniel

Anisa Moore

CONGRATULATIONS!

putting

Jonathan

To:

life, never
forgetting

Ricky

you do.

Ga-Ga

Phil. 4:13 I

can

do all

things through Christ which
strengthens me.

Luke 1: 37-

nothing

For with God,

shall be

impossible.

TIlVlOTHY LEONARD ABRAI--IAl\t1S

"Before you
you;

were

before you

consecrated

�I/�

Of,

came

you."

day of

Jesus

to birth, I

Jeremiah

1:5

special blessing to your family and others. Phil.
begun a good work in you will perfeot it until the
Christ."
Love, Ma and the family
© Oral Roberts University

your accomplishments. You have been
1 :6, "I'm confident of this very thing, that He who has

We're

,� Senior Ads
b4�
:;I�

proud of

conceived, I knew

a

,

CONGRATULATIONS

Bryan

Becky Hernandez

& Liz Amason

YOU ARE A BLESSING

TAMARA TALLENT
Jesus said

No

Congratulations Tomi,

having put
his hand to the plough and looking
back is fit for the kingdom of God
...

man

answer to prayer!
Your life
:6, God having made you to
laugh, spreading the joy af the Lord to others. And Mathew
6:33, placing God first in your life and allowing Him to give

You

Ea::ky,

is

Ym hive

alw:;ws b:m
arrl will al� J:::E ere.

...

Luke 9:62
We love you,
Mom & Dad

an

achieJer

drawing
You
His

M:m&l2d

to

leads others

Christ and excels

academically
throughout college career: Honor roll
and Dean's list, student-placed in the
Outstanding College and University
Students of America book distributed
througout the U.S.
A gressive

in

daily application

of

God's word

N

ever

fails

to

tty

fulfilling

God's

vision, director of Souls 'a Fire group,
saving countless souls for Christ

Young and yolked to the breast of
Christ-age

20 years

A bsolutley adorable personality
attitude, modeling after Christ
and this is

only the beginning

We Love You,
Your Mom, loving brother

(previous ORU

were

and

...

Lany Cunningham
Clarissa, Colbi,

student),
Tony, Grandaddy, Uncle Mack and the
Family!! Greta
sister

...
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entire

born

testimomony

you every

\8yBnD,

Takes leadership roles,

0

blessing.

others

ore our

as a

You've become a lovely woman of Gad,
with His beauty that they see in you.

to Him

precious gift from God. We're
life!
Mom, Dad & Brock

accomplishments
All

our

miraculous

to Genesis 21

love!

in your

so

very

proud of

Adams, Jeffrey
Adjisalim, Budi

Aiken, Carmen
Alwill, Anne
Ambers, Dorain
Anderson, Jennifer
Ang, James

Aragona, Katherine
Aragona, Kristina
Archie, Sharon
Armour, Letitia
Atkinson, Brant
Augenstein, Brian
Ayers, Sheri

Badgley,

Theodore

Baker, Miling
Barco, Oscar
Barron, David
Bass, Kelli

Bayes, Susanne
Beadle, Andrea

Beal, Rachel
Beard, Christopher
Bebb, Kendra
Beeson, Scott

Bellot, Aimee
Beltran, Renee
Bernado, Sammy

Bernth, Jodi
Biebel, Adrienne
Biller, Mark

Bingham, Harold
Bingham, Stephanie
Boler, Carolyn.
Boler, Sonya
Boone, Mark
Borman, Steve
Bornert, Robin

Boyce, Sheila

Brantley, Patsey
Brecheisen, Lisa

Broadney,

Michlene

Brockway, Jeanette
Brookins, Helen
Brown, Kristi
Brown, Wanda
Burcham, Jerome

Burgess, Hardisha
Butler, DeeAnn

Byrd, Carmillus
Caley, Brenda
Caryl, Juniece
Caryl, Michael
Castrillon, [air

Cavanagh, Jeanne
Cessnan, Shane
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Chaboya, Daniel
Chaturvedi, Perry
Chikode, Steve
Childs, Sarah
Christiansen, Lance

Clark, Cherie
Clements, Vicki
Coleman, Melissa
Collins, Samuel
Cook, Alex

'"

Timmy Abrahams

-

.. Thank you for being
YOU! I am so glad that
we are
a
-

friends! You

are

great guy! Love you
Karen

Smile Always,
Always, Sisters Always
love you Georgiana Miguel

"Smilt Inzer"

-

Love
I

Cooley, Cassie
Cornwell, Brandy

-

Merr, I like you!

Cornwell, Shane
Cottom, Patrice

Cougle, Christopher

-

Shell

.crazy and

competitive!
.Sophomores: Can we be
friends

hang
with

Cox, Philip

again?

juniors: I'll

in there if you
me

..

hang

.who would've

thought? Seniors well,
things can only get better!
U R the greatest! (Well, ne
Rival Lady Boss
to me!)
...

Cranfield, David
Cranor, Ben

.

-

Crawford, lodee
Crouch, Tamara

Crump, Tuere
Cuk, Rosemary

Cunningham,

Tara

Curtis, Mary
David, Leslie

DeTellis, Timothy
Deus, Kimberly
Deweese, Kathy
Dison, Audie
Dixon, Scott

Donley, Bethany
Dorn, Jacob

Downs, Jill
Downs, Stefanie

Driller, Sandra
Duff, Amy
Duffield, Tammy
Durst, Debbie

Dzurik,

Dave

Ekedal, Michelle
Ellis, Atena
Ellis, Etchika
Ellis, Greg
Elkjer, Margaret
Elwell, Barbara
Entralgo, Rolando
Ericksen, Stain
Evans, Heather
Evans, Patrice
Evans, Shari
Evins, Sharla

Fallot, Allyson
Farmer II, Roderick

Juniors
© Oral Roberts University

Vonda

After you

-

save

Australia, let's do lunch in
the

Springs.
To my

early morning
Bible friend

Open

loved all
and
t

Shell

-

our

beautiful

-

I

church
break

traveling

talks. You

are a

woman

of

God. Thanks for all
your

into my

input

life. Love

Sarah

-

Fellow MBCer's

Through
Pokey's trials and hik'ing
miles, through American
Hletory and General
Chemistry, at FCA and still
tcday, we will love you
always, DaFaye and DaTon.
Best of wishes

•

To Vonda

Fields, Tawanna
Fischer, joshua
Fisher, Shawn
Fong, Brian
Forrest, Kevan

-

Foster, Christie
Fourte, Chauncey

Friday,

Michael

Funk, jami
Garza, Adrianna

-

Sarah and

-

You're

a

Giunta, Katheryn
Glassner, jill
Glatte, Catherine

Goodman, Tate
Gong, Huai

fun

person and a great friend!
Keep God first! Matthew
6:33. Love ya

-

Merredith

Gotcher, Kenny
Grandison, Michael
Green, Pamela
Green, Ronzelle
Gregory, Marcia

Griffiths, Molly
Gross, Noel
Hallacker, Brian
Hammond, janine
Harper, Amy

Harper, Scott
Hatcher, Carrie
Hatten, Brad

Helland,

Aaron

Hester, jason

Higdon, Robb
Hilbert,

Larissa

Hollenback, Melanie
Honnold, Elisabeth
Horn, Shawna
Horton, Chad

Hubert, Carey
Hulbert, jullian
Hundley, Kia

Huston, jeff
ldahosa, Feb
Imanto, Yola

Isabell, Theresa
jackson, Denise
jackson, Stephanie
jacobs, Carrie

james, Maria
james, Stephanie
lett, Cherinda
johnson, jeff
johnson, Rj

johnson, Stan
jones, Cristy
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Jones, Darla
Jones, Latonya
Jones, Tashauna

Joseph,
Joseph,

Damon

Lesha

Keas, Kristen
Keruvilla, Finney

Killmon, Christopher
I
Kinnick, Jerry
Kinsler, David
Klaassen, Jim
Koons, Carl

Korfaulty, Felicia
Korten, Christopher
Kraiss, Heather

Krapohl,

William

Kuerbitz, Kevin
Kulish, Michael
l.ablanche, Kent
Lechner, Marilyn
Ledbetter,

Tin1

Ledger, Nicole
Leech,

Dennis

Chris

Leffingwell,
Leffingwell,

Clint

Lim, Gideon

Livingood, Wendy
l.obser, Heather

Loehmann, Brett
Loescher, Sharon

Londoff, Tiana
Long, Gary
Loucks, Kristina
Louis, Lisa
Lowder, Sarah

Lowery,

Kevin

Maharai, Ellen
Mallett, Chris
Malone, Hayley
Marcigl iano, Patrick
Mariany, Mariany
Martin, Camille

Martin, Johnny
Martin, Mark
Martinez, Theresa
Mason, Michael
Mata, Vanny
McArthur, lenni

McGlone, Rachel

McLaren, Arlene
McLemore, Nicoya
Medenblik, Jacque

Mehltretter, Glenn
Merwick, John
Miller, Brent

Minacapilli,

Grace

Miner, Ivan
Motta, Sheree
Murphy, Jennifer

Murtaugh,
Myer,

Lisa

Brian

Neal, Cassandra
Nhira, Edwell

Juniors
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Noe, Elise

Noll, Nicholas
Norred, Paula
Nuetzmann, Aaron
Nugroho, Hary

Nugroho, Ida
Nyong,

Lawrence

Odegaard,

Karen

Oh, Soon Seok
Olinski, Beth
Oliver, Carlton
Oliver, Marcus
Olson, Barbara
Ong, Linda
Orth, Krisden
Pannell, Robin
Paredes, David
Parker, Heather
Pearson, Shelia
Pease, jason
Peckham, john

Pennington, jennifer
Pepek, Frederick
Pepin, [ana
Peterson, Lucy
Plant, Christina
Plenert, Devin
Porter, Tammy

Postlewait, jenn ifer
Powell, Ann-Marie
Powell, Marcellus
Pretila, Noel
Pruitt, Kelly

Pugh,

Gina

Rabon, jenifer

Ramos, Cuniver
Ray, jared

Rayon, Stacey
Reels, jennifer

Ridgeway, Mark
Ridgeway, Russell
Riportella, Bonnie
Roberts, Roderick
Rubin, Michael
Rubottom, Deborah
Sadler, Dan
Sanders, Keith
Sawyer, Christy
Schiavi, Nicole

Schindler, Paul
Schnacker, Darby
Scott, Brandon
Sester, Darlene

Semper, Leslie
Shaw, julie
Shanior, Valerie

.,

Sheth, David
Shrader, jana
Simmons, judy
Skalla, Paula

SkinnerLien, Rune
Sloan, Virginia
Smalls, Tamara

�11�
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Juniors
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Smith, Bob
Smith, Erica
Smith, Gyle
Smithwick, John
Snider, David
Sorensen, Dean
Soriano, MaryAnn

Stalker, Cherie

Spanich, Jason
Stein, Todd
Stennis, Nicola
Stoutt, Carolyn
Stowell, James
Summer, Michelle

Sumner, Katrina

Surface,

Dean

Susanto, Rebecca

Tankard, Tara
Teixidor, Jean-Pierre
Tennison, Ken
Thomas, Jessica

Thompson, Kyle
Thornton, Daniel
Tinglin, Angella
Tittle, John
Tjong, Min
Troy, Tasha
Turner, Beverly

VanBelkum, Kathleen
Van Blaricom, Mike
Vance, Stephanie
Veach, Sara

Vickery,

Arron

Vinatieri, Lisa
Vincent, Miriam

Vokoun, Julie
Walenciak, Michael
Walker, Roland
Walker, Triphina
Wall, Stephanie
Walujo, Clement

Washington,
Waugh,

Natasha

Adam

Wegner, [uli
Werner, Kathy
West, John

Whetzel, Matt
Whewell, Steve
Whitfield, Carlos

Whorton, Lance
Williams, Karan
Williams, Sarah
Wilson, Shana

Witcosky-Hicks, Janel
Woodard, Jill
Woodard, Richard

Word, Tony
Wressell, Celeste

Yoonkyung,

Chor

Zambrano, Jorge
Zayas, Jose
Zewalk, Jenifer
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Juniors

Abundiz. Maria
Adams, Henry
Adderley, Maria
Akins, Andrea

Alexander, Theiring
Alford, Shannon
Anasco, Eric

Angell, Brenda
Arnold, Angela
Arnold, Janelle
Arnold, Jennifer
Arnold, Natasha
Aornold, Sherina
Arzillo, Rita Marie

Ausitn, Sharla
Baez, Yessenia
Iilarbeau, Jeffrey
liIarker, Wade
Bates, Iolana
Becker, Jennifer

Beckley,

Sean

Begin, Scott
Bell, Tracy
Benefield, lohna
Berger, Robert
Bishop, Barbara
Bisnavth, Christine
Blackburn, Warren

Michael

Blantett,
Blue, Christopher
Bohn, Greg
Boler, Crarolyn
Bonitz, Mindy
Bowen, Kevin
Brennan, Jeremy

Brogna,

Dino

Bronowicz, Jennifer
Brown, April
Brown, Josselyn
Brown, Nick
Brown, Terrence
Bruce, Saundra

Brandt, David
Bullock, Linaya
Burks, Linda
Butler, Michael

Byrd,

David

Cable, Christian
Cannon, Monica

Carper, Corissa
Carrette, John
.Carter, Patricia
Carter, Rob
Carty, Wayne
Carver, Joel

I

Cawthon, Tanya

\
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Sophomores
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Cazares, Adriana

Chaboya,

Hannah

Chambless, Carmen
Chavis, Lorraine
Childress, Vivian
Thanke BU5ine55
Government

Department

Christie, Agatha
Clark, Jennifer
Clemons, Kristen

t

love,

and

concern,

expertiee which truly
helped to develop the
whole

Clingerman, Randy
Conaghan, MaryAnn

All my love

man.

R05alyn, who wae
a lwaye there for me.
to

-

Yolanda Foeter

Never

give up

on

your

and dream5. Take

Cook, Darren
Cook, Jodi

of

youreelf

Bli55anne

Ronnie
•
•

"bIi55"
year

alwaye

we

-

What rnemorteer

or

men?, loud whi5tles

Speed!, the

crazy A'5 and j's

Crigger, Daniel
Curry, Kenneth

I've still

Daryanani,

Daughtry,

BBF!

but, hey
got U! I would've
...

made it without U.

never
-

Nae

Thankel!l Parker's
II

Love

love

eet adrift this

sunrises, it'5

Counce, Floyd
Cox, Chad
Cox, Kevin

care

5andals & eocke,

...

mice

I will

hope

good

Gena

-

you.

Coors, Lissette
Cornwell, Jonathan

Costilla,

and"

Staff for

-

style!

Miranda Mitchell

Lisa

Tuere

Davis, Maxine
Davis, Terry

DeCastro, Rudel

Dellinger, Michael
Dekoster, Misty
Dennis, Joelynn
Deus, Rick
Dorrance, Janet
Doss, Sophia
Downs, Jill

Duininck, Ryan
Dye, Rebecca
Dziurda, Angela

Eddy, Jessica
Eder, Elizabeth
Ephriam, Kecia
Epps, Letitia

Ernst, Bryan
Espinoza, Jose
Evans, Heather
Evarts, Ti na

Faircloth, Sharon
Fell, Beth
Fidellow, Yolande

Fiedler, Leah
Fisher, Kerry
Flatt, Michael
Flow, Sherry
Fossett, Creighton
Fourte, Chauncey

Fowler, Scott

Sophomores
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Fox, Audralan

Franken, Robann
French, Timothy
Friesen, Tanya
Fruth, Toby
Can I

wear

Forever

thle ?
...

BIiBB

-

�ur GoodfellaB

Fulbright,
U know

-

" who U RI DC: Late
and

nightB

boxerel GG:

purple

Where'B the car? AJ:

Say

it, Slater! CSM: Aslan
llvee

on

...

Dan

Gaitor, Vanessa
Garza, Marc
Garza, Laura

George, Samuel

NichoIBon for

editor 1994! WW: Still

Georgia'B main "Bqueeze!"
TI: Singin' in the rain! CU
broel

next yea r,

-

Nae,

BIiBB, & Jeru

Cory-a no U R gonna
make it. May ORU Senate"
-

live forever! The

Bee.

from

Gibbs, Elizabeth
Gibson, Ardella
Gillen, Becky
Gilmore, Kari
Glover, David

Hell- L.J.
Larz

-

Volleyball

and

Butter%otch don't
mix

...

Love ya

BliBB

-

Goh, Steven
Gomez, Maritza

Inga

Redd

note?

-

-

Where'B my

Nicole

Gonzales, Alexandra
Gonzalez, Alejandro
Gordon, Karen

Becky, my roomie You go
girl. With all my love LiBa
-

-

...

')

Gould, Cristina

Grady,

Sean

Granger, Mildred
Green, Kelly
Greenlee, Kevin

G riggs, Lisa
Grubbs, Andrea
Guiden, Andrea

Gutierez, Noemi
Haapanen, Brian

Hager, Lee
Hagerman, Heidi lo

Hale, Tommy
Hallman, Mauri
Hankins, james
Hannah, Alan
Harper, Angel

�I

Harmon, Darci

Harris, Bernica

(

Harris, Gwendolyn
Harry, Cleo
Harteis, Tonya

Hayles, Tricia
Hazel, Catherine
Hellem, Chris
Henao, Diego

Herron, Nunya
Hightower, Lewis
Hill, Casey

Hoffler, janet
Hofmann, Karin

Holladay, Cheryl
Holm, Peter

�11�
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Holliman, Bernice
Holt, Nicole
Hunt, Edward
Inzer, Shelly
Ireland, Victoria
Isaacs, Lisa

Isenhower, David

Itin,

Ann Marie

jackson, Azikiwe
jackson, joel
jacobs, joel
jacobsen, Chasity
jacobson, julie
jamerson, Nedra

jamison, Diane Marie

jefferson, April
johnson, julie
johnson, Nishanta
jones, Christia
jones, Glorestine
jones, jay

jones, Michelle
jones, Willye

Kanafani, David
Keener, Renee
Keeton, Heather

Kelley,

Carmen

Kent, Clark

King, james
Klaassen, Mark
Knam, Cin Khaw
Kruse, Matt

Kuchinka, joseph
Kukla, Amy
LaBarca, Christina

Laird,

Sam

Larson, Heidi

Laughlin, Tiffany
Lee, Kyung Sun Lee
Lee, Peter
Lee, Wendy

Libertus, Ruby

Linam, Rachelle

Lingafelt, Faith
Loder, Patrick
Lopicollo, Kristi
Lovett, Laion

Lueders, Cynthia
Lundeen, Mary

Lungsford, Angela
Lyke, Toby
Mackie, Marlaine

Maharaj, Esther
Mansfield,

Dave

Manus, jean

Marshall,

Brian

Martin, Lynnisha
Martinez, Charles

Matula, Stacey
Maultsby, Monique
Maye, Pat

Maynard, Heather
McCarley, Amy

m
��

Sophomores
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McCarville,

Brian

McCauley, Hope
McDaniel, Rachel
McFarlin, Shania
McGarity, Amanda
McGuire, Cynthia
Mcintyre, Christy

McKee, Kimberly

McKenney, Carol Ann
McKinnis, Sheila

McLaughlin,

Rhonda

McMurray, Dave
McPhee, Anthony
McPhee, Quetell

Medeiros, Christina
Meehan, April
Meek, jennifer
Mehltretter, Glenn
Metzler, Elizabeth
Meyers, Dan
Michael, Anita

Miller, Tara Lynn
Millerd, Norma
Minuto, Mark

Miranda,

Edwin

Moir, james

Monosmith, Kelli
Monslave, Osman

Moore, Daryl
Moore, julie
Moran, Heather

Morgan, Brett
Morrisett, Candace
Mossholder, David
Moye, Reginald

Nechvatal, Chad
Negron, Carmen
Nestorick, Brian
Newton, Rebecca

Nielsen, Kimberly
Noadson, Lisa
Norman, lackey

Nordstrom, Tor
Nurse, Tamika

O'Driscoll, joanna
Oliver, Kimberly
Oliver, Carlton
Olkjer, Vonda
Olvera, Margarita

Ontko, joshua
Osborne, jerad
Ossa, Luisa
Overton, Lisa

Parker, Tiffany
Patterson, Christopher
Patterson, Stacy
Pease, Tim

Peeples, Michelle
Pellegrino, Thomas
Perkins, Sharron
Perera, Pradeep
Perry, jacqueline
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Peterson, Sheryl
Pfohl, Rachael

Philip,

Tissa

Pletka, John
Kristeen

Popken,

Prawira, Fonny
Price, Darren

Price, Kevin
Raney, David
Riedel, Rosemary
Reese, Michelle
Reinke, Russ

Reynolds, Elora
Richard, Christina

Kurt

Richards,

Rigler, Jeffrey
Ritter, Nicole
Roberson, Brian

Roberts, Amy
Robertson, Renee

Rodrigues,

Luis

Rogers, Pamela
Rolfe, Sandra
Ross, Demethria
Ross, Jason

Rupe, Russell
Rupp, Matthew

Rylander, Jacqueline
Sanchez, Amabilis
Sanchez, Anlanette
Sawyer, Candice
Sawyer, Cassy
Schalla, Katy
Schanck, Matthew
Scheel, Sarah

Sester, Darlene

Seymour, Juliette
Sharp, Amanda
Sheffield, Regina
Shue,Scott
Sinta, Wirya
Sicus, Ben

Skidmore, Rebecca
Smith, Carol
Smith, Cyndi
Smith, Edward
Smith, Jonathan
Somander, Christine
Sorett, Josef

Stafford,

Li nda

Stalvey, Iva
Steele, Dannielle
Stella, [ia

Stephenson, Debbie
Stern, Aaron

Stiles, Kelly

Stolz, Kerri
Stuart, Debbie
Sulander, Shannon
Szewczul, Mark
Tankersley, Trey

Taplin,

Ann

Sophomores
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Taylor, Crystal
Taylor, Portia
Temple, Jennifer
Thiel, Kirsten
Thomas, Beatrice
Thomas, Mark
Thomas, Nancy
Thoreen, Rick
Thoresen, Lars
Thorns, Monte
Tiday, Angela
Titus, Sarah
Torres, Jerusha
Torres, Linda

Trotter, Teresa

Tucker, Bryant
Tuggy, Catherine

Tuley,

Michael

Ura, Paul
Vaccaro, Jeremy

Vail, Valeree

Vance, Michael
VanZant, Grace
Vela, Carlos
Vinson II, Gary
Wagner, Amy

Walker,
Wallace,

Tessa

Sarah

Walston, Mary
Felicia

Washington,

Waters, Michael
Watson, Paul

Watwood, Turner
Wellman, Wyman
Wells, Mario

Wendt, Channing
Werner, John
Whitcomb, Kirsten
Whitmire, Burk
Williams, Dawn
Williams, Diane
Williams, Holly

Williams, Janiese
Williams, John
Williford, William
Wilson, Clarice
Wilson, Derek
Wilson, Rachel
Wilson, Tashara

Winn, Watt
Wise, Rita
Wiseman, Virginia
Wright, Joy
Work, Jason

Workman, Ashley
Xu, Zias

Yenca, Melanie

Yockey,

Laura

Sarah

Yorke,
Youngquist, Trista
Zavala, Raul
Zenon, Brenda

Zibowsky,

Yancie

�II�
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Aaker, Emily
Aasness, Heather
Abeyta, James

Abney, Joseph
Abraham, Betty

Ahring,

Kristen

Alexander, Daniel

Alexander, Joel
Allen, Douglas
Alien, Lori
Amoroso, Sannetta

Anderson, Jonathan
Antwine, Plesha
Ashcraft, Ross

Ashley,

Tim

Aslin, Megan
Atanasou, Atanas

Atkinson, Heather
Atwood, Genevieve
Babin, Stacie
Bacchus, Jamal

Bachtra, Riklin
Backlund, Christina
Bainter, Kerri

Baker, Amy

Balgaard,

Bian

Balentine, Gail
Ballard, Melissa

Bambino, Jacqueline
Bannvra, Tania

Barber, Rebekah

Beasley, Wendy
Beavchamp, Robert
Beermann, Kari
Bell, Jennifer

Bell, Merrideth
Bellot, Todd
Benson, Amy
Bent, Suzie
Bernardo, Leilani

Binkley,

Naomi

Black, Corinther

Blalock, Toben
Blames, Alexey
Blay, Sean
Blue, Derrick
Boals, Brian
Boss, Daryl
Borman, Jennifer

Boyd, Corine
Boyd, Rhodonna
Brown, Jill
Brown, Randall
Brown, Timmiria
Breuggemann, Jon

Bryant, Angela

Freshmen
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Bryson, John
Burgess, Rhonda
Renee, Bliss, Amy: long
live the

crew, two

repelling

o'clock shift. I love you all.
Take care. Friends forever.

Burson, Katrina
Bustamante, Shirley

Cabinette,

Aneatra

et's do breakfast!

Sen. Cox

the

May

-

HOUSE live forever!

'to

See ya in D.C.
..

Rep.

-

Johnson

Cain, John
Callender, Jason
Campbell, Jennifer

Canfield, Jim
Cardone, Michael
Pardon you, I

.

burped

ROOMMATE ZONE
.

...

You

the

entering

are now

Night,
night· Knight I'm sorry,
Wendy's not here right
now Are you hugging the
TV again? Quite J'm still
hungry 1 need a Coke!
There goes the light.
Wendy and Jennette
...

...

...

...

...

...

-

•

Carter, Lee
Catanese, Victoria

...

Chaloupek, Darlee
Chambers, Shannon
Chambliss, Heidi

Page It's a West
thing Love ya
Westerner buddy Bliss
.Jen

-

Coast

...

-

Colin

-

Hey,

Broheim.
Nicole

-

Doodle!

What up, Duck?
Quack, Quack! Remember
II

-

Chan, Eurell
Chandler, Estelle

Chandy, Stephan
Chapman, Donna
Chase, Timothy

Saturday Night Trek,
Trek, Trekl, "Vermoneter."

.Schlep, Schlep.

')always

-

Love

roONS

Christine, Carrie
Clark, Amanda

Clark, David
Clark, Lalonda
Clarke, Idris

Clegg,

Arnetta

Clifford, Jessica
Colbert, Navonne
Cooper, Sherry
Cordova, Micheal
Cox, Tim
Credle, Kevin

Crouse,

Anna

Cunningham,

Keri

Curtis, Paula

Daminski, Mareah
Daminski, Mariah
Daniel, Chris

Daugherty,

Mark

Daugherty, Joel
Davis,

Terri

Dawson, Eric

Dennis,

Deana

Dickey, Jonah
Dicochea, Raquel
Disbrow, Diana

Dixon, Aisha
Dorrance, Brenda

Drummond,

Dudley,

Scott

Nicole

Duininck, Jocelyn
Dunk, Simon
Edwards, Shannon
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Edwards, Thomas
Eland, Janet

Elkington, Justin
Engleman, Susan
Enns, Jeni

Esdelle, Patrick
Etter, Heather

Evans, Latoryla

Fell, Robert
Ferguson, Njeri
Ferrerosa, Juliana
Fiedler, Aaron
Fiksen, Stephanie
Fischer, Kahlib

Fisher, Anita
Fisher, Charlotte
Fite, Amber
Fite, Blake
Fite, Carlton

Flanagan, Shawn
Folkins, Ariane
Fonseka, Kumari
Forbes, Bradley
Ford, Latasha
Forster, Daniel
Foster, Rebecca

Frederick, Matthew
Freeman, Erica

Freeman, Sarah

Fuller, Adrienne
Fuller, Shane
Gabriel, Carlo
Galbreath, Natalie
Gambol, Rashad
Gangelhoff, Karry

Garcia, Carlos
Garcia, Hilda
Gaskins, Charles
Gibson, Aaron
Glenn, James
Gomez, Rene
Goodin, Robert

Goodman, Rebecca
Goodpaster, Amber
Gore, Luschen

Grady, Heather
Granger, Unica
Green, Melissa
Grey, Angie

Griff, Darren
Griffith, Scott
Griggs, Jennifer
Gross, Rhonda
Groves, Marlene
Gruce, Elizabeth
Gruen, Ethan

Hagger, Latrice
Hall, Sarah
Hall, Tiffany
Hamer, Joy
Hamit, Carlie
Hampton, Madesha

Hardge, Andrew

Freshmen
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Harmon, Christina
Harris, Nailah
Harris, Nykowanna
Harrison, joy
Harrison, Wendy
Hart, Grace
Hartzer, Rich

Harvey, Valencia
Hausman, julynn
Hayes, Kaija
Henagan, Casey
Henry, Brook
Henry, Mary
Herbert, Max

Hernandez, Taina
Hewitt, Stephen

Higginbotham,

Dawn

Hill, Angela
Hinckley, Tina
Hinton, Dana
Hiser, Scott

Hoagland, Roger
Hobbs, Kristin
Honnold, Sam
Hooper, Michael

Hough, Lesley
Houston, Sergil

Huff, Holly

Isabell, David
Iskandar, Welliam
Isom, jeremy

jackson, Andrew
jackson, Tara
jacobsen, Frank
jacobsen, justin

james, Andrew
james, Larry
james, Sherri
jarrett, joseph
jestus, Thomas
jewsome, Shakeva
joe, Christopher

johnson, Amy
johnson, Carl
johnson, Charmaine
johnson, Karen
johnson, Katrina
johnson, Kim
johnson, Kimberly

johnson, Rebekah
johnson, Thomas

jolly,

Danielle

jones, jason
jones, Matthew
jones, Ramona

joseph,

Leselle

julal,

Steve

Kaminsky, Leslie
Kane, Christopher
Kester, Chris
Kester, Sharon

Keys, Amy
Kirkland, Dawne

© Oral Roberts University

Kinzer, Amy

Kirkpatrick, Matthew
Klein, Lee

Knight, Sophia
Koberle,

Laura

Koontz, Michael

..

Korstad, Shauna

Krapohl,

SLOW POKE Swanlake.
" Fireworks. Duck crossing.
-

Ann

two. Jazz. "REAL MEN

Kruse, Sunshine
Kwon, Yong

DON'T USE MAPS."
Love

Cool Water

-

Carrie: Listen, God has

a

for

you!
Thanks for letting me be
your friend. You really are
big

Lambe, Jonathan
Lambert, Dionne
Latham, Carey
Laughhunn, Jennifer

a

time

plan

groovy chick.

Case

-

Man

Laughlin, Kathryn
•
•

Graduation where you
can always "open harling
frequencies" AFA

Doodles

Law, Scot

COOL WATER!

Lawrenson, Jennifer
Layne, Hannah
League, Carol

I

Ledbetter, Julie

Thanks

-

for

making Strategic Air
Hockey; Dallas. CLEAN
laundry, policemen-that
don't-mind-getting-run•

off-the-road. french fries.
candles. 4th of July
•

• Perfect

')fun!!
Lee,
Lee,
Lee,
Lee,

Timing

Love

-

so

much

SLOW POKE"

Chong
Christi

Sang

Sophia

Lefkowicz, Liam

Li, Xi

Libertus,

Ruth

Lichlyter, Troy
Little, Dwayne
Livas, Norma
Long, Holly
Long, Sharen

Lucas, Stephen
Lunsford, Angela

Makkonen, Minna
Markel, Kyle
Martin, Jonathan
Maschino, Austin
Massey, Amy

Masters, Michael

Mathieu, Tammy
Matlach, Cutis
Matte, Rachel

Matthews, Clifton
Maxwell, Rachel
Mays, Aisha
McConnell, Jessica
McDaniel, Rachel
McGill, Adjua
McGinniss, Julie
Mcilvaine, Ian
Mcjunkin, Monika

McLachlan,

Burt

Freshmen
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McLaurin, Erica
..

C"RVED
ARSENAL

IN STONE

Hey, Geniuses,

-

pray, go for God's goal and
be accountable. Love you
guys

and Brian

Tony

-

McNeal, Shondell
McWhorter, Greg
Medenblik, Keith
Melinder, Stephen

Merle, jonathan
Merritt, Frank
.. Friends and

family

I

-

thank God in all my
remembrance of you,

Merwick, Peter
Metzing, Phillip

Miguel,

Adelaida

for the

blessing of your
love, for the strength of

your prayers, and for
the encou ragement of

hope.

your
Love

Drea

•

Mi ller,

Vanessa

-

Thank you for
big sister I

-

Miller, Ky

being

the

never

had. You've made

a

Arleighth ia

Miller, David
Miller, Garry
Mims, Eileen

difference in my life,

and I thank God for

crossing

our

paths.

I'll

you! Tu hermanita
que te quiere Noemi
(Isaiah 41:10)
miss

-

Nord
let

-

Even

though

you

complete stranger

a

in my bed when I
gone for the
weekend, I still think

sleep
•

Ming, Hack
Minnis, Keila
Moore, jenny
Moore, Kimberly
Moreno, Melisa

was

Morris, Karen
Morris, Steve

Mottinger, Holly
Moy, Terry
Mullican, Deborah

Murphy, Crystal
Muse, Sheryce
Nahm, Hohyong
Neal, Tamara
Nehls, Rebekka
Nelson, Marcus
Nelson, Michael

Newborne, Tiffani
Newman, Gayle
Newton, john
Nishide, Mariko
Norton, Scott
Nuetzmann, Chad

Nymeyer, Angela

Oaks, Elmer

Oglesby, Zeolah
Oh, Byung
Oliveira, Scott
Oluonye, Chike
Ortiz, Deborah
Owen, David

Owens, Aneshia

Oxley,

Ron

Pace, Giacinta
Page, jen ifer

Park, Hyo-Young
Parker, Marion
Patterson, Sandra
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Paulus, Jason
Pearson, Angelique

Perreault, Craig
Perry, Jonathan
Peterson, Todd

Petricek, Shea
Phillips, Vanessa

Picard, Justan
Pierce, Nicky
Pilula, Mpala
Pipkins, Tim
Pisors, Jesse

Plescia, Adam
Pound, Esther

Powell, Benny
Profit, Bonnie
Purdue, Shanna
Quintero, Cynthie
Rabbitt, Heather
Radermacher, Tami

Rahardja, David
Raney, Deana
Rau, Kelly
Rau, Stephanie

Raudszus, Tanya
Redd,lnga
Reeder, Kristin
Rendleman, Kecha

Reyes, Amanda
Richards, Thema
Richardson, Randy
Riley, Crystal
Riney, Valeri
Roberson, Keith
Roberts, Jaime

Robinson, Garth
Robinson, Inez
Robinson, Paul
Robles, Citlally
Rodriguez, Jeff
Rosario, Joann
Rose, Gloria

Rose, Noel
Royal, Justin

Royal,

Kevin

Ruiz, Martin

Rundall, Katherine
Rungtranont, Steven
Salvatori, Sandra

Schaffer, Amy
Scheusner, John
Schneider, John
Schneider, Rebecca
Schrahz, Lisa
Schwemer, Christine

Seebransingh,

Sean

Sejera, Shawn

Selvig,

Erik

Seo, Chul

Seok,Soon
Sers, Amanda

Sheperd, Pau line
Sherrill, Reece

Freshmen
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Sherwood, Jason
Shropshire, Amy
Simon, Kim
Simpson, Brian
Si rgis, Evans
Skidmore, Jeremy
Slaughter, Dytanna

Smith, Minnie
Spear, Anjanette
Stafford, Troy
Stanford, Antonio
Stanley, Samuel
Stephens, Sonya
Stephenson, Caleb

Stewart, Jennette
Stolz, Tracy
St. Prix, Tara
Stuart, Damon
Stuart, Millicent
Stutler, Jeremy
Honie

Sudkamp,

Suemune, Noriyuki
Suhendro, Indrapradja
Summers, Rebecca
Svensson, Jenny-Anne

Sylvester,

Lori

Tait, Ricky
Tanner, Clarence

Tarigan, Indarwanto
Tarman, Loretta
Tassone, Frank

Tatham, lana

Taylor, Bennie
Taylor, Edith
Theis, David

Theman, Eric
Thieme, Andrew
Thomas, Chand rea
Thomas, Tia
Thrash, Carmen
Tjong, Min
Toback, Shannon

Toby,

Rebecca

Toledo, Lisette
Tomlinson, Brandon
Tooley, Scott
Travis, Nicole

Tucker, Dalitia
Tureaud, Mark

Turner, Brad
Turner, Carrie
Turner, Christopher
Turner, Jason

Tyler,

Shiloh

Ulibarri,

Daniel

Umbarger,
Van Der

Cheri

Kuyp, Sharda

Varghese, Ruby
Veer, Melanie

Veldstra, Scott
Veliz, Dino
Wade, Kathleen
Walker, Albert
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Walker, Bryan
Walker, Carlos
Walker, Doncil
Walters, joy
Waters, Corrie
the difference. I luv U!

Waters, Kevin
...

Wathen, Daniel
Watkins, jamillah
Watson, Chris
Watson, Rhea

...

Ere5 mi ..

Maggie May:
amiga

e5panola!

Nunca

me

0lvida5! Kia

Pet: Are U

following
again? Looke like
we're partners in
me

crime

one more

time

...

THANKS,GUYS!-Nae
Nord

P.S. Thanke for

-

me your car. I can't
believe you did that for me!
You're a 5uper friend to

loaning

Webb, Steven
West, Manuelo
West, Meredith

have around.

Westhoff, Edward

Weygandt,

-

Ca5ey

Sigmund Thanks for
5haring 50 many of your
-

Donna

• aweeome
•

me.

features with

U R the be5t

mate even
at

White, Evelyn
White, justin
Whitmire, Kevin
Wilborn, Ede
Willcoxon, Michael

4:30

when

am.

MaryAnn

-

room

printing

I luv U

You

-

Freud

were a

tremendoue RA & friend

..

...

that made thi5 year

on

Alpha Omega great.
truly have impacted

You
my life

taught me much.
Thanks, you're the be5t
and

Love

-

.

Chriettna

')

Williams, Consuella
Williams, jermaine
Wilson, Tresjee

Witherspoon,
Woodson,

Nina

Kawana

Word, Benjamin
Wu, Chi-len
Yaffe, jeanine
Young, Brian
Zapata, jeremy

Zwerling, Bliss

A

strong Tulsa breeze proves

onto

the

nearest

thing

to

be

around to

too

much for josh Ontko

keep from blowing

as

he

grabs

away.

I.
WI�4.
l
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"Apply your heart to instruction,
words of

knowledge."

Envisioning

-

of rock

education

be

can

graduation day

plishments

Yet where do

simplest

choose to pursue our higher
uphill climb. Reaching the top on

we

an

is the time to reflect

have made in

we

and

climbing

the academic field isn't difficult. In the
terms, the years

to

ears

Proverbs 23:12

parallel picture

a

and your

our

our

on

the

academic

accom

career.

into this climb

professors fit

up

academic mountain'? I suppose, in
the most crude and selfish sense, ignoring the
the

hypothetical

professor's
the tools

own

goals

and achievements,

have chosen to

we

use

they

to reach the

are

top.

gear, essential to the aca
demic climb of excellence and imperative to success

They

are our

climbing

in the future.

But thank God these

allegorical

tools

not as

are

the actual tools needed to climb

inanimate

as

mountain!

They

not

the

a

only impart
knowledge
also
but
top,
pour their souls
an
are
essential
lifeline in
They

we

need to climb to the
into

our

gaining

education.

the

experience we

need to climb other

moun

tains.

The top is
to

a

welcome view, yet we should not

pay tribute to the

professors

who

neglect

supported

us!

(whetherwe choose to like
do in the future will
whatwe
not)
professors
reflect what they have taught us in the past.

They

are our

those

© Oral Roberts University

mentors and
or

© Oral Roberts University

Theology Staff: Back Row: Dr. Gerald Ellison, Dr. Leonard Lovette, Dr. David Dorries, Dr. james Tollett, Dn. Sara
Thorpe, Dr. james Breckenridge, Dr. Lillian Breckenridge, Dr. Roy Hayden, Dr. Charles Snow. Middle Row: Dr. H@nry
Lederle, Dr. Ed Decker, Dr. Ken Mayton, Dr. Paul Watney. Front Row: Prof. Oon Chor Khoo, Registrar Chris !'leidner,
Dr. Sherri Treat, Prof. Carol Blan, Dr. Thomson Mathew, Dr. Paul Chappell, Prof. Gerry Stanton, Dr. Brad Y0Wrn.g, Dr.
Arden Autry, Dr. Robert Mansfield, Dr. james Shelton.
"Now where

§11�

was

that can?" asks Dr. Hayden, who has made
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a

habit of saving

cans

and

recycling for

missions.

-

Mayton is one of those people
prime example of

Dr. Kenneth

who is

a

actions

speaking

"More and

of the church. We need to
wake up and see that a body

far louder

than words. But words

are

of Christ

imperative when it comes
to a yearbook and remem
brance. So how does

explain
of

to

a man

ally

"I have

one

when it

students the heart

lence,

quotations far out
major
weigh
rarely crosses paths with Dr.
Mayton's teachings.
"My calling is to teach stu

now

so

means

one

that

we

people

all

of

us are

and should seek the excel
out in us."

had the

get the gospel

many

Not

lence that Christ
never

the stu

perfect, only Christ was the
perfect man. But we can

....

to

to

not necessari Iy per

fection.

"

kind of

comes

heart

"We need to seek excel

writer whose

"We have

pastoral

a

dents here at ORU."

who touches liter

suppose

dents

all Chris

means

tians."

hundreds of students? I
a

people don't want to take
responsibil ityforthe upkeep

more

have

-

can

bring

Dr. Kenneth

Mayton

out to
across

the world. With television, radio, electronics,
computers, newsprint and video, the gospel
can

Respond i ng to the question, Professor Cheryl Hetherington
scrambles

Teaching

to see

if Malachi

ORU students

was

Hebrew

was once a

or

Italian.

weekly event for

spread

into hearts of peoplewho otherwise

wouldn't have heard."

President Oral Roberts. The

"Holy Spirit" class,

now

known

as

Biblical

Principles,

was once

lectured

to

by

President

�&a

E ,:i
�s

Roberts himself.

Theology Department
© Oral Roberts University
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SPING FOR
"If

a

Christian

then he

cannot

be Christ-like

at

home

ministered to many other countries

including

Dr. VanEaton

admits,

countries is

important

"There

lot of needs here in Tulsa."

truly be Christ-like else
where." This profound, yet true statement
was given by Dr. Earl VanEaton, the dean of
Education. Not only does Dr. VanEaton be
I ieve that the Christian's greatest call ing is to
ministerfirstto his family then unto other, but
also demonstrates this philosophy in his own

place iii) need
veryfortlll!ila�e
to be here with the faculty in preparing peopl@
who have been called by God to be teachers,"
Dr. VanEaton said. "I enjoy the students, �h@irr
enthusiasm and questions. Couple that wi�hi

life.

the freedom

cannot

are a

ORU is

a

prime example of

a

of Dr. VanEaton's service."1 feel

to

pray."

family of four, two sons, his
wife, and himself, does many activities to
gether. Sundays at his home begins by serv

He is very excited about ORU's future, @sRle
cially the Graduate program. He said promis

ing breakfast to the homeless. Church fol
lows and after the service, they eat lunch at

No matter where Dr. VanEaton may be, me
attempts to live Christ-like and be in Goars

Mazzio's Pizza.

will. "I wantto be where God wants

His close-knit

with

Along
band, Dr.

being

a

servant

this

for

freely

since his first year at Oral
Roberts University in 1985. Duringthis year's

tion

a

Guatemala, Venezuela, Kenya and

Although

come!"

With his strong

to.be,"
family tDi@s,
me

of God, Dr. VanEaton, can more
and willingly be Christ-like elsewherern

his services

area

group of his faculty and himself
ministered to Jamaica. Dr. Van Eaton has also

Fall Break

sincerely.

to

man

God in the mission field. He has worked with
the missions

"The best is yet

he said

father and hus

good
a willing

VanEaton is

ingly,

to missions

and the ORU cch.lca-

department.

Panama.

he feels mission work in other

Education Staff: Back Row: Dr. jean Mosley, Dr. Jill Steeley, Mrs. jan Kuehle, Dr. Linda Gray, Dr. Linda Dunham, Dr. Ed Nelson, Dr. Mauldin Ray, Mr. Dick Gaffney, Mrs. Collette
Woods, Gary Miller. Front Row: Prof. Georganne Haney, Mrs. Nancy Kabriel, Dr. Pat Morgan, Prof. Hallet Hullinger, Dr. Earl VanEaton, Prof. Vicki Davison, Prof. Kim Boyd, Mrs.

Becky Woodard,

Dr. jean

Reehling.
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Hollie Thomas and Janice Pettersson display one of many
talents they possess at the Graduate Education Honors
Christmas Banquet.
Confused about accounting? "Here it is, it's all in the
books
tr

...

.

© Oral Roberts University
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The "epitome of physical fitness" is the
image that Dr. Jerry Clark, head of the Oral
Roberts University Health
and Physical Education de-

partment, displays, His vi·
tality, friendliness and
needless to say, the shelves
of HPE textbooks in his of
fice

healthy and athletic

" 10".'
�
-:,.

productive and healthier," he
said. "If you don't take

care

of

body, your body's going to
finish your life. If your body is
your

stronger."

lifestyle.

The positive results of strength,
health and joy are clearly evi-

he

keeps in shape is by play
ing racquetball with friends

dent in Dr. Clark's life.

like Dr. Carl Hamilton and
Dr.

Ralph Fagin.

"I

enjoy

any type of racquet sport,
like badminton, tennis, rac

quetball and golf," he said.
Not only does Dr. Clark remain active by
playing sports, but he also enjoys outdoor
activities such as fishing, hunting and hik
ing. In the future, Dr. Clark plans to move to
the mountains of Montana with his wife.
Several years ago they pu rchased 21 acres of
land and have been building a cabin (with a

Park), where he
keeping healthy with his out

view of Glacier National
can

continue

door activities and sports.
Why is he so concerned with the

physical
body? "The body is the
temple of the Holy Spirit and needs to be
treated as well as the mind is," he explained.
fitness of one's

Christina LaBarca and Kate Ireland enjoy the intramural

baketball games

at the AC.

Although there are no backpacks, these students have a tra i I
this is the backpacking class
and they are in dress code
...

for HPE.

Health/Physical

�1�
�':::::
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Kabriel,

Health/Physical

Education Department

Dr.

Hubert, Dr. Allan Barker, Ms. Vicky Martin, Mr. Bernise Duke,
Jack Johnson, Ms. Scarlet Johnson. Front Row: (L-R) Ms. Nancy

Education: Back Row: (L-R) Dr. Fritz

Dobson, Mr. David Kunselman,
Jerry Clark, Ms. Nootsie Stricklin.

Mr. Shannon

© Oral Roberts University
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stronger, it makes your spirit

Dr. Clark said thatone way

Mr. Barker used fo De a head
coach of NCAA basketball tOF
14 Yea'l\s.

consume so

fitness] will make your life more

'

evidence of his

are

college students want to
much knowledge that they ne
glect their bodies. "It [physical

He said that too often

Mr.

(

(

IFE
It's been said "If you find

a

job

you love, you
in your life." Dr.

�

don't have to work

�

Nelson, who heads the Biology department at
Oral Roberts University, has found this prov-

1

As

,

day

a

erbto be the essence of happi ness in the office.
avid moth and

an

butterfly collector,

he

his love for biology not only in the
! expresses
\' workplace, but also in his pastime. Although

intrinsically involved in the university and the
Biology department, this professor also has a
clear understanding of today's up and coming
students and works diligently to im
1'i college
prove their learning.
"Today's students need to define God's will
for them," he said. "More importantly than
1
definingthewill, they
.

need

to act on it

Dale Novak

helps Chris

Powers

on

his senior project.

and

workto seetheir goals

accomplished."
Dr. Nelson's
mitment in

com

working

with the precinct 4H
Club and his dedica
tion to

here

teaching

atORU

are

justa few

ofthe many examples
of Dr. Nelson's dedi
cation to his students

and the community.
His firm belief in per
and persis
has driven his students

severance

tence

self. "It is

rewarding

to

as

well

as

him

accomplish a long
on for years," he

project that has been worked

said. "Butthe students do need to be sincere in
their search; God won't let them down."

perseverance as a weak
pointin the modern Christian. "Sorne Christians
Dr. Nelson

today

seem

Row: (L-R) Dr. Ed Nelson, Dr. Duane Thurman, Dr. John Norvell, Dr. Hal Reed, Mr. John North,
John Nelson, Front Row: (L-R) Dr. Richard Seaman, Dr, John Korstad, Dr. Richard Couch, Ms, Mattie McCullough,
Peggy Wayne.

Biology Staff: Back
Dr.
Dr.

sees

to

towards God in

have

a

lack of commitment

general,"

he said.

little commitment to the church

"They

have

their con
Christians in

or

knowledgeable
gregation.
body of Christ need to avoid this."
Dr. Nelson has recently become more fo
cused on his department and wishes to see its
fullest potential being utilized. His profession
We

as

the

alism and attitude continues to back every
thing he says. His sense of humor has confused
some and unlocked keys of understanding to
others. It is obvious he enjoys what he does.

Biology Department
Jennifer Zewalk quietly asks herself, "Why did
© Oral Roberts University
Vertebrate

Biology?"

I choose

"
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Dr. C. Thomas

Luiskutty is a long way from
born in Kerala, India. But has
passion and lovetoteach

home. He

found

a

was

and

with Christ. With

degrees
College and University of
Kerala, India (to name a few)

relationship

from Berchman's

in the United States. While here

and work experience from

at

Oral Roberts University, he
has demonstrated this love to

Jefferson Community College
and University of Louisville

thefaculty and the students al ike.

he has been able to

For the past 1 3 years students

compare other students with
those of ORU.

have talked of his
ward

straight-for

them here and

see

and

But this respect is not only one
sided. He also "believes" in the

scientifically or spiritu
Luiskutty (aka Dr. C)
ally
sees the Physics and Engineer
ing department at ORU as
"promising" and "beneficial"

students and is convinced that

to the

special and that each
something to contribute
to the body of Christ. He has
been encou raged by the students
here and enlightened by their
knowledge, not on Iy in the Phys
ics or Engineering department,
but also in their spiritual walk

all

how

ing

to

they
one

Be it

approach
helpful he was in contribut
to

Dr.

their education.

are

students who come from

over

the world to be

a

part

of it.

has

Physics/Engineering Staff: (L-R): Mr. Harvey Miller,
Luiskutty, Dr. Joseph Joseph, Mr. Bob Lamb,

Thomas
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Dr. Dominic
Dr.

Halsmer, Dr. Nate Meleen,
Roger Hartman, Dr. Robin Akbar.

Dr. Steven Herr, Dr.

GETTING A
Dr.

George Thyvelikakath (Dr. George) is
originally from India, but he has spent the last
25 years in America. His name has appeared in
books and magazines allover the world such
as

Who's Who in Frontiers of Science and

and academic achievement. Despite all of
his awards and involvement with outside
groups, his love for teaching is evident be
cause when asked where he saw himself in

five and

even

twenty years from now, he

answered,

Who's

Technology,

Who in the World,
5,000 Personalities of

"Teaching."

the World, Men of
Achievement, and

word of advice to

the list continues. He

ORU,

Giving

one

the students of
Dr.

George

"We live in

has been awarded for

said,

such

things as Out
standing Faculty of

this world

the Year at Univer

our

sity of Arkansas,

forefathers did

reer

fortably

Ca

professional

parents and

someth i ng

Consu Itant in the

and

com

because

us

ca

...

Now it is

for
our

(American Chemical

turn, we must go
andwork

Society) and

hard

reer

support program
many

...

Wecannot

others. Some of the

shrink away from

that

the great respon

organizations
Dr. George is a mem

sibility placed on
us
by the AI
mig h t y
Father Find joy

ber of are: the Ameri
can

Chemical Soci

ety, the International

...

Platform Association, and honorary member
of the International Biographical Center, En

gland.
"I wanted to go to a place where I could
spiritually grow ," Dr. George said. He saw
this college as both a place of spiritual growth

"

working hard and encourage others too
His hard work and prayers have certainly
proved successfu I. We shou Id look to men
in

...

like him for inspiration.

...

, . _. ,�"""--.
:; ;: C----'n'�u;Je-'

Chemistry Department: Back Row: Prof. Cheryl Moore,
Dr. Gary Ritzhaupt, Dr. Bill Collier, Dr. Gene May. Front
Row: Prof. CathelineCouch, Dr. Christine Lee, Dr. George
Thyvelikakath, Prof. Merleanna Dick.

Neil Munhofen and

Andy

Herr pose for

a

picture with

Dr.

George.

Chemistry Department
© Oral Roberts University
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Imagine being an actor, a pilot, a father,
a licensed radio operator, a marriage coun
selor, a professor and a husband. To top it off,
you have been the chairman of the Oral
Roberts University Behavioral Science de

Ms.

ludittpJap,too used to race
_took cars.

��

a

school of this size."

It is not

a

surprise that a
hard

has worked

people

himself is

you. I

ing other people

aboutteaching young
that are supporting
have received nothing

now a

man

who

improve
big part of help
to

overcome

their

adversity.
help people who want to grow
personally and develop the fruits of the spirit,
not just the gifts," Walker added. "It all goes
along with Christ's lesson to 'seek ye first the
kingdom of God,' not secular goals, and all
these things will come along. And that scrip
ture sums up my basic philosophy of mental

to

Psy

health."

Lanny Endicott, Dr. Larry Walker,
Judith Mayton, Ms. Lois Newman.
an

so

"I want to

Behavioral Science Staff: Back Row: Dr.

© Oral Roberts University

I

faculty is what makes the dif
ference," he commented. "I think
this is a very strong department for

lot easier to get

Dr. Walker demonstrates to the class

\

but the skill and commitment of

counseling is done primarily as an adjunctto
my teaching."

Behavioral Science

of its kind in Oklahoma. He

I

the

the city of Tulsa. "I'm a crisis intervener," he
said. "I and the Lord pick who I see, but my

�I�

family, the Behavorial
Science department, become one
of only three accredited depart-

I

his academic

excited

Row: Ms. Nina Tucker, Ms.

of

working faculty members and feels
that they are an integral part ofthe
quality of the department. "The
curriculum hasn't changed a lot,

dents I have to teach," Walker
a

pleasure

(

shares this honor with the hard

chology and Marriage and Family, Walker
does some outside marriage counseling in

178

watching

ments

but support from students
here, and for that I am grateful."
As well as teaching Introduction

��,�

Walker has also had the

partmentfor 19 years! No, this
is definitely not you, but Dr.
Larry Walker, a man with
much more than four psychol
ogy degrees under his belt.
Caring is a characteristic
thatshines brightly in Walker's
life. His first love is teaching,
and he says that being a pro
fessor at ORU is a big part of
that love. "Thejoyofteaching
is a direct product of the stu
stated. "It's

S a
:a�

counseling keeps his skills
him to stay current with
allows
and
sharpened
problems today's families face.
Walker's

example of

I·:; ReF:
�;: Be�t::n:)

Mr. Robert

"abnormal" behavior.

Kiel,

Dr. Clark

Eldridge.

Front

A CAREER OF
*' So what

exactly

would be

a

proper

adjective

describe the activity and duties of Dr. Joann
Nessman? I suppose aftertalk

o

well

as a

Ph.D. of Curriculum

of Texas in Austin,

department

�.:Nord

that

'rom the

i

rest. It

�!Jeneric

in

a

there is

This experience can
show the students and fac

one

ulty alike that her ambitious

to stand

standards
her. Her

only

almost pre

contributions to the ORU

'Ilt::isely.

Nursing department have

busy, very
itious
and
experienced.
very
ij
is
almost
impera
��-=xperience
.rive in the nursing field, and
(�xperience can show just how
qual ified one is to teach a sub
"Very",

l

am

very

.ect. With Dr. Wessman

�

ling
�

important to
position as dean
are

adds to the many titles
Dr. Wessman claims. Her

.cribes her activity here at Oral

i��obert University

University
debate her

ence.

apart
is basic, almost
sense, but de-

seems

at

cannot

qualifications and experi

�mg with the ambitious chair
an of the Anna Vaughn Nurs
!Ii

.�ng

one

her Ph.D.

\!\ethodology,

in

been essential in the

success

and reputation it has created
for itself.

earn

Research

Cardiovascular

Nursing,

as

�,

While the nursing staff deems it necessary

Nursing Staff:

to

Back Row: Anne Davis, Veda

take notes, Dr. Karine Crow says, lilt's time to eat!"

King, Muff

Gettel. Front Row:

Dr. Karine

Crow, Carolyn Fore,

Patricia Smith.

Nursing Department
© Oral Roberts University

students here and bel ieves that ORU students
different than others. "Their will ingness to

music, especially
classical, vocal jazz and choral music; he also

the ORU singers on an Oral Roberts
television program. He was impressed and

loves ORU, especially ORU students. Since
1972, Dr. Pierce has been making an impact

write ORU for information.

reliability

are a

The

"Teachers

see

Dr. Edward Pierce loves

on

their lives and educations.

saw

became interested
next

fall,

enough

Pierce

was on

staff in the ORU Music De

Art, Performance and Literature, left his life

voice teacher

long

home

his wife

to

Pierce had

state

preaching
New

music

heard of ORU. At the ti me,

become Chairman oftheORU

always

came

a

with

traveling ministry

to areas in New

One

day

of

York,

Pierce

Music

George Stevenson,

Dr. Gene

Eland,

H is word to students is this: "Be

open and willing to learn.
Be the best you can be, and keep

Department.

going!"

Pierce says that he feels

privileged

to

work with the

Music-Fine Arts Staff: Back Row: (L-R) Dr. Macon Delavan, Dr. jerry Hatley, Mr. Ed West, Dr. Stanley
Don Eland, Dr. Barry Epperley, Mr. David Gauger. Front Row: (L-R) Miss joyce Bridgman, Ms. Vicki
Dr.

appreciate it."

then,

of New York and

singing
Jersey and Maryland.

Marilyn Carver,

it and

Pierce hopes that he will be able to
help bring his students to their po

tential, whether they become
teachers, ministers or performers.

he and his wife had
and

guided, hard work and
plus," Pierce said.

history teacher,
and opera workshop direc
tor. Since then, Dr. Pierce has

Tulsa to teach music. Before
never

as

learn and be

to

19 years ago, Pierce, who holds a Masters of
Music in Performance and a DMA in Musical

partment starting

are

George,
Walker,

Mr.

Mrs.

Dr. Dave Robbins. At Piano: Dr. Edward Pierce

Playing in remembrance of the Rev. Martin

Luther

Dean Heath entertains those present at the

�,I �

Hyo Park

== =
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prepares to

King Ir.,

assembly.

perform for the Tulsa Philharmonic

If:
I!!l

�

..

'�
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"The students here

lucky; they

are

have

a

potential that my generation now doesn't
have, their youth." With a smile Dr. Snook,
the head of the Math and Computer
department here atOral Roberts University,

� leaned back into his chairto think aboutthe
II.

t

question that

was

asked of him: What do

you feel is the ORU student's greatest

�': potential?
'.

"You guys have been unloaded with

over

111' 40
years of experience here at ORU," he
� said. "I tend to feel the same
as Oral

J
..

way

Roberts did when he became ill in the
of the year. He had wanted
prayers from the students here, there was
no
other

beginning

group

of

people

he

wanted

prayi ng for
him than the

students.
the

Well,
same

goes for

me."
Dr. Snook

has

been

teaching
ORU

at

since the

experienced

beginning.

He

is

an

who, in 1967, became
department. Having been

man

head ofthe Math

involved with ORU for 25 years, he is one
who is not only knowledgeable about his
profession, but also experienced in the
Oral Roberts Ministries.
After another pause and
Dr. Snook

finally finished

students

here

a

serious

his

thought,

answer.

Math/Computer Staff: Back Row: (L-R) Mr. Tom Bomholt,
Roy Rakestraw. Front Row: (L-R) Mrs. Georganne Haney,

Dr. Dave

Eland, Mr. Russel Sowell, Dr. Lavoy Hatchett, Dr.
Oltman, Ms. Joan Castillo, Dr. Verbal Snook.

Ms. Debra

"The

have two tremendous
"A potential for

he said.

potentials,"
changing the world and a spi ritual potential.
All the students have

to

do is realize it and

then go for it!"

Dr. Snook demonstrates
of calculus.

Dalitia Tucker prepares to take

a

test in

to

the students the ins and outs

the mathematics

chamber.

.

Math/Computer
© Oral Roberts University
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Sports Coupe for a man
passion for Milton, Shakespeare,

A 1993 Nissan Sentra

who has

a

O'Conner and Abduct? This describes Dr.

William Epperson, chairman of the English
department of Oral Roberts University.
Dr.

Epperson has demonstrated to the students
that literature
not
to

only be

a

can

tool

enhance a man's

vocabulary,

but

to

create an interest in

I ife and to

spark the
imagination. "I'm
the type of person
who enjoys the

qualities of life," he said.
Besides reading classic and modern books,
Dr. Epperson has found he enjoys activities
such as bicycling, gardening and frequenting
the cinema.

Epperson often jokes about a book he had
recently seen, Backpacking Across Europe.
Dr.

"One

trip

I will take

day

across

declared

an

extended

backpacking

the world with my wife," Epperson

prophetically.

But until then

we

may find this

department

head scurrying around the Graduate Center's
5th floor looking for some lost keys, revamping
the

English

301 class

or even

remodeling

his

house. Staying busy is not something Dr.
Epperson lacks in his agenda, whether he is at

work

or

at

play.
Dr.

Gray prepares the English
spring semester in the CLC.

Adam
one

Waugh and Mike

needs

�11�
g.�
�':::::
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to

work in the

tutors

for the

upcoming

Mason demonstrate the talent

English department.

English Department

English Staff: (L-R) Mr.

Keith Gogan, Ms. Jeannie Moss, Mrs. Ruth Givens, Dr. Ruth Weston, Dr. Linda Gray, Dr. Williarr
© Oral
Roberts
Trice
Ms. Anni Brown, Ms. Peggy Null, Mr. Mark Hall. (Sitting) Dr. Grady Walker.
Epperson, Dr.
Butler,University

,�--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------�
"I do most

anything, really,

I

honestly

don't

think I'm scared of anything." Dr. Trisler-Fite,
the head of the Modern Language department,

described her

personality

far

more

in this

than in any other. She constantly
demonstrates an enthusiasm and zeal to her
sentence

students and the office staff that creates
wonderful

example

of what

a

a

chairperson

should be.
The work
see

we

don't

in the classroom

seems

to

be quite

evident in her office.
lust this year she has

found

herself

updating an
Spanish work
the

Old
from

Gilcrease

Museum

Modern

to

a

Spanish

translation. She is also

currently editing an
unpublished Spanish play that was written in
the Golden Age.
Just how busy Dr. Trisler-Fite is can be
explained in her concluding comment just
before she left the interview for

a

meeti ng with

the Modern Language staff, "I hardly have
room to breathe at times!" But she didn't seem
to be bothered by her frantic schedu Ie at all.
On the contrary, she

seems

to

thrive

on

it.

Above right: Rune Skinnerlien displays the colors of
Norway while showing off that winter-fresh smile.
Mrs. Mullican

il � keys of Israel"

proudly
to

shows off her

Dr.Trisler-Fite.

prize-winning

"tur

Language Staff: Standing (L-R): Dr. Roberta Ross, Dr. Dean Helland, Mrs. Lenore Mullican,
Ms. Tamarrah Lechowit, Ms. Seong la Park, Mrs. Brenda Calderon. Sitting (L-R):
Christie Hill, Dr. Barbara Trisler-Fite, Dr. Alice Rasmussen, Mr. Alexander Stolarow.
Modern

Ms.

Amy Alexander,

Ms.

© Oral Roberts University
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Dr. J. Franklin Sexton's

lifestyle and career
seem to be almost a paradox. A man that has
dedicated his vocation to understanding the
complexities of the past while showing his
students the importance of history can be
fascinating at times. "There are so many op
portunities out there for the young people,
they just need to take
look around and

a

find them." he said.
Dr.Sexton has dem
onstrated his desire
for

qual ity education
for America's college
student by helping
found the Oklahoma

Scholarship Leader
ship Enrichment Pro

"If I had

himself,
thesis.

gram (OSLEP). This

organization

only stayed awake in class," says John Carretteto
as he struggles to complete his Humanities syn

was

founded fifteen years
ago for students

everywhere."lt is a
good way for students to learn intensely for a
few days about his or her trade." he said. But
Dr. Sexton does point out that "the problem
with the students is the fact that some justdon't
know it's out there."
But what

seems to

bring

the

paradox

full

circle is his new-found love for computers. "I
began to take up computers as a hobby about
three years ago and haven't stopped," he said.
"They are the key to what the future will be
like."
Dr. Sexton is

a man

the values of the

who

seems

to

recognize

pastwhile looking toward the

newly built computer station coexist
music on his old-fashioned
with
classical
ing
1930's radio is a graphic example of his

future. A

awareness

that the past is just

as

important

as

Humanities Staff: (L-R): Mrs. Fleta Buckles, Mrs. Beverly Garrison, Dr. Gary Pranger, Dr. J. Frank Sexton, Mrs. Ruth
Sexton, Dr. Makasa, Dr. Stephen King, Mr. Rob Stacey, Dr. Hanson, Mr. Paul Vickery, Mr. Gary Kern.

the future.

§I/�
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IMAGINATION IS
Stuart

Branston, the chairman of the Oral

Roberts University Art department admits that
.

might think

some

of him

whole life," he says.

as a

"It is my

time to do

more

hobby,

my

Asked if he could

avocation and vocation."

have

dad. "Art is my

in the

world,

Branston

repl ies

anything

that it

.

faithfully

9

even

weatb

Id be

wou

spend

to

lMr. DOUg latta ri

more

time in his stu

dioathome. Be
sides the Bible,

senio.F

theonlyreading
material

picks

Branston

design

are

up

manuals,

text

books and reference bookson ceramics,

sculp

tures

and

design.

Branston

wou

Id like to

ciated and better

quality

see

art

art

created

tians and the church. "Jesus

before he

was a

master

was

an

us.

He believes

and

that,

be excellent in

artist

Artists

and expressers, and Jesus

producer

Chris

by

Branston says. "He

savior,"

created the universe and created

producers

better appre

was

are

the

expresser."

as

Christians,

everything

we

we

do,

must

all

in every

field. "The world recognizes excellence, and
if it is

excellent, people

wi II

I isten to the

testimony."

Example slides are passed to the class as Mr.
TV Graphics project.

Latta

explains

a

Art Staff: Back Row: Mr.
Front Row:
Norma

Mrs.

Greg Stiver,

Mary Frie,

Latta, Mr. Stuart

Mr.

Mrs. Donna

Doug

Latta.

Scott, Mrs.

Branston.

Art

© Oral Roberts University
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IMBING THE
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George Gillen, chairman of the Oral
Roberts University undergraduate Business
department, is not just a man of academics,
but a man of relationships. Gillen is one of
nine founding faculty still working at ORU,
and is going into his 28th year. Being a part of
that first class, at a time when Gillen was the
only business professor and taught all business
courses, broughta unique bond between Gillen
Dr.

and

-

.....--......
-_

well.

-

Networking

with alumni has assisted

many students with

job placement, especially
big pock@1!$ @f
alumni
in
most
of
the
ORU
big six acc0l!11iiluill1g
firms and every major corporation in Twlsa,"
Gillen stated, all as a resu It ofthe netwonkilmg
done through their alumni association.
in the Tulsa

area.

"We have

Gillen also shared that because of �Ifil@ imc
creased representation of ORU studeets ilil

his students.

"When thatfirstclass
had their 25th anni
about 95

versary,

percent of them

back," Gillen
shared, "and the rea
came

for that is the

son

very close knit rela

tionships."
As

a resu

It of these

and many other

stu

dents who devel

oped friendships
with Gillen and the
Busi

depart

ness

ment, alumni sup
port has been out

standing.
a

"We have

microcomputer

lab which has been

given to us by one of
our alumni," Gillen

pus encourages

added. "The fortu

thing is that our
alumni go into large corporations

student's relatJi@ll1sh i p with Go�, tm@

nate

have

to

access

departments

and

they

funds and assets that other

don't have."

The microcomputer labs have allowed for
the business department to integrate comput
ers

into all upper division

used

work

courses.

They

are

teach such business

problems,
staple programs as Lotus and WordPerfect,
and keep ORU's business students in tune
with the times. "That is one thing that has kept
us at the cutting edge of business," Gillen
to

commented. "Our alumni

are

very, very active

and have been very, very generous to us."
Not only have the business alumni played

major role

�II�

=ia�
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in

equipping

current

the tools to succeed in thei rfield,

opened
Business

doors of

© Oral Roberts University

work

place

office

or

easy here," �@
shared. "But you may be thrown into a si�ua
tion where you are the only Christian ilfil nmal
may not. "It's

a

students with

so

company. You must

keep

your

li,��l

bright."
personal commitment to Christ arld
his students has reaped a harv@st of
for both the students and the d@p->iil!Iit

Gillen's
to serve
success

The relationships he worked to attain
the years are sti II as reward i ng as th€ 011i18$
who surround him daily. This cornraderiewin
alumni has played a large role in making �m@
ment.

over

ORU Business

butthey have
employment opportunity as

Department

11

department

challenged. "Then you'll
we

have built."

today,
alumni," Gillen

what it is

"Maintain contact with your

be ableto build what

=

.....,.

..

-

Chris Mallett learns the wonderful world of

Doyle Crabb

Business Staff: (L-RJ:

George Gillen, Ray Gregg, Joe Cannon, Carol Wilson, Terry Unruh, Roy Chaboya,

Tina

is buried in

a sea

of

a mouse.

processing.

Keller, Mark Lewandowski, Mark Maynard, Jack Greer, Eugene

Swearingen

Business
© Oral Roberts University

Department
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Laura Holland prepares for her trademark teaching
are you comfortable yet Mrs. Holland?

"See what you

style

...

Search

can

diligently

open to

do

to

for it, be

whatever

be God's

servant.

open-minded

avenues are

and

available." Dr.

Ray Lewandowski articulated these words of
Roberts University
students so that they might be better able to
live up to theirfull potential. Along with being

wisdom towards Oral

chairman

of the Communication

Arts

Dr. Lewandowski finds time to

department,
direct plays and

takes

projects outside the

on

field of Communication
Arts

as

well. Because of his

participation in the
Cub Scouts, he has become
sons'

a

Cub Scout trainer for

adults that

want

to

be

leaders in the Cub Scouts.
Model

trains, working

outside and

gardening

are

hobbies that he also enjoys in his free time. Dr.
Lewandowski keeps his options open by being
involved in the many opportunities that life
has brought his way. This personifies his

perspective that

as

Christians,

be "narrow-minded."

important opportunity
out

Cyrano, the one
port,

was one

act

He
to

we

sees

should not
life

get all that

as

an

we can

of it.

showcase directed by Jessica Daven
plays in the spotlight on January

of the four

5, 1992.

Communication Arts Department: Back Row: (L-R) Dr. Johnny Mac Allen, Mr. Mark Labash, Dr. Evan Culp, Dr. AI
Middle Row: (L-R) Ms. Laura Holland, Ms. Saundra Dotson, Mr. Marc
Morgan, Mr. Charles Zwick, Dr. Joseph Mukasa.
Mrs. Priscilla Smith, Dr. Ray
Clark, Mr. Jim Kerr, Ms. Agena Farmer. Front Row: (L-R) Mrs. Carole Lewandowski,

Lewandowski,

�I/�
gJ�
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Mrs. Leslie

Kent, Mrs. Io Bierman.

Communication Arts Department

© Oral Roberts University

Esther Fansler portrays the basic attitude of a communica
tion arts major.

Someone asked this year, without the student

and

newspaper

yearbook, why
go?

have

Wouldn't it have to

iournalism? The Oracle and Perihelion is
Publishing

only

a part of what happens to students in ComArts'
Campus Publications. Campus Publications is

idea,

an

� part

a

whole

the

because
are

practicum,

a

of

publications

only

one

outlet of

the Communication
Arts'

Cam pus

Pub I i

-

cations

program.

Campus

Publications is

part

a

of

ORU's

journalism emphasis
which is the foundation
telecom-

all

students;
print, radio, film, television, public relations
and advertising. It is a partofORU's internship
program which places students in numerous
mass media companies, whether they be
newspapers, radio, tv stations, or advertising
agencies and which opens the doors for
employment upon graduation. Th is poi nt came
munications

home this year when a pr/advertising student
won, for the first time, in competition with
advertising professionals a Greater Tulsa Area

Addy Award. ComArtsCampus Publications is
also a training program for desktop publishing
and

an

The role it
I

the world of computers.
in the academia is a big one!

introduction

plays

to

And awards, well,

they

are

nearly

numerousto mention in recent years.

28 awards

too

ComArt

Campus Publications staff:

Dr. Alston

Morgan,

Charles Q. Hawkins. Middle Row: Ruth Jeffries, Johnny
Mac Allen. Front Row: Amy Smith Kneafsey, Priscilla K.
Smith.

However,

in March of '93 from

garnered
Rocky Mountain Collegiate Media
Association and Oklahoma Collegiate Press
Association. More awards will certainlyfollow
were

entries in the

this year!

ComArts
© Oral Roberts University

Campus Publications
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"And let

us

consider

one

another to

provoke

good works: Not forsaking the
of
ourselves
together, as the man
assembling
ner as some is; but exhorting one another: and
so much the more, as you see the day
ap
unto love and to

proaching."

-

Hebrews 10:24-25

At Oral Roberts

University

every student

possesses the desire to widen their horizons
through involvement in the diverse clubs and

organizations provided.
a

experience

a

provide

they

can

bond of unity.

As clubs meet

tivities,

These groups

interest in which students

common

together through

are

able to

support

various

and

ac

encour

age each other to strive and succeed. For

many students, clubs establish the link be
majors and future careeropportu

tween their

Participation deepens their vision of
occupations and responsibilities in the real
world through practical knowledge and experi
nities.

ence.

As ORU students involve themselves in

clubs and

heights

of

organizations they
success

the dreams,

future.

© Oral Roberts University

hopes

move

to

new

and make connections to
and

aspirations

of their

© Oral Roberts University

GHER, HIGHER
Souls A'Fire

•

MPE

•

CMENC
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Souls A'Fire

© Oral Roberts University

•

MSC

Mu Phi

Epsilon, CMENC,

Music Student Council

"
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Alpha Epsilon
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Rho
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RNING THE ROPES

Alpha Epsilon Rho

© Oral Roberts University

•

KORU

KORU

ERNATIONAL ASCENT
ISO

•

Missions

•

Bible Seminarian

Members of nhe Bible Sef\ilinarial� Fellow-

ship.

�1'
�
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International Student Organization, Missions Club, Bible Seminarian Fellowship
© Oral Roberts University

Leslie
ISO
club
officers:
David,
Chukwuemeka Chidebezu-Eze, Jung-Yeun
Cho, Edwell Nhira, Feb Idahosa, Heather
Ramcharan, Fatuchand Van lerland, and
Dr. Alice M. Rasmussen.

International Student Organization, Missions Club, Bible Seminarian
© Oral Roberts University

Fellowship

YOl!ll'lg

Democrats @f,ficers: lKaS0Pldra Mome, Lanee

Ch�istiansen, Ced'i Ch0ekley and

Mela:ine R_obe�on.

�I/�

�.�

�,,�

l:9� College Republicans,
:;15;
��

Young Democrats and College Conservatives
© Oral Roberts University

>

•

>

OINT OF VIEW

epublicans

•

Democrats

•

Conservatives

"Congratulations-it's

College Republicans, Young
© Oral Roberts University

a

conservative."

Democrats and

College Conservatives

AK PERFORMANCE
Alpha
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Alpha

Psi

Omega

Psi

Omega

© Oral Roberts University
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Alpha
© Oral Roberts University

Psi

Omega
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OVERCOMING THE
Spanish

•

Hebrew
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Spanish Club

and Hebrew Club
© Oral Roberts University

'LANGUAGE BARRIERS
Russian= French

I

I

Russian Club and French Club
© Oral Roberts University
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EAK CONDITION
HPER
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•

RBWI

HPER, RBWI, Fencing and Wrestling

•

Fencing Wrestling

© Oral Roberts University

•

Jeff Barbeau takes the offensive

in

a

bout against Bill

Krapohl.

�

HPER, RBWI, Fencing and Wrestling
© Oral Roberts University
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£O..§ Accounting
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��

Honor

Society and ORU Honors Society

© Oral Roberts University

EACHING THE TOP
Accounting

Honors

•

ORU Honors
....,..�!EI!

Accounting
© Oral Roberts University

Honor

Society

and ORU Honors

Society
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ROPE OF SUPPORT

tudent Nurses.

r

TT

Alpha Epsilon Delta

.,.
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Student Nurses Assosication and

Alpha Epsilon

Delta
© Oral Roberts University

Nursing majors Jenni McArthur, Cristy Jones and Andrea Walker had
as they shared good times at the Junior

the opportunity to grow closer
Nursing Class Convocation.

Student Nurses Association and Alpha
© Oral Roberts University

Epsilon Delta

THINK

Psi Chi Rho

The Psi Chi Rho Club of Oral
Roberts URh,l@rsity is a club search

iPil,g for truth
lies and

in

a

world filled with

deception. The

main pur

pose of, the dub is to

allow the

tend the meetings, no one should
be able to call them "babes in the
woods
"

..

The dub

meetings also provide

the students wid':)

social basis :to
wi�h one a,nother
a:

st6Jdents to gain insight into the
real world of psychology. "Our

get acquainted

!desire is to help students find truth
and meanilllg in whatever they
endeaver if] life, net (Only from
whatthey read ilil the Bible or hear
(\It churdii," li't'esi€lent Rock Arnold
said. 'We..xtbooKS can deliver infer-

mix:tuue of academia and the per
sonal f.eal of a dt:lb atlli](!)Spnere,

1i11'1iiltiOIfl to tmEl st�dents, butthe club
serves

l:!lpl

eV@11

greater insight

via

tA@ e�l4erieJilQes shared by protes
sioRals. fme&e professionals are net
all 1il'ffiLiated willM Christians.

for

on

a

peesonal level. Witn tmis

students feel at

ease to

ask

a

vari

ety of questions.
The clt.JlO is also in the process of
available test preparatory,

makilllg

mlaterials

en

computer. This Willi

better prepare students for talking
the GRltl the most formidable of

graduate psychoJogy entrance ex
ams.

Psi Ch i Rho has

a

dream of be

of the Ameriean

COAling chap-�(tr
Psychological Association's na
tional trater:nity, Psi Chi. lhis is yet
to be ruHilled, but may orne clay
become a reality. "A Psi CRi mem
bership would mean reoognitiOIll
of the credibility of Gl:JJ psycho,l
ogy program," said dUQ faGulty
advisor IDr. Clark Eldridge. "We've
a

been blessed with an excellent
f,aeulty and OLl,r curriculum is go>od.

to obtaim membership in Psi Chi

!

t
LaFlore, President Rock Arnold, Vioe
Pr-esident Midhael Burnett, Graduate Information Chairman Porsche Reid, Adv�rtisi.JI\g
Chairman Keith Shoemaker (mot pictured) and Secretary Clint Perry (not piC1iured).
Psi Chi Roo officers: Social Chairman Thomas

�II�
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Psi Chi Rho and Administrative

Management Society

© Oral Roberts University

BIG
•

AMS

Aclwlinistrative Management Society officers: Faculty Advisor Jack Greer, Vice President
(t)fFinances Stacy Odegaard, Presidentjeff Ross, Public Relations Director Stacey Hannan,

Secretary Jason Ophus, Executive Vice President Karena Odegaard (not pictured), Vice
I?resiclent of Promotions Rock Harrison (not pictured), Faculty Advisor Steve Bovee (not

pictured).

The Administrative

Management
designed to seek

"Accountability in Business,"
"Corporate Employee Risk" and

and encourage students to become

"What I did not Learn at ORU"
brought a general perspective and

is

Society

a

club

professionals through exposure to
practical aspects of the business
and
community
personal

balance in club members' lives.
"Even

though I'm a Nursing major
lot from

interaction with its leaders. The

I've been able to learn

professional club looking
for students who not only want to

each

be

Junior Heidi Larson said. "Like

AMS is

a

step ahead in the business

a

meeting
applicableto my life in the future,"

world, but who are also striving for
excellence in their own personal

budgeting family

lives.

major

In the past year, the AMS has had

a

that I know will be

finances."

Sen ior and Busi ness Management

Paul

"Speakers

Nation

teach

on

agreed.
personal

the opportunity to hear prominent
business leaders of America share

finances," he said. "Whereas,

their true life

with business situations."

experiences and

victories in the face of incredible

challenges.
Christmas

The

annual AMS
Banquet at the

Doubletree Hotel,

a

highlight

of

the year, featured Michael Cardone
II

guest speaker. As an ORU
regent, alumnus and successful
businessman, Cardone shared
as a

about

involving Jesus Christ in
everyday busi ness operations. "Thls
should be a natural outgrowth of
the Christian lifestyle," he said.
In addition to the AMS Christmas

Banquet, the

monthly meetings

featured isntructors from the School
of Business and several ORU

graduates.

Special

speakers

included Mark Lewandowski and
Dr. Rinne Martin, along with
Christian Ophus, operations

classes the

teaching usually

in

deals

AMS not

only provides practical
knowledge on personal lives; it
also prepares members for their
futures in business. "I think the
networking skills one gains from
i nteracti ng with other students and
business

professionals through

AMS is very beneficial for a career
in business," said Senior Jason

Ophus,

a

marl(eting major.

With the support from the AMS
advisors Steve Bovee, Jack Greer
and Dr.

George Gillen, only
times

ahead

more

AMS
exciting
plans for bigger and better events
in the future. The AMS' goal is to
are

as

encourage students to express their
support for the ORU faculty and to

participate actively im their role
future alumni of the university.

as

manager of Harrison International
Seminars. Many tough issues that
arose

during the meetings, such as
in
Leadership,"

"ethics

AMS members had the opportunity to make a corporate visit to learn the management
functions and practices of a major retail department chain during theirtrip to Dallas, Texas.

�

© Oral Roberts University

Psi Chi Rho and Administrative

�&�
Management Society
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NITED WITH PURPOSE,

ecruitment
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Society Pentangle
•

ORU Recruitment Society
© Oral Roberts University

•

SOEA

Pentangle officers: Vice President Christina Orr, Treasurer Elisabeth MacBride,
President Mike Mason and Secretary Jessica Thomas (not pictured).

The

Pentangle
© Oral Roberts University

Club and Student Oklahoma Education Association
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During meetings, EKKLESIA participates in
ministry transcending the walls of race,
denomination, culture and personality.
"Artists need to maintain

a

standa�€! of.

people nee€! to be mere
cultured and open-minded to art," said
excellence and

Mark Harper, cheif executive officer @f.the
Art C;;uilld.

"Come

expecting!"

say the

flyers

that invite students from Oral Rob
erts

University

Bible School
most every

to

as

well

as

Rhema

the services held

Friday night from

9-11

pm in FiresideontheORU campus.

EKKLESIA, as described by Founder
and Executive Director Rhonda L.

Gibbs, is a "cross-cultural campus
fellowship" and a "platform for
people in ministry to use their gifts

unity between people
cultures, which is why
the cross-cultural board is impor
tantto the mi n istry. Th is year, Gibbs
spoke at the Indonesian Fellow
ship on campus, whose members
also came to speak at an �KKLESIA
EKKLESIA is

of different

service. Gibbs says that in the fu
ture she would like to have more
cross-cu

gether
in

and talents."

ltural students

like this and

a common

come

to

worship Jesus

spirit.

Ministry in May of

Though there are usually two
speakers planned as well as a time
of announcements, prayer, praise
and worship during the service,

'94, started EKKLESIA indepen
dentlv five years ago in the Spring

those in attendance are encour
aged to worship in their own way,

of 1983. For the past three semes
ters, the ministry has been listed

whether, that be kneel i rng and pray
ing or walking around singing.
EKKLESIA's purpose is that its

graduate student here at
completed her Mas
Divinity and will recieve her

Gibbs,

a

ORU who has
ters in

Doctorate of

under Student Association

as

an

official club. It is a campus organi
zation which recognizes the many
different gifts and talents present in

members grow and continue to
use their gifts, whether it be in

the ORU student body. Forthe past
two semesters, EKKLESIA has been

drama.

cross-cul

under the guidance of a
tural board whose members in
clude Middle Eastern, Korean,
Spanish, African and Caucasian
backgrounds. One of the goals of

music, preaching, prophecy

or

Though Gibbs has been traveling
preach ing for the past ten years,
she only speaks at EKKLESIA about
and

once a

year,

as

she would like to

give other students the opportu n ity
to preach and teach. Still, she says,

running the ministry has "helped
me as an evangelist, preacher and
communicator, and taught me to
be sensitive to the Spirit." Next
year, Gibbs plans to "let go of her
baby" and step down as director of

N\II�

���
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Art Guild and Ekklesia

© Oral Roberts University

the ministry. She hopes EKKLESIA
wi II be carried on at ORU by f.uture

stllJdelJilts.

'

GHTENED EXPRESSIONS
Art Guild
Agony screamed from his face.
The epitor.ny of suffering was
evident in his brow. A swollen eye
puffed with sorrow and his head
bled with tne piercing thorns of
mockery. This 20" by 20" clay bust
sCl!Ilpbure of: Jesus clearly depicts
his

suffering

are

important because they

crucifixion day,
20(:»<0 years ago. "fine visaal arts
on

are a

pe�rnlal1lent means that people can
touch, 100>k at and hold," said

sophomore Brenda Angell, sculptor
of this ililtense masterpiece.
So is art

really significant? Is it
r<sall¥ iflflpo�tant? The Oral Roberts
Ul'liv@rfsity art club, the Art Guild,

paint and express with all of

our

beings."
art that makes-the Art

through

Guild different

from all the other clubs at ORU
and that makes artists unlike other
com mun icators.

a

timeoffellowshipand unity.

able to discuss their
and
opinions
feeling about the art
world with one another.
are

One

significant

issue

is the

controversy of Christian art.
"Christian art is not just crosses

The different speakers at the Art
Guild meetings are from the Tulsa

doves," said Amanda Sharp, a
sophomore studying commercial

Arts

art

Community

and

they

show

students how important art can be
out in the professional world.
At one
an

art

meeting speaker
teacher

School, touched

Lani

at Catoosa

Art Guild

Hill,
High

Junior

President

beliettes tinat art is an effective and
tlnjq'hle form @f communication.
"Wllile others have to express

wanted her

tneJiiTiilselves

change. She had major
breakthroughs with some girls."
This club, which openly admits
all art majors, provides art students

writilllg and acting," said Chief
Exe�l!Itive Offi'cer Mark Harp-er,
"Weareableto mold, sculpt, draw,

with

They

It is this communication

Wendy Livingood. "She
me
because although she
inspired
is in a secular school. hEH
persistence in being who God

thr�ugh speaking,

EKKLESIA

•

to

to

be caused students

and

and

advertising. "We need to
speak to the world through art and
must

do

it

unbelievers
it.

in

can

the way that
best understand

"

creator of the

Jesus
Angell,
sculpture, is a prime example of
using Christian art in an unsaved
world. Through the talent of art

advertisi ng and teach i ng to
broadcast design and commercial
art.

"Art

gives

me a

way: to express

myself with the gift God gave me
and also have fun for the rest of my
life/ said Harper. He plans to work
with television graphics and do
free lance commercial artwork.
As ORU students of the Art Guild
continue to express themselves
through the creative forms of art,

they can also glorify Jesus and draw
unbelievers to Him in unique and
effective ways.

that God birthed into her two years
ago she hopes to minister to

unbelievers.
The

future

holds

many

opportunities for members of the
Art Gu i Id. Occupations range from

Officers of the Art Guild: Chief Executive
Officer Mark Harper, jinior President
Wendy

Livingood, Secretary
_

Rhonda Swartz, Se-

nior President Lenita Davis

..

Art Guild and Ekklesia
© Oral Roberts University
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ALLENGERS IN AN
Masters of Business Administration

:

I

Masters of Business Administration (i)fjiic
ers: Secretary L<!1'l Zbang, Senator �aul
Execwtive Vice President
Sushil Mathew; President Preston Bostwick,
and Execu�ive Vice President Ete Tete.

Ghapimduka,

the group of MBA students wino pantlci
pated in the tourmarment took f,irst place

hon@rsatthetirstMBAvolie-rbalichalienge.

�'f�

'S'ii
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Masters of Business Administration and American

Marketing

Association

© Oral Roberts University

AGELESS FRONTIER
American

Marketing Association

American Marketing Association directors: Mike Cho, Sondra lng, Steve Pierce, Melissa
Baker, Daniel Chaboya, Kristi Brown, Noel Carrette, Tim Hundt and Todd Walker.

The American
ciation is

Marketing

Asso

international organi

an

zation ana the

chapter at ORU is
dedicated to providing its student
members with experience and
knowledge in marketing. This year
nine directors provided leadership
members. The year

to over 150

started with

a:

great beginning,

re

40 members

during
Club Rush Night in September.
AMA successfully irnplernehted
cruiting

two

over

programs to the club this
Through their Corporate

new

year.

Tulsa Visits!

they visited Bender

Mail, MAPCO and Pepsi
Cola. These trips enable the mem
Direct

bers

have

peek into the real
business environment and offer
them valuable insightfortheir area
of study. The AMA Mentorship
to

a

Program, joined with the Tulsa
Chapter, pairs members with a pro
fessional related to their major.
Members visit with these mentors
a day at work and learn hands

for

on.

Another goal AMA accomplished
was

successfully helping promote

the Red Cross

Blood

Drives.

Through this they purpose€! to make
a

commitment to the Tulsa

com

monthly club meetings.
Marketing is not just, serious
meetings and corporate visits. his
year, AMA members went to
Knoxville, Tenn. for i\MA's

Southern Regional Conferenee i
November and to Dallas, Texas for
a weekend getaway to end the
Marketing Week in Febn.la!fY. "The
AMA Southern

Regional

confer

very exoiring because of
the many different student'S we met
ence was

United States," said
Cardini, chairman of the
President's committee.
This year has proven to be tre
mendous for the directors in the
club. There has oe<!m a great team
from

across the

Tito

spirit, and tney have
bers

come

seen mem

forward and get in

volved.
The AMA

organization is graterlill
Undergraduate School of
Business and DII. Maynard, the
faculty advisor, for contiru:Jally af
fording them the direction and
support for the ideas and plans
they chose to ui:laertake for tl1le
organization. Through them they
to

the

motivated to carryon the
promotion of "f;ree enterrorise
the minds of others."
were

munity and differentiate the ORU
chapter from just another AMA
club.
Mr. Tom

Bene, area vice presi
dent of Pepsi-Cola, Ms. Gail Boyce
of State Farm Insurance, Brad Feller
of IBM and

a

panel

of the ORU

.School of Business professors, are
justa samplingofthe many notable

speakers invited

to

speak

at

the

Club Rush night was another event that
establised AtvlA as the "Free Enterprise"

organization.

Masters of Business Administration and American
© Oral Roberts University

Marketing Society

Officers of the Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers: Secretary Matt Rupp, Vice
President Mike Lau, Treasurer Mike Waters and President Scott Beeson.

Officers of the

Computer Club: Faculty Advisor Dr. Eland, President Michael Pastor,
Gollahon, Director of Public Relations Kyle Nordberg, Vice President!
Director of Activities George Sawyer, Faculty Advisor Mr. Russ Sowell (not pictured) and
Second Treasurer Kimberly Gibbs (not pictured).
Treasurer Dave

Kappa Ml!J Epsilon: Secretary Amy Amsler,
Augenstein, Vice President Stephanie Wall.

Officers of
Brian

Teasurer Lisa

club ritual, several members of the Computer Club
fellowship and celebration during the Christmas party.
As

a

meet

Brecheisen, President

together

for

a

time of

itl

§II�
s'ii
�a�
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KME, Computer Club and IEEE
© Oral Roberts University

IXED ANCHORS
KME
Academic dwbs offer students

an

to support and learn
about their discipline, as well get
to Know @� @r people who have

opportumity

tliles'aliil1e irn:t@rests. Manytil?liles�hey
also offer ssrvices to the campus
and tile stl!ldent body. Here at ORU
there a�e several active academic
dubs 1ihlat s�lIiIclemts can get !involved
wiltl1l.
the InstitUlt€l of Electrical and

to

•

Computer Club

students

on

campus is

Kappa
specialized

Mu

Epsilon (KME), a
society in mathematics. It is
a national organization founded
for the purpose of "binding to
gether in a common fellowship
honor

those who

are

serious students of

mathematics."
The Delta Chapter at OIU) was
establ ished i111990 as an honorary

•

IEEE
also

meeting provided

bate," where representatives from

for mathematic

opportunity
professors and
an

students to learn about the current
and upcoming issues in the field.

establ ished to
understand the great service
mathematics has had in the growth
KME

was

dub to

of society.
The ORU Computer Club was
established on campus to "provide

requirements of

fellowship for students interested
in computing, and to stimulate in
terest in and llurtner knowledge of
computers through social, cultural

recognize those students
who excel in mathematics. Togain
admission te the club, a student
must apply afiltl meetthe minimum
an

average 3.0

GPA in three mathematic

(excluding

courses

Statistics and Math and

Sodety).
This year's club includes twelve
members, seven faculty members
and Debra Oltman
The club

as

the advisor.

usually participates in a
project every year. This
spring they had the opportunity to
assist in hosting the Regional
Meeting of the Mathematical
service

"The Great PC Oe

Association of America. The MAA

presented

IBM, Apple/Macintosh, Commo
dore/Amiga and Atari will present
their

product to the students.

This

year Michael Pastor, a Computer
Science major, has acted as presi

dent and treasurer, with George

Sawyer

as

vice

wesidelflt/dkector

of activities and Kyle Nordberg
director of public relations

as

..

and intellectual programs and ac
tivities," said club President

Michael Pastor, Some of the activi
ties

sponsored by

the Computer

Club included pizza socials, a pre
sentation by Wycliffe Bible Trans
lators

"Computers and Mis
bytheMis
sions club, a Career Night presen
tation by ORU graduates, and a
on

sions" jointly sponsored

"Christmas Bash." The club has

Club President Scott Beeson demonstrates
how to "make the connection" in the engi

neering field,

as

he reaches outto his fellow

I.E.E.E. members.

�
KME, Computer Club and IEEE
© Oral Roberts University
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LORING NEW HORIZONS
erican Chemical

Society=Tri-Beta
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American Chemical

Society and Tri-Beta
© Oral Roberts University

American Chemical
© Oral Roberts University

Society

and Tri-Beta
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"Brethren, I do

apprehended;
things

which

those

things

but
are

one

thing

I

behind and

which

myself to have
do, forgetting those
reaching forward to

not count

are

ahead, I press toward the

goal for the prize of the upward call of God in
Jesus."

-

Philippians

Christ

4:23

Sports are an integral part of every university,
especially Oral Roberts University. Whether as a

participantorfan, every student is involved in athletic
activity. Determination plays an important role in
sports for all Titans,

both

on

the

intercollegiate and

intramural levels.
With their eyes set on victory, the Titans practice
every day to be the best they can be. Emersing
themselves

fully

into their

sport, they practice long

and strenuous hours, travel
continue to

Titans not

persevere

only

have

across

the states and

to reach their
a

goal

of victory.

determined mindset, but

a

driving spirit that causes them to rise to the top.
This goal of victory is also evident in the intramural
sports among the dorm wings. Intramural sports
bind not only individual wings, but the entire student
body as well. Sports also help relieve pressure,

positive spiritand maintain physical fitness.
Bringing it all together are the spectators, whose
home team enthusiasm encourages players to take

create a

hold of the victory.

© Oral Roberts University
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The Oral Roberts University
country team has had a

has

year of

transition, which has

both challenged and prepared
them for next fall when they
will compete in the NCAA. The
has

mile after

conquered
challenges that
has led them to a place of long
overdue recognition. The ad
team

mile of grueling

dition of

new

lotofwork has

members and

a

broughtthe ORU
a higher

country team to
level of quality.

cross

Chris Beard, one of the team's
leaders in distance running be
lieves that, "Head coach David
Kunselman has done an excel
lent job in

giving the team struc

promising future.

a

Claude Roumain does the

cross

re

cruiting for the team. This year
a significant change in the team

line-upoccurred. The majority
of the

team

members

are new

recruits from Jamaica. This
change has caused some ad

justments for

on

everyone

the

team, but it has been beneficial
to the structure of the team.
The team is carrying

Roberts' vision

out

Oral

of,"Taking God

into every man's world" by get
ti ng together and joi ng hands at

Back Row: Noel Rose, Rick Block, Birger
David Kunselman. Front Row: Angella

theend of every meet. TheORU

Boone, Manager Linda Prado.

cross

country

team

has

and is running with
wind.

a

a

Ohlsson,

Tinglin,

Burt

McLaughlan,

Natalie

Galbreath,

vision

second

ture." The combined efforts of

Kunselman

and

Claude

Roumain have turned the

country's

program into

cross

one

that

Before the race Coach David Kunselman takes
safety and victory.

�,I �

a

moment to pray with

the

girls for strength,
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Cross

Country
© Oral Roberts University
With determination

on

her face, Suzie Bent

runs

for the

gold.

Chris

Beard, Coach
Bent, Stacy

Suzie

At the

starting line the girls

cross

country

team

lines up and

begins concentrating

on

the

race.

"The last

one

there has to go

on

the sister

wing's Get your Roommate-a-Date," taunts
Chris Beard, the leader of the pack.

Getting a glimpse of the finish line,
McLaughlan gives a gleaming smile.

With
p

a

body screaming

in

pain Noel

Rose shows the internal fortitude it takes to

dig

out

victory.

© Oral Roberts University

Cross

Country

Burt

© Oral Roberts University
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Instead of

spiking the ball, Jessica

With

perfect precision and
opposing team.

Captain Amanda Koch
Purdue for

a

sets

team

up

Clifford

smartly dinks

it

over

the opponent.

work the ORU Titans slam another point past the

Shanna

perfect set-spike combination.

As the crowd watches intensely, Freshman
Shanna Purdue goes up for another kill.

�,I �
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Volleyball

J

© Oral Roberts University

Teammates Tracy

Stolz, Kelly Arseneau,
Jessica Clifford and Kerri Stolz laugh as
Shanna Purdue tries to convince them
that she

whole

really was asked out by an ORU

man.

Rhonda McLaughl in and Jessica CI ifford

spell

out a

double trouble block for

Northern Arizona

Volleyball
© Oral Roberts University

a

player.

"
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Soccer
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Wondering where the rest of the team is,
Nathan Koch bravely takes on more than
his share.

Performing for the crowd, Jon Abbott gives
a new

twistto how a ball is thrown inbounds.

The "luck of the Irish" proves

to

be in Patrick 0'

Boyle's favor

as

he the fakes

out

his opponent.

© Oral Roberts University

With close control, Tama Adondofar holds off another

Going

in for the

the team is the

score

is Matt

challenger.

Howe, knowing the only thing beween him and

a

point for

goalie.

Knowingthe game is in the bag, the coaches
to layout and catch some needed

decide
rays.

As the other players watch intently, Senior
Mark Dodds shows them all how well he
can handle the ball.

Soccer
© Oral Roberts University
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Looking

Making

to

a

the top of the

smooth

move

key,

Matt Crain finds Chris

McKinney

open for

down the court, Kenny Bohanon shows off his

"Who me? I didn't foul that guy!" Leonard Jones says
him of his number of fouls.

to

the referee,

as

a

pass.

dribbling skills.

Coach Trickey tries

to warn

After

calling

time out, Coach

Trickey explains to the team

that

they

need

to pump up

their

offensive attack.

�I/�
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Men's Basketball
© Oral Roberts University

SLAM!

SLAM!

SLAM!

SLAM!

As the ball bounces around the

rim, Fabio

Ramos and his opponents watch to
will go in.

see

if it

Finding

Fred Smith covered and unable to

receive

a

pass,

Ray Thompson decides

to

drive up for the basket himself.

Men's Basketball
© Oral Roberts University
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Okl-ahoma

when

it

Baptist Un iversity had no chance
to guarding 6'3" Brandy

came

Cornwell.

With

gentle ease Lori Franklin shows
three-pointers are no problem.

While Helen Garrett blocks

out

that

under the

basket, Shelly Aslinger pulls up for

a

jump

shot.

With seconds

ticking

away

on

the shot clock,

o;;:,l�
240
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move

the ball inside.

Under heavy pressure, Helen Garrett draws
to the basket.

the foul while penetrating

§11�

== ==
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Angie White begins to

Women's Basketball

© Oral Roberts University

Coach Ken

Showing

Trickey, Jr. decides

off her moves, Darlee

Catching the defense
Senior

in

a

daze,

Paige White shows she

ball in for

to

give

a

in.
pep talk to the team after frustration sets

Chaloupek outbreaks

her opponent.

Tammie Roberson takes the

is not

through yet as

opportunity

to

shoot.

she drives past the defense to take the

two.

,
© Oral Roberts University

Women's Basketball

"We have come a long way
from last season, and I think the
students have noticed that,"

observed that the crowd defi

cheerleader Jamie Funk said.
After attending a cheerleading

routines

Milwaukee, Wiscon
sin, where they received an
award for superior performance,
camp in

the

cheerleading squad

back with
and

new

breathtaking

came

ideas, cheers
stunts.

The cheerleaders have
cended

as

cheering high,
Titan
spirit from
resurrecting
within the entire student body.
"We

to a new

are

nitely gets involved with the
cheerleaders. "Their

really

new

fl(j)(j)f

to excite

seem

the crowd," she said. "l love t�e
new

music and moves."

The members of the

squad

not

the basket

only give support
ball team, but they also $u�pl©FiIi
each other, which they be-li@\o(@
is very important to their sue
to

cess.

"We

Gross

are

all great friends,"

said, "and

we are

always

there for each other."

very excited about the

students participating with us,"
Tony Hernandez said.
"One way we get fans involved
is to throw things such as tow

els, pom-pons or basketballs to
them," Noel Gross said.
Freshman Adele

Miguel

has

As the spectators' eyes stay fixed in the air,
the male cheerleaders brace themselves to

catch this "shooting star."

One way the Titan cheerleaders get the
crowd excited is to perform stunts. Mandy
McGarity demonstrates a spirited crowd

N\II�
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S
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pleaser.
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Cheerleading

Back Row: Jamie Funk, Shannon Sulander, Kim Chenevert, Shauna Korstad, Mal1ldi¥
McGarity, Noel Gross, Bernica Harris, Natasha Hess. Front Row: Jon Abbot, (lim!
© Oral Roberts University
Leffingwell, David Bakkeby, Josh Ontoko, Tony Hernandez. Not Picture: Shawn Fiscme�.

Trying to decide how to get the crowd
going, Jamie Funk suggests to David
Bakkeby that he start "the wave."
Before the game, Natasha Hess and Mandy
up the crowd with the rest

McGarity pump
of the squad.

Halftime gives the Titan cheerleaders

Performing

with

an

opportunity

to

show off their stuff.

great precision and
a new floor

timing, the squad shows off
routine.

© Oral Roberts University

Cheerlead i ng

Diversity
describe

is

one

of

istics

good

a

word to

Louisiana

University. Theteam

of the character

is easi ng its way down the road

Oral

toward future NCAA

Roberts
and

University's swimming
as they come from

d ivi ng team,

different countries and back

grounds. "We have built a
strong friendship based on re

champi

onships.
The ORU swimming and
diving team has had many

challenges,

adversities and

spect, tolerance and modera

achievements this season, bl!Jt
little or no recognition. "We

tion,"

wish

team

captain Jorge

Henao said.
Bei ng from different cou ntries

hasn't

stopped this team from
winning, though. "Since the
swimming program started in

we

would have had

more

support from the people in
charge, the sports media and
the ath letic department,"
swimmer Amabilis Sanchez

replied. Still, the

main

goal

of

1984,92-93 has been the most
successful," Coach Jim Kerr

the team is to share God's love.

said.

whole

Among this year's
achievements is the undefeated
record of the men's 400
free
last

finishing'

relay, after
meet

with

yard

a

victory

the

over

fourth-ranked Southern Meth
odist

University.

achievements

other
and

to strive

to

keep

.

for greatness,

our

convictions

strong."

Other

Drury College,

defeats
who were

the NAIA National

Champi

over

Diego Alvarez summed up �he
mentalityoftheteam by
saying, "We are together in
Christ, and we encourage each

were

ons, Southwest Missouri

State,

Kentucky University and North

With grace and

�,,�
gj�
�,,�
§4J
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style, Diego

Alvarez

performs the perfect

ten.

After

Swimming and Diving

defeating nationally

Cincinnatti and the
in North

ranked

teams

Carolina, Amabilis Sanchez,

© Oral Roberts University
moment of

a

Northeast Louisiana State, the University of
at the National Independent Conference

University of Virginia Tech

clean sweep.

Osman Monsalve and

Diego Henao

savor

the

Henao

Looking for a pat on the head, Jorge
emerges with the retrieved

goggles.

Diego

Alvarez takes time to "strike

while

climbing

to

the top of the

a

pose"
diving

board.

Front Row: [air

Castrillon, Jorge Henao,
Diego Henao, Larry Bannister. Second Row:
Michael Kulish, Diego Alvarez, jose
Cervera, Garlos Garcia. Third Row: jeremy
Vaccaro, Osman Monsalve, AndrewGikas.
Back Row: Adam Patel, Toben Blalock.

Swimming
© Oral Roberts University

and

Diving

The Titans track team has gone

through many changes th is year,
including the hiring of Claude
Roumain, a two time Olympic
from Haiti,

runner

the

as

new

head coach, and the addition
of several world class runners.
"We

are

like an aggregate of the

best runners from
around

seven

the world,"

start, Roderick Farmer

While warming up for 4
Morgan, Steve Julal and

explodes

out

of the blocks

to

finish third in his heat.

ning.

In the

they are not run
least

at

past year,

were

led to the Lord

by

ORU

track team members.
over

As the track team looks for

ward to the

locally on the evening news
nationally by Track and
Field magazine. "When other

upcoming season,
they are eager to take part in the
NCAA championships to prove
that they are, as Renward Wells
said, "one of the teams to beat

schools

indoors and outdoors

and

good

of business on the

Coach

the past year become a sprint
power that has been recognized

a

care

sidelines when

five ath letes from others schools

The ORU track team has

to

also take

nations

Roumain said.

Off

only because of the Lord
doing well,"
Brown
said.
Sophia
The track team not only gets
th i ngs done on the track, but
"It is

that the team is

doing

see

how well

and how far

come, it is

we are

we

have

National

at

the

Championships."

testimony to God,"
said track runner Aston Morgan.
a

100 meter relay, Sunday Ashiedu, Renwood Wells, Aston
Bradley Forbes take time out to glance at the long jump

x

competition.
Back Row:

Carrington Morgan, Lance Riley, Ethan Gruen, Rick Block, Brian Sirnpsoa,
Francis Thomas, Maurice Harrison, Chris
Leffingwell. Third Row: Edwart!l
Hunt, Aston Morgan, Garth Robinson, Emeka Chidebel-Eze, Terry Fuller, Marcus Oliver,
Roderick Farmer, Noel Rose, Bradly Forbes, Burt McLachlan, Maurice Pearson. Second
Row: Sarah Adermann, Audra Fox, Suzie Bent,
Cristy Ditchburn, Nicola Stennis, Nadalie
Galbreath, Misty Decoster, Jearenna Franklin, Timmiria Brown.Front Row: Sophia Brown,
Angela Tingley, Sonia White, Ann Marie Powell, Sophia Knight.
© Oral Roberts University
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Track

[ulal,

Breaking

away from the

competition,

Aston

Morgan brings

ORU's 4 X 100 meter team into first

place.

Sophia

Brown

the 1 00

meter dash,

crosses

the finish line first in

with

no

other contender

insight.
A

persistent Sarah Adermann makes a strong
to clear the high jump.

attempt

Track
© Oral Roberts University

Winding
exert

up, Chris

Leffingwell

is

ready

to

the shot put with great force.

Loading herself in the blocks, Angela Tinglin
prepares to

spri nt ahead of the

Riley, Garth Robinson and
racing gate.

Lance

of

a

rest.

Flying through the air,

Lance

Maurice Pearson emerge from the blocks like horses out

Riley jumps

to a

first

place victory.

© Oral Roberts University

With

an

extended lead, Natalie Galbreath
to Susie Bent, the third leg in the

hands off
mile

relay.

Garth Robinson flashes

a

smile of satisfac

tion, realizing he qualified for the World

Championships with
onds in the 100

the time of 1 0.16

meter

sec

dash.

With

intensity and determination on his
face, Emeka Chidebelu-Eze visualizes
crossing the finish line first.

Stretching before the 4 by 1 00
make

sure

Gathering
team waits

their muscles

around the

are

bus, the

for the final head

boarding.
© Oral Roberts
University

meter

relay, Roderick

Farmer and Marcus Oliver

loose.
ORU track

count

before

Track

The Oral Roberts University
extremely well

Golf Team did
this year,
was

team

golf

considering

that this

only the second

year the

has been in existence. A
tournament is not like

baseball

a

basketball game,

or

where there is a definite winning

losing team. According to
Wittenburg, a returning
player, "In a golf tournament,
there are anywhere from 10-15
teams playing at one time."
or

Darren

The Titan Golf Team took six

first

place,

one

and two fourth

second

place

place titles. With

this record, they would have
had a bid to the NCAA Golf

be invited to many top 10
year," Paul

tournaments next

Friedlander said.
The team will

only be losing
player, Troy

their number four

Manning, and their number
six player, Lance Watson.
Returning next season will be
Friedlander, Wittenburg,
Darren

Griff

and

Justin

Jacobsen (numbers one, two,
three and five); leaving them
with

very strong team. "We
played very well this year,"
a

Wittenburg said. "And
year we hope to play

next
even

better."

Tournament, butthe Titans were

completing the mandatory two
year probation to re-enter the
NCAA.

performance

The "fashion

of

"Because

patrol"

this year

is

on

duty!

we

our

will

Suited up in

proper golfing attire, Coach Bob Canada
looks like he's ready to send someone back
to press

his pants.

Above

Right: Justin Jacobsen is poised for a
perfect swing, but where's the golf ball?

Right: Paul Friedlander is chasing some
thing with that club, but it doesn't look like
it's a golf ball he's after!
© Oral Roberts University

Left: As he watches the results of his swing, justin jacobsen strikes
golfer pose. Or maybe he's still looking for that golf ball.

a

Above: Troy Manning looks like he
camera shot, that is!

a

serious

1992-93 Titan GolfTeam: Bob Canada (coach), Paul Friedlander, justin jacobsen,
Watson.

Darren

Griff,

Darren

Wittenburg, Troy Manning,

wants a

chance at

a

shot,

Lance

Golf

"
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Experience speaks for itself,
and in the

of the Oral

case

Roberts Titan Tennis Team,
experience has proven to reap

again this

Argentina and South Africans
Craig Pan hofer, Roy Stewart
and Paul Kennedy.
Also coming to ORU from

As head coach for both the men's

outside the states, Freshman
Paul Frantz traveled from

and women's programs for a
26th season, Bernis Duke hasn't

Beaumont,

France to

Titans. As

newcomer, Frantz

victory

seen a

once

losing

season

When Duke

1965, there

season.

yet.

came to

saw

ORU in

the

its

program. But after

convincing

really

then-president
implement a varsity

quick
leading

to prove

that first

success

was

his abilities

undefeated 23-0
The

tennis

1967-68, Duke

program in

team

to

as

coach

Cabral

Though

nicely.

of that first squad

Mario

a

the first few matches

team

Anthony Stewart, a former
player for Duke, the team had
another winning season.
The strength of the team has
been building for several
seasons, with returning stars
such

as

by

season.

assistant

together

came

team," he said. "We felt like a
team and played like a team."

an

only a taste ofthe future for
Titan tennis. This year, along
new

team

seemed shaky, Frantz felt the

was

with

of the

a part of as one of
greatest strengths. "We

Titan tennis

to

tightness

join the

he became

was no

Oral Roberts

a

together quite

came

"We had

a

bad start,"

he said. "But then

we

motivated and

11

won

got
in

a

row."

Losing only

one

senior this

year, the Titan tennis

players
hope to putthei r experience to

the

test next season

out on

top

once

and

come

again.

of

With focused concentration, Junior Paul
Kennedy takes a perfect swing.

Sporting that

ORU Titan Tennis tee,

Panhofer strikes

a

winning

Craig

pose.
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Men's Tennis

© Oral Roberts University

1992-93 ORU Titan Tennis Team: Bernis

Duke (coach), Mario Cabral, Scott Shue,
Paul Frantz, Paul Kennedy, Roy Stewart,

Determined

long legs
No, it's

taking

not to miss

and

not

the ball, Mario Cabral takes
for the hit.

advantage

Vipulich, Anthony

Craig Panhofer,

Boris

Stewart (assistant

coach).

of his

lunges forward

Andre

Agassi beneath that headband, but Sen ior Roy Stewart

control of the game.

�.
-
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Men's Tennis
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Once

Vicky
th rough a

Lady

individual skills of the team

her team

players very well. "Vicky
helped me with my strokes
and mymental toughness," she
said. "We got along great as a
and
team
played well
together."

veteran

again,

Titan

Martin

saw

successfu I

very

This year the

LadyTitans
incredibly well, something

season.

did

Martin

has carried

on

herself

since

of
distinguishing
the best players in Oral Roberts
University Lady Titan history
during the 1982-86 seasons.
Helping her accomplish this
goal were returning seniors
Melissa Whibley and third year
veteran Nicole Ledger, both

coming

to ORU from South

Australia.

"The team did well

this season,"
was no

ended

as one

Ledger

surprise
up

said. "It

a

attributed their success to more
than

just the fine-tuned

coach i ng and

harmony among

the players. "The Lord really
blessed this season," she said.
"We

think

won a
we

lot when I didn't

could."

With additions like

Southworth

and

Clark,

Croatian

we

Boyana Malvic, the foundation

winning

Martin has laid this year has

to me

with

Freshman Bobbie Southworth

that

record."

promise
"Coach

Vicky
Whibley agreed.
raged us a lot and most of
team
the
improved
she
said.
tremendously,"
encou

to

lead

continuing
Lady Titans

to

victories for the
next season.

Newcomer Vanessa Clark felt

that Martin had refined the

Above
cessful

Right: Reflecting on
Lady Titan history,

her

own suc

Coach

Martin watches for ways to

Vicky
sharpen her

team.

Lady Titan Tennis Team: Vicky
(coach), Boyana Malvic, Vanessa
Clark, Sue Bova, Bobbie Southworth,
Melissa Whibley, Nicole Ledger.
1992-93

Martin
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Women's Tennis
© Oral Roberts University

Coach

Vicky Martin goes over the basics
with the team. "This is a tennis ball this is
...

a

tennis racket..."

Left: Stepping forward to send the ball back over the net, Nicole
Ledger demonstrates her winning technique in action.
Above:
Melissa

Though her left hand looks ready to catch the ball,
Whibley swings with the "right" hand after all.

Women's Tennis
© Oral Roberts University

There is

doubt that this year
at Oral Roberts University has
been a year of change. One

sion I status. This

important change that took
place in the area of Titan athlet
ics was returning to the NCAA
Division I level. This change
brought a new attitude to the

ries

no

very

Titan baseball program.

Afterdroppingoutofthe

NCAA

four years ago, it has not been
easy for the coaches to keep the
program intact. Many Division I
players did not return following

the

the 1989

drop during

sea

son, which made it difficult to

remain

competitive with other

year's team
successful; post

has been very
i ng a record of 32-16 with victo
as

Division I teams such

over

Wichita State and

versity.
One problem the
faced all

i ng staff. The Titans have rei ied
on

the

Bryan Wolfe,

lenge

having

to

start

from

Eddings.
Offensively, Coach Barker
used the word "scrappy" to de
scribe his club. Although the

Over half the team in 1990
were new

is limited in the power
department, the Titans have sti II

this

to

season.

factor

to

manufacture
One

job

with

are

Along

men,

son, Barker has done very well

Miller and

consideri ng the situation he was

Michaelson.

in the nation after

the 1991 NAIA

competing

College

in

World

speed. Among
a good

on the bases for the Titans
second basemen Paul Free

Assistant Coach Shannon Dob

faced with. One major accom
pi ishment was fi n ish i ng second

success

those who have done

recruits from allover

the United States.

center

fielder Ronald

right

fielder

Craig

One of the main

goals of the
Titan baseball team, returning
to the NCAA College World
Series, remains

on

the minds of

Series.

both the coaches and the

The Titan baseball program is
still in the rebuilding stage, look

ers.

ing forward to returning to

runs

contributing

their offensive

has been the team

scratch.

players;

Marc Patterson

and Jeff

managed

faced with the chal

of three

arms

team

was

has been the

season

Division I schools. Head Coach

of

Titans have

combinationofinjuriesand lack
of production within the pitch

Allan Barker, who came onto
the scene following the 1989
season,

Baylor Uni

play

Divi-

Coaching first base, Graduate
called

Assistant

Manny Cantu steps

As the faithful Titan baseball fans hold their

bad

pitch.

© Oral Roberts University

up to

see

if the Titan batter i:

out.

breath, batter Craig Michaelson swings

on;

1992-93 Titan Baseball Team: Back Row:

Greg Rosar, Allan Barker (head coach),
Bryan Wolfe, Chris Staples, Chris Mitchell,
Andy Deck, Bear Foster, Chris Bittick, De
rek Duncan, Shaun McGinn, Homer Gar
ner, jeff Dargatz, Chris Stubbs, Chris Dooley,
Tom Berger, Shannon Dobson (assistant
coach). Front Row: Craig Michaelson, Matt
Dobson, Ronnie Miller, Paul Freeman, jer
emy Starkweather, Kenny O'Malley, james

Abeyta, Marc Patterson, Colin McNaught,
jeff Eddings, Manny Cantu (graduate assis
tant).

Veteran player Paul

Freeman slides into

home, determined

to beat

the ball

to

the base.

Baseball
© Oral Roberts University

Derek Duncan is

poised for the catch as
base, bringing

the batter slides into the
them

one out

closer to the end of the

inning.

Watching the ball go past him, Craig Michaelson keeps
pitch and the chance to hit a winner.
With
the

a

concentrated stare, Paul Freeman feels

pitcher

to let it

a

home

his bat

run

hit

still, waiting for the perfect

coming

on

and

challenges

happen.

© Oral Roberts University

With

a

foot stuck

to

the

bag, Chris Bittick

makes

a

perfect

catch and

keeps the

runner

off

his base.

Though
going

The form of this pitcher is scuplture perfect. Brian Wolfe brings the Titans another strike closer

to

Derek Duncan looks

on as

a

little lost, outfielder Craig Michaelson knows exactlywhat's

he hurls the ball back infield.

victory.

© Oral Roberts University
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The heat is

and there

on

only five seconds

are

left in the final

quarter. This lastfreethrowshot
could break the tie between the
Titans and the opposing team.
In this moment of

increasing

tension and pressure, there is
on Iy one th i ng that can carry the
It is the

victory.

team to

cheers, smiles and
loyal fans.

shouts,
of

screams

Fans-thei r support and
motivation drives the

display

his best

player to
performance at

such crucial moments. "I
the athletes
here

to

to

want

know that we

are

win

or

support them,

lose, because they representth is
are giving of their
entire selves to do it," Freshman
school and
Vanessa

Phillips

said.

Fans also boost the morale of

the

players

in those times when

athletes feel

discouraged.

"As

the student body,"

Sophomore

Melanie Yenca said.
"A lot of times the athletes

will feel the pressure of a large
crowd," Senior Kevin Lash

added. "This pressure in
will

turn

many times spur the

players on to play their best
game."
Sophomore Anita Brantley
agreed. "The athletes are more
determined to push and do
well when fans are backing
them up," she said.
When the pressure perculates
and the competition peaks, the
motivating force that helps
push the Titan athletes to the
top are their fans, with their
Titan blue spirit and golden
hearts, never hesitant to
motivate and

appreciate their

teams.

a

pep band member I've noticed

��:�t�: �ta����a�ubpe��;t ��e�

I. =:;;��el�

Those tiny bleachers can hardly contain the faithful Titan
seem small, the spirited voices in that crowd are
mighty.

On the intramural football

field, it's

not "Go

Titans," but "Go

Sonics" for spectators Tonja Graves and Kelly Pruitt. Intramural
sports fans are not only a great support to their friends, but wing
mates as

well, building strong wing unity.

© Oral Roberts University

soccer

fans!

Though they

may

"Take me out to the ballgame," dreams Rudel DeCastro, who wonders what it would be
like to be with well, anyone other than his occupied companion, Andrew Neubauer.
...

No, it's

not

Who Are

the Arsenio Hall

Sure," although

it's Titan basketball and tonight these people
Priesthood fan doesn't look too sure!

Show;

one

Chomp, chomp as the pep band and the Titan basketball fans
the Titan attack. We're closing in on the competition!

© Oral Roberts University

signal

are

"Fans

MAMIltG THEIR "fiRK

Good

sportsmanship is often
described by the saying, "It's
not

whether you win

or

lose,

but how you play the game."
Butto the Intramural Sports staff
at

Oral Roberts

University,

it's

how much you laugh, cheer,
"high five" and persevere while
you

are

playing the

game that

"The whole

goal

of intramural

sports is for students
have

fun,"

Intramural

to go out

Women's

Director

Dionne

Damico said.

3-on-3

as

sandpitvolleyball,

basketball

and

a

weekend women's kickball
tou rnament added

variety to

the

program,

allowing

students

get involved and

to

more

Intramurals isn't all fun and games! just ask Intramurals Director Gidget Pettit how much
plan each sport season, even with the help of staff like Brett Loehmann. (lust
don't ask her when she's in the middle of doing it!)

leaps towards the goal

�II�

""'I�

s ==
:s�

§6�
�I�
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Red

Intramurals

quarterback jill jones makes another
in a surprise play that stuns the

amazing catch
opposition.

a

time."
as a

medicine

to cure

college stress (for at least for a
couple hours) is another positive
intramural sports affect

provides a way to
a pressure-free

release stress in

environment and also builds

relationships,"

EKG's Lisette

Toledo said. "Itgives you
from class."
Because

a

break

participation

in

intramural sports is a fun way to
be involved in ORU athletics,

promote wing unity and chill
from the load of academics,

every student should take time

time it takes to

she

good

"It makes you

and just have

also became a
major sport, extended to three
to four weeks of play.
soccer

glad we've gotten as much
participation as we have this

as

or

out

"I'm

proves her hands can stick to that football
the pressure of Red's rushing Paige White.

you r brother

enjoy themselves. Men's and
women's

Epiphany's "jam"

you," she said.
want to go out

students. "It

sports such

see

sisterwingcomeoutand support

way

experience
competition
in an animated, enjoyable
setting. The addition of new

in

in the top

this

opportu n ities for students
active

Ethnos

placed
year."
Sophomore Ramona Jones of
Sigma Tau Sigma commented
on the positive encouragement
of brother and sister wing fans.
ten

Acting

to

and

Braxton have

developments in the
Intramural Sports Program this
past year have provided more
New

despite

Reflections

"It's great to

counts.

and

Damico
year,"
adde@,
"Especially from the girls.

© Oral Roberts University

out to

playa sport

their wing.

or two

with

Who says

women

can't

play good football? Epiphany's Marchelle Kappler

is

playing

to win!

'92

-

'93

FOOTBALL
itESOLTS
MEH'S A LEAGUE
1. PRIESTHOOD
2. GRANVILLE

WOMEH'S A

LEAGUE
1. RED

2. EPIPHANY

MEH'S B LEAGUE
1. REMNANT
2. LIFEGUARD

WOMEH'S B

LEAGUE
1. PHI ZETA

2. ETHNOS

Intramurals are a perfect opportunity to build brother-sister
wing unity. Cucci's brother
wing, Youngblood, is ready on the sidelines with encouragement and direction for the next
half.

Hot potato, hot potato, who will end up with possession of the ball, Coodfellas

or

The

Edge?

"

© Oral Roberts University
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Volleyball Coach
shoots for

two to

Where's the

nicely

Revis Ward proves her abilities up against
put Epiphany in the lead.

"pump?" Looks like Sigma Tau Sigma's Terry
Sorry, Michael Jordon!

a

much smaller

net

Fuller gets up in the

as

she

airquite

in his Adidas.

�9Z

-

�93

�9Z-�93

VOLLEYBALL
RESULTS

BASKETBALL
RESULTS

MEHIS A LEAGUE

MEH1S A LEAGUE

1. SONICS

1. FRED CREEK

2. GRANVILLE

2. DUNAMIS

WOMEH1S A LEAGUE

WOMEH1S A LEAGUE

1. RED

1. VIRTUE

2. REFLECTIONS
MEH1S B LEAGUE

1. BLITZKRIEG

MEH1S B PLUS LEAGUE

2. FRED CREEK

1. SONICS

2. YOUNGBLOOD
WOMEH1S B LEAGUE

1. CHAR IS

WOMEH1S B LEAGUE

1. ADESTE FI

2. CHARIS

N\11�

�I�

::::

Trailing closely behind tough opposition Priesthood, Granville's

-

s�

�6j
::;15;
��

Intramurals

a

clean shot in

© Oral Roberts University

an

attempt

to

close up the gap.

Dave McMurray makes

'92 '93
30H 3

FALL MIHOK
SPOiUS
CHAMPS

BASKETBALL

TEttttlS

MEtt·S TOP FIVE

GOODFELLAS

1. EDGE III

-

RED
2. DUNAMIS I

GOLF
DUNAMIS

3. GRANVILLE I & EDGE I

EPIPHANY

S. SONICS I

POTT POTT GOLF

FULL ARMOR II

GRANVILLE
SIGMA TAU SIGMA (W)

YOUNGBLOOD I
YOUNGBLOOD II

VOLLEYBflLL

WOMEtt·S TOP FIVE

DOOBLES

1. RED I

YOUNGBLOOD
RED

2. ADESTE FI

itflQOETBflLL

3. DUCKS & ETERNITY

BLITZKRIEG
RED

S. IVY LEAGUE

BflDMlttTOtt

ETHNOS
EPIPHANY

SHEKINAH

EKG

EPIPHANY

Is it the Tulsa Ballet

How about

oernpentlve

a

or

game of

Heirborn shooting for

"keep away?"

It

seems

two

that

with

a

graceful leap?

personal

space

ceases

to exist on

the

court.

6\
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Granville's Steve Borman doesn't let the sprinkling rain
as he send the ball into the outfield.

keep

him out of the

game

What

a

wall!

© Oral Roberts
for greatUniversity
Sandpit volleyball makes
competition,

and allows for less

participants (and less clothing)

to

make

a

good

game.

These

Wesley men seem to
decently in the chilly wind.
spri ng breeze

or

the

be

holding

Is it that

error on

up

nippy

the field that

them

cringe? Looks like 8-Ball's
Alex Gonzalez is ready to answer that
question.
is

making

Heirborn's Mike Foster is
of

one

of the

intramural

John Freiling demonstrates the proper

stance

c0mplete with that hungry "try to go over
nonchalantly lingers on the sidelines until the

for outfield

sunny

taking advantage
days during this

soccer season.

catching,

my head" stare,
next

only

as

he

inning.

�

�01
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IFUN IS WH
DUCKS

© Oral Roberts University

We, the

of SONleS, celebrated our 10th anniversary
this year, 1992-93. In honor of this landmark event we
adopted the Hedgehog as our wing mascot. With a wing
men

consisting of upper classmen, we dedicated ourselves to
having the most fulfilling last years here at ORU.
I consider ita great honor to have been placed over SONleS
as RA for the past two years. We have grown together as
friends and brothers. Part of my I ife consists of the relation
ships that I have formed with the men of SONleS, and they
will always hold a fond memory in my heart.
RA of somes 1991-1993,

Tony Vasek

Wing Ads
© Oral Roberts University
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G U C

C

I

Tanya Ftiesen
J ennii£er GFiggs
Noel Gross

Ca,rrrie Natdier

Jill Holm

I

Jemmer Jones

$hawmaKilllg
'Kiim 1Cmsler

Ten�0FP
Lemit'lila Lee
Lisa Mulhali

Pors€'fte �e,i€l:

I

CancLiee

'I

Sawyer

AJ!!i1C1lFl6.a

Sers

Desili�e 5hephercl;
LjIilcla $taffQrm

'iFraey Stole;
Rlii.€mda Swartz
Nieele Vffitef

�

�II�
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l�� WingAds INDIVIDUALS. FRIENDS. SISTERS. GU(CI.
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H E I R B

Susie 2:
Kelly

Vallone

Julie Shaw
Jennifer Borman
Codi

Chockley

Anna Crouse
Dionne Damico
Deweese

Kathy

Lisa Evans
Karen

Haney

Terri Hicks
Martha

Hodge

Justine Hood
Lisa Levitski

Cara Locke
Lisa Louis
Mollie

Mayhew

Jara McCoy
Debbie Mullican

Tammy

Nowicki

Jana Pepin
Cristine

Phillipps

Linda Prado
Laura Rhodes
Cherie Stalker

Kerri Stolz
Melissa Tondi

Paige

White

Alicia Woodall

© Oral Roberts University
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Wesley

2:

Smith

Gyle

Jim Britton

Josh Britton
Terence Brown
Bill Burchit
Kevin Cox
Daren Daniels
Mike Foster

Kenny

Gotcher

Matt Gress
Bruce James

Sobig Kemp
Kraypohl

Bill

Mike Martin

Reggie Moye
Mike Nelson

Bryan Nestorick
Jared Osborne
Scott Patterson

Greg

Pittman

Dave

Ray

Roderick Roberts
Luis

Rodriguez

Dan Stewart

Marquis Taylor
Leroy Thorns
Jon Widdefield
Ed Wilborn
Kevin Wilhite

..
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Yessenia 8aez
Ke.rri Bainter

An,ita

8rantley
Ginger Brantley
Erica freemam

Sally Hidalgo
Kim Johns@/(/

Cristy Jonee
Ramona Jones

fashauna Jones
Dionne Lambert;

Christy Les
Holly Long
Jenni McArthur
Elaine McDowell
Adele

Miguel

Indola Moore
Rebekka Nehls

Tracie Robichaud
Andrea Walker

Corey Waters
Julianne Yenca
Melanie Yenca

© Oral Roberts University
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AGO DEI
"And God created

man

in his

own

image

...

Stacey Matula, Stephanie Wall, Trisha
Erickson,
Jessica Eddy, Mary Curtis, Frances M. Dorman,
Kimberly Chenevert, Jennifer Nevils, Amy
"Amos" Keys, Christine K. Schwemer, Shawn a
CRH-3Y:

wMlR-3N: Carl Johnson, Frank Tassone, Warren
Blackburn, Lawrence McCorvey, Chris Blue,

��rgil Houston,

Dave

Anding,

Avon

Bellamy,

Cmris Turner, Jerrome Rhodes, Terrance Hardge
UI, Max Munson, Steve Singleton, Paul Vedro,

Rainey,

Fred Harris, Mark Davis, Thomas Brisco,
Terrence Johnson, Lance Horton, Jackie

K.T.

Laughlin,

Amber

Melody

Estelle

Chandler, Arnetta M. Clegg, Janelle Nantkes, Sarah Hall,
Tracy "Jo Jo" Stone, Carrie Turner, Donna Chapman,
[enifer Leigh Rabon, Elora Reynolds, Norma livas,

Norman.

Theresa Martinez.
JIiioo...___...

...

Back

male and female, he created them."

Row

Christine

Front

Row

Dawn

Adkins

omanader

Amy Duff

�(Jchell

Michelle Summer

(APA)
Rahming

Rhea

Watson

Priscilla

(Chaplain)
Sandra Salvatori

Sam

Beatriz Suarez

Schaffer

Amy

Lisette Toledo

Medeiros

Christy

Sophia

(RAA)
Monika Mcjunkin
Giselle

Angela

Aneshia Owens

Karry Gangelhoff

Mungal

Rhonda Gross

Bryant

Terri

Jodi Cook
Heidi Hagerman
Diana

�itfani

Lee

Hoxsey
Crystal Taylor
Ann Krapohl
Carolyn R. Else

Wheeler

Newborne

(R�
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AGO DEI
"And God created

man

in his

own

image

...

Stacey Matula, Stephanie Wall, Trisha
Erickson,
Jessica Eddy, Mary Curtis, Frances M. Dorman,
Kimberly Chenevert, Jennifer Nevils, Amy
"Amos" Keys, Christine K. Schwemer, Shawna
Rainey, K.T. Laughlin, Amber Melody Estelle
Chandler, Arnetta M. Clegg, Janelle Nantkes, Sarah Hall,
Tracy "[o [o'' Stone, Carrie Turner, Donna Chapman,
[enifer Leigh Rabon, Elora Reynolds, Norma livas,
CRH-3Y:

EMR-3N: Carl Johnson, Frank Tassone, Warren
Blackburn, Lawrence McCorvey, Chris Blue,
Sergtl Houston, Dave Anding, Avon Bellamy,
Ohris 'Furner, Jerrome Rhodes, Terrance Hardge
nI, Max Munson, Steve Singleton, Paul Vedro,
Fred Harris, Mark Davis, Thomas Brisco,
Terrence Johnson, Lance Horton, Jackie
Norman.

Theresa Martinez

.

........__

...

Back

male and female, he created them."

Row

Front

Row

Christine

Dawn

Adkins

emonader
Rachell

Amy Duff

(APA)

Michelle Summer

Rahming

Rhea

Watson

Priscilla

Amy

(Chaplain)

Sam

Sandra Salvatori
Beatriz Suarez

Schaffer:
Medeiros

Christy

Lisette Toledo

Sophia

(RAA)
Monika Mcjunkin

Aneshia Owens

GiseNe

Karry Gangelhoff

Mungol
Angela Bryant

Rhonda Gross
Terri

jodi Cook
Heidi

Hagerman

Diana

iftfani

Lee

Wheeler

Newborne

,

Hoxsey
Crystal Taylor
Ann Krapohl
Carolyn R. Else

(R"
_&i;
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ALPHA

�I
f

OMEGA
CK-JIRKSTA JONES

MARYAN
SORIANO

=

CKiAPLAKN

RoAo

Renee Beltran

Sunshine Kruse

Leah Broach

Christina LaBarca

Jennifer Bronowicz
Jennifer Clark
J odee Crawford

Shania McFarlin
Grace

Minacapilli
Melodee Munger
Kimberly Noonan
Jennifer Pennington
Amy Roberts
Holly Smith

Maria Damavoletes

Margaret Elkjer
Beth Gentry
Marlene Groves

Hundley
Dawn Isgrigg

Jerusha Torres

Lisa

Nicole Willett

Kia

Erica Wade

Johnson

© Oral Roberts University

Amy

Amsler

Lisa Brecheisen

Sarah Childs Jessica Clifford

Brandy Cornwell

Ronnie Costilla

Rosie Cuk
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�
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....
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1

1

9

9

9

9

2

3

ROMANS
Angie

Graves

Mauri Hallman

Amy Harper Angel Harper Amy

© Oral Roberts University

Johnson

Marisa

_.

C/J

5:5
Kailey

Kristen Keas
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Kristy Postlewait, RA
Hope McCauley, Chaplain

Josselyn Brown
Julynn Hausman
Adrianna Garza
Carmen

Kelley

Dalitia Tucker

Stacy Patterson
Meg Weaver
Lynda Fritel
Stacey Street
Vernita

Fairley

Cassie Neal

Tanya Cawthon
Cassy Sawyer
Teresa Johnson

Alison Alton

Angela McCoy
Maria Johnson

Anjanette Spear
Jennette Stewart

Alexandra Gonzalez
Leilani Bernardo
Karen

gordon

Grace Hart
Monica Yeoman
Joanna O'Driscoll

Jennifer Postlewait

Arron

Chris Ruhlen, RA
Vickery, Chaplain
Rick Deus
Todd Parrish

Kyle Norduurg
Evans Sirois
James

Gay
Timothy Abrahams
Chris Masselli

Doug Mullenix
Jordan Oliver
Kevin Price

Brian Haapanen
Jeff Huston
Dave West

Leslie Davis
Devon Plenert

Patrick Loder

Michael Caryl
Jose Cano

Toby Lyke
Carren Cook
Tim

I

Byrd
Harry Nugroho
Bill Billions
Rob Gillen
Paul

-:- -:- -:-

LIFE GUARD -:© Oral Roberts University
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'CLAUDIUS

Ai&.!

6 GREEN

ADEPHI

'lI, Susan Goley

and Chaplain, Lisa Woodson

© Oral Roberts University
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CHRISTIAN

CENTER
Pastors

& Sharon

Billy Joe

Daugherty

ORU Graduates

SERVICES:
SUNDAY at 9 a.m., 11

a.m.

and 6 p.m.

ORU MABEE CENTER
81sT AND SOUTH LEWIS

IN THE

WEDNESDAY at 7 p.m.
7700 South Lewis
These ministries
Bible

Victory
Institute is

of Victory

a

full-time,

nine month Bible

school, which offers

Christian Center

Victory World
Training

a

well-balanced and

a

training
program specifically
missionaries

Word of God. It is open
to people who want to

way to the mission
field.

know

about the

more

Bible, and those who
are

called to the

day
time

on

their

or

you

a

full-time

or a

evening

full

school.

Students may attend on
a
part-time basis and

trips throughout the
year. The trips are
designed to work
easily with vacation
schedules (trips are 10day, 2 weeks or 6

School is

fully ac
credited school starting
wi th K -4 through the
12th grade. VCS takes a
unique approach to
educating the whole
person: spirit, soul and
body.

will be

is to

provide

"hands-on" missions

missions. Global

earth.

training school.

Impact will

practical

"how-to" and

even

a

place

equip young people
take the ministry of

you find ways to raise
the money you need to

four nine-week

make your

sessions.

possible.

trip

�
Victory

Christian Center

•

7700 S. Lewis

�11�

-I�
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•

Tulsa, OK

74136

•

to

to the ends of the

help

may enroll at the
beginning of any of

to

train, prepare, and

Jesus

field,

a

a

education that includes

missionary
trained in evangelism
outreach, language,
cultural sensitivity and

VWMTC is

Christian

The vision of VCS

Each short-term

currently missionary
already serving on the

Victory

weeks).

are

a

VBl has

school

to prepare

Whether you have
received a call to the

nations,

ministry.

takes teenagers and
adults on short-term

intensive

designed

Impact

Short-Term Missions

3-month

practical variety of
courses studying the

also available:
Global

Missions
Center is

are

(918) 493-1700

Z'� � ();F:U �fPtd �
ad

eoful eeHtetut

LRC 3rd Floor
Services Now Available
-

COpy CENTER
*

...

WORD
PROCESSING

Full-service Copy
Center

*

Expert Word
Processing

Copies
Binding

*

Laser Printer

*

*

Folding

Merlin Lettering

*

FAX Services

*

Cutting
Laminating
Special Papers

*

*

*
*

Full Color Laser

&

Envelopes
Hours

7:00

a.m.

Hours

Open:
8:00 p.m.

-

8:00

-

-

a.m.

4:30 p.m.

-

Monday Friday

Monday Thursday
7:00

a.m.

Open:

7:00 p.m.

-

Friday
12:00

noon

-

6:00 p.m.

Saturday
Phone: 495-6847

Phone: 495-6848

"

© Oral Roberts University
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PASTE PHOTO HERE

If the pictures you wanted to see in this Yearbook didn't make it, here is your chance to be the editor. We
saved you some space to make up your own headline, choose your own pictures and write captions to go
with them. Then, be sure that your face will be in the 1994 book. Don't miss mug shots in the fall of 1993!

�n
288
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IT WON'T BE THE SAME WITHOUT YOU!
© Oral Roberts University

lilt's about time ORU stu

dents

bubble.

the

beyond

see
II

-Mark Martin

Oral Roberts University, Tulsa, OK

Volume 26

Student newspaper staff
arrested for rock climbing

The Oracle staff

Back Row: Tamara 'Tallent,

Ayana Daughtry, Mary Ann Conaghan, Jennifer Morris,
Lori Miller. Middle Row: Mark Martin, David Paredes, Quincy
Parker, Terrence Hardge, Christopher Masseli. Front Row: Stephanie Fiksen,
Kathy Deweese, Carlos Vela, Tammy Porter. Not Pictured: Jason Pease
Doyle Crabb,

Perihelion thanks Oracle for
DENVER-Seven students from

of 180

Oral Roberts

Tulsa,
University
arrested Tuesday

fines of

illegally climbing

further punishment. Senior Lori R.

Okla.

were

afternoon for
the

rocks

in

near

the

Two of the students received

on

outdoor

outside Denver,
Colo. The students are part of the

amphitheater
staff

of

the

ORU

sentences

Oracle Ski Team
The Oracle Ski Team returned

to

ORU Sunday with the trophy for
"Most Wipeouts on a Single

sentenced

was

in

jail

for

to

arguing

10

more

with

an

officer. Senior Cristine

The staff of the Oral Roberts

The Peri

University yearbook,
gave a hearty round of
applause today to the student

helion,

newspaper, The Oracle, for a year
well done. The two staffs work

Phillipps
charged
possession of a
vicious animal after her wiener dog,

Campus Publications
department. The Perihelion hon

Barnabus, attacked

ored The Oracle with

with

was

newspaper, The Oracle. The staff
members were charged with

students have received

Miller

days

student

trespassing, disorderly conduct and
disturbing the peace. All of the

days at hard office labor and
$999.

passerby
resort.

at

the

an

innocent

Breckenridge

All of the students

currently being

brings

amazed the crowd with

a

the ORU

tribute to

are

yearbook.

nearly

impossible two-and-a-halfflip, with
a chin skid trailing more than 23

feet. The

each

were

fitted with snazzy

falsies.
Credited with
award

after
lVard

was

pike

"Sometimes we'd
middle of the

see

them in the

night cranking

in their offices hard
The
in

at

work."

publications have worked
harmony for over 26 years.
two

of stretchers and wheelchairs.

�

&

'QJqc

®radc

...

£"U_lViR/

The hidden talents of a copy
editor unveiled-tales of
what every writer should
know. page 5

SPORTS
Deadline

Racing-the

miliar sport of
page 9

the "Best Form"

Advisor Priscilla Smith

fa

journalists.

in

dive from the mountain's

peak.

Winning

Landing"

out

another issue. They were cons tan tly

Inside

anxiously wel
comed back to campus with a parade
team was

new

performing an impressive

YearbookStaffMemberCasey Hill.

are a

bruises too

Mountain." The team posed
proudly for our exclusive interview
photograph shortly after returning
from the denture clinic, where they

wacky bunch but they know the
meaning of hard work too," said

a

"The Oracle staff members

trophy,

great year

full page
their efforts in the 1993

ski

held without bail.

home the

under the umbrella of

together

a

the "Most

Original

award, Kathy Deweese

Advertisements
© Oral Roberts University
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1993 PERIHELION STAFF
Quotes to live

by

•••

know if you're going to
fall and I'll move out of your way."
Cosey Hill
"Let

me

-

"If you want it, we don't have it."
Renee Beltran

-

"Remember, you're only as old as
for

are

you

older."

-

year, then you're
Christopher Morrow
a

"Holy

Cow! In the

VO((o!"

Christopher:

even

much less

Catchy conversations

,

Renee: "You don't need

"Deadline! There's

go down
a

Renee: "Sure,

Don't

Casey.

we

"My theme for this

hard to meet
the deadline {like two
all nighters in a row!)"
Dr. Hamilton: "�es, I
know. It's a labor of

semester is INTOL

love, isn't it?"

"You lie!" Anna

•••

Crouse

ERANCE!"

-

(Renee cracks

Chris

a

,
'

smile)

-

topher

Exclamations

Morrow

heels AND a dress!"
-

Kia

And the quote of the year

•••

Chad Horton

IIWhat? November
4th? I have to have
ALL of these drawn by
November 4th?"

Phillips

-

fish BOWL!"

-

•••

Renee: "Jason, do you have

Vanessa

Christopher: "It's that stupid
yearbook again!"
Renee: Christopher, that's my
baby!"
Christopher: "Well, too
"

bad it's too late
abort."

to

Renee: "Have you

no

"You know who's go

tlced my door

this job
next year? SOME
ONE!" Renee Beltran

off?"

-

name

plate keeps falling
Kia: "It's

God

a

sign from

"
•••

Renee: "Procrastina
tion killed the (at."

�11�

�a�

�,�
.....

f9.Q Perihelion Ad

Lori (aka LRM):

all this time, I
it

was

© Oral Roberts University

have
learned
that pro
uastina
tion does
"I

Joson: "I don't think I have any
sense!"

Dennis Lee(h

to want

a

dime?"

Hundley

people have to get it right
it is squarish, so it is a fish TANK,
not a

��

just like

working
-

"You

�I�

"But isn't that

Renee: "We have been

Hill

-

::::

Casey:

Spanish!" Cosey

"If you eat it, I
will buy it."
Dona M(Curry

ing

floor), only up!"

know!"

"I'm in heels! I'm in

-

the 6th

on

-

Hundley

"Shaoo!"

(the elevator

life?"
a

prerequisite!"

speak

key, to

a

•••

deadline?"
Casey: "Oh my word, that's

pronounce the
items at Ta(o Bell,

won' tlike it and
Kia

latin, Satera

David Clark

"I (an't

"Dr. Hamilton
you know it!"

-

"
•••

and

thought

(uriosity."

not pay
-

CSM

"
•••

i

Who are these clowns?Try the 1993 Perihelion Editors! Back Row: Vanessa Phillips (clubs
editor), Casey Hill (spiritual life and campus life editor), jason Pease (photo editor),
Christopher Morrow (academics editor). Front Row: Kia Hundley (art director), jennifer
Borman (assistant editor), Renee Beltran (editor in chief), Lori Miller (copy editor), Dana

MCCurry (people

and sports editor). Caricature

by Design Specialist

Hanging at Bennigan's with jostens staffers in Topeka, Kan. The
glimpse of the product of millions of hours of work ahead and
too! (Well, maybe not.)
a

staff
saw

the plant, saw
Dorothy and Toto

saw

,

Dennis Leech.

"

© Oral Roberts University
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142

Bannister, Larry
Barad, Tom
Barbeau, Jeff
Barker, Dr
Barker, Wade
Barnes, Mike
Barra, Lisa
Barthelus, Linda
Bartz, Kody
Bass, Kelli
Bates, lolana

113

Bazemore, Loretta

A
Aaron, Steve

107, 122

Abundiz, Maria
Abbage, Jerome
Abbott, Jon
Abeyta, James
Abner, Edward
Abrahams, Timothy
Achara, EJ

150

235

122, 231, 232, 233
110
1 22

122,
112,

Adams, Henry
Adams, Jeff

Adderley,

1 50

11

2, 113

Maria

150

Adkins, Dawn
Adondofar, Tama
Aiken, Carmen
Akbar, Dr

Akimsamya,

122, 281
233
201
1

01, 176

Gbolaham

Akins, Andrea
Alexander, Amy
Alexander, Rich
Alexander, Theiring
Alfonsi, Priscilla
Alford, Shannon
Allen, Jonny
Allen, Lori
Alp, Byron
Altamirano, Saul
Alton, Alison
Alvarez, Diego
Amado, Mike
Amason, Bryan

38
1

61, 150
22, 183
11 2

111, 112, 150, 197

Amason, Liz
Ammerman, Rebekah
Amos, Daina
Anasco, Eric

122
1 50
1 01

75

140

39, 107,

122

122, 244, 245
235

142, 143
142, 143
122

122
1 50

Anaya, Alex
Anderson, Cassie

107
122

Anderson, John
Anderson, Kathleen
Andexler, Matt
Ang, James

106,

117

122
122
114

Angell, Brenda
Angell, Lafe
Argabright, Chris
Arnold, Angela
Arnold,
Arnold,
Arnold,
Arnold,
Arnold,
Arnold,
Arnold,
Arnold,

122

150
122

278
150
66

Angie

59, 108

Chad

Janelle
Jennifer

150
150

Natasha

150

Qynn

1 07

Rock

1 22

Sherina

150

Arseneau, Kelly

226,227, 229

1

01, 170

Babarczy, Will
Backhaus, Paul

Badgley,

Ted

Baez, Yessenia
Bainter, Kerri

231

1 50

Brown, Terrence

277

122

Brueggemann, Jayson
Brunskill, Beth
Bryant, Angela
Bryson, John
Buchanek, Kevin
122, 133,204,
Buckles, Fleta
101,
Burchit, Bill
Burgess, Hardisha
Burgess, Rhonda
Burks, Linda

122

122
11

7, 122
122

ll0, 113
1 50

122
1

07, 224, 225
208

74, 150
150

122, 208
122

114

150
107
150

224

Berger, Robert
Bertrand, Brenda

150

122, 133

Beth Olinski

Biebel,
Bilderback, Michelle
Biller, Mark
Billions, Bill
Bingham, Stephanie
Bish, Kevin
Bishop, Barbara
Bisnauth, Christine
Blackburn, Warren
Blalock, Toben
Blan, Carol
Blanchett, Michael

Blay,

Sean

Blevins, Rodney
B lock, Rick
Blue, Christopher
Bohanon, Kenny
Bohn, Greg
Bohn, Leslie
Boler, Carolyn
Bomholt, Thomas
Bonitz, Mindy
Boone, Stacy

Dane

Bovee, Steve
Bowen, Kevin
Bowen, Nicole
Bowman, James

Boyd,

Kim

1 07

61, 111, 270
106
107

53, 122,206

Branston, Stuart

122

Balderas, Israel

122

245
1

01, 170
112, 150
200, 201
59
224

150, 192

235, 236, 237
150

114, 122, 133
150
1

01, 181
150

122, 224
43, 59, 176, 276
31, 203
116

115, 122, 206
122,231
1 01

150

111, 113, 122
112, 122
101, 172, 173
122
122
1

01,

185
278

111

1 70

101,

170
1 01

Bridgman, Joyce

180

182
122
122

101,

123

158
111

123,201
158

08, 123, 132
01, 183, 202

122

112, 122, 277
277

123

158
123

1

01, 187
123
107
123
116

158, 205
1 23

184
123

Cartwright, Tanya
Carver, Marilyn
Caryl, Juniece

123

Case, T.L

1 58

100, 101, 180
112

202

Cash, Angela
Castillo, Joan
Castrillon, [air
Catalino, Beth
Catanese, Victoria
Cearley, Kimberly
Ceja, Lourdes
Cervera, Jose
Cessnun, Shane

Chaboya, Roy
Chakurian, Natalie
Chale, Carlos

Chaloupek, Darlee
Chambers, Shannon
Chambliss, Heidi

60
181
245

123,204
158

123
123

245

174

158

123

Arnetta

123

1 08

123

Coen, Candace

123, 132

Colbert, Navonne
Coleman, Melissa
Collier, Angie
Collier, Dr
Collins, Ashley
Collins, Samuel
Cook, Jodi
Cooper, Chris
Cooper, Sherry
Cordova, Micheal
Cornwell, Brandy
Corona, Angelina
Cosby, Jeanette
Costilla, Ronnie

158
.48
106
177

123
203
281
115
158
158
239
123
123
52

Cottom, Rhonda
Couch, Catherine
Couch, Dr

111,

175

Cougle, Christopher
1

123
158
1 87

Crabb, Doyle
Crain, Matt

235, 236,

Dave

39
278

Crawford, Shanna
Crawford, Tonya
Credle, Kevin

123

Crezee, Cornel is
Crouch, Tammy
Crouse, Anna
Crow, Dr

123

123
158
67

43, 59, 158, 276
179

Cunningham,

239
123
158

Keri

111

Curry, Kenneth

1 07

Curtis, Carmen
Curtis, Mary
Curtis, Paula
Custodio, Rachel

113
158

:

123

63

101, 187

D

123

111, 112, 123

158, 239
276

158

Damico, Dionne

158

158

Daminski, Mareah
Daminski, Mariah
Daniel, Chris
Daniels, Daren
Daryanani, Lisa
Daugherty, Joel

170

Daugherty,

158

Davenport, Jessica

123

111, 112, 113, 123

123

Chesbrough, James

123

Davis, Anne
Davis, Sigmund
Davis, Terri
Davison, Vicki
Dawson, Eric

Codi

101

Culver, Maurice
Cummings, Sylvia
Cunningham, Floyd

Chenevert, Kimberly

Choi, Yoon Kyung
182
© Oral Roberts University

237

Cranor, Ben

Davidson, Wendy

Chockley,

277

117

108

122

04,

Cox, Teresa
Cox, Tim

158

122

115

Cox, Kevin
Cox, Philip

Cranfield,

1 23

177

Chandler, Estelle
Chandler, Kuron
Chandy, Stephan
Chapman, Donna
Chappell, Dr
Chase, Timothy
Chaturvedi, Perry

Bronstein, Melvin

231

112, 123

Coates, Michelle

158

Cho, Mike

108, 200, 201
158,226,228,229

Cobb, Debbie

Chan, Eurell

122

50

1

Carrette, Noel
Carter, Lee

Chidebelu-Eze, Emeka

Brown, Anni

76

c

Brockway, Babs
Brockway, Barbara
Faithe

158

158

150

Brooks,

Clements, Vicki
Clifford, Jessica
Clingerman, Randy
Cloin, Michael

158

Brennan, Jeremy

Briseno, Janean
Britton, James
Britton, Josh

Clement, Jennifer

197

Canfield, Jim
Cannon, Joe
Cano, Jose
Cantu, Manny
Carabotta, Robert
Cardini, Roberto
Cardone, Michael
Carrette, Aaron
Carrette, John

117, 206

Bakkeby, David

158

Campbell, Jennifer

Brecheisen, Lisa

122

1 58

150

Breckenridge, Dr
Breckenridge, Dr
Breckinridge, Dr

1 07

Clegg,

Cameron, Richard

107

Baker, Molly
Bakersville, Robin

239

150

1 08

52, 278

158

277

150

122

113, 122, 278

150, 278

1 01

Clarke, Idris
Clarke, Natasha

Calderon, Brenda
Caley, Brenda
Callender, Jason

1 08

Brantley, Anita
Brantley, Ginger
Brantley, Patsy

43

Clark, Mark

158

1

158

184

112, 122
1 08, 122

Cain, John
Caines, Carolee

115

278

Bush, Gabrielle
Bush, Terry
Bustamante, Shirley
Butler, Alan
Butler, Dr
Byrd, Timothy
Byron, Tosca

Caballer, Alexandra
Cabinette, Aneatra
Cable, Christian
Cade, Angel

123
1 58

203

110, 122

150

158

Ciganek, Traci
Clark, Amanda
Clark, Cherie
Clark, David

158

281

Burns, Lashonda
Burson, Katrina

26, 50, 116

198

Christiansen, Lance
Christine, Carrie

Clark, Dr
Clark, Lalonda
Clark, Laura

122

122

Bent, Suzie

Adrienne

108

122

Boy tar, Kelly
Bramblett, Arlette

B

174

150, 204

1 70

107

150

Austin, Sharla
Autry, Dr

112

Belcher, Chris
Beliles, Brooke
Bell, Tracy
Bell, Vernell
Bellamy, Akeem
Beltran, Renee
Benefield, lohna

Boswell,

111

122

Brown, Kenneth
Brown, Kristi
Brown, Matt

122

239

231

Brown, De'lonne

207

Beers, Jerry
Beeson, Scott
Begin, Scott

Borman, Jennifer
Borman, Steve
Bornert, Robin
Boss, Lorie

150

Arzillo, Rita
Aslinger, Shelley
Atkinson, Brant
Augenstein, Brian
Aundufar, Tama

Beard, Chris
Bebb, Kendra
Becker, Jennifer
Beckley, Sean
Beecham, Veta
Beeler, Mark

245

123
158

115, 123
204, 205
123, 198, 276
149

De

158
158
158
277
114

158
1 58

Mark

Azevedo, Silas

179

123
158
1

01, 172, 173
1 58
1 23

Deberney,

Mimi

106

Dawn

Decker,
Decker, Dr
Decker, Edward
Degrote, Rick
Delavan, Dr

123

Delavan, Erin
Dennis, Deanna
Dennis, Hayden

101

Desmond,
Devance,
Deweese,
\

170
101

Celestyne
Kathy

Diaz De La
Diaz De La

177

Dixon, Aisha

158

Fite, Amber
Fite, Blake
Fite, Carlton

Dobson, Shannon

174

Flanagan,

158, 202

200, 201
123

123, 231, 233
123, 208
226
113
1 04

Dorn, Jake
Dorrance, Brenda
Dorries, Dr
Dorsey, Mary
Dow, Tasha

Doyle,

158
1

01, 170
123
1 08

128

Yvonne

158

Scott

Drummond,
Duckett, Astrid

Dudley,

(

Fidellow, Yolande
Fiedler, Aaron
Fields, Wendell
Fiksen, Stephanie
Fischer, Kahlib
Fisher, Anita
Fisher, Charlotte
Fisher, Kerry
Fisher, Shawn

123

Docherty,
Dodd, Kim
Dodds, Mark
Dodge, Lisa
Domeck, Tony
Donley, Bethany

,

Ferrerosa, Juliana

123

158

Eileen

123

Nicole

158
281

Duff, Amy
Duffield, Tammy
Duggan, Keaton
Duininck, Jocelyn
Duininck, Ryan
Duke, Bernise
Dunham, Dr
Dunk, Simon

115
37
158

116, 117
174
1

72,

173
158

Elie,

159
1

01,
101,
101,
159,
101,

r

180
181
180
206
178
206

Erica

159, 230, 231

Elkington, Justin
Ellis, Tara

,

159

Grady,

159

231

Granger, Mildred
Granger, Unica
Grant, Darryl
Graves, Angie

1 59

Graves, Jason

159

Gray,

159
278

159
107

159

201

:

101, 170
106, 107, 135, 281
117
112
178
159
159
111

Entralgo, Rolando
Epperley, Dr
Epperson, Dr
�rickson, Trisha
Eriksen, Stian

180

101, 182
105
117
1 01

Howard

Ervin,
Esdelle, Patrick
Estes, Shannon
Etter, Heather
Evans, Estella
Evans, Latoryla
Evans, Lisa

11

0, 159
113
1 59

108

159

28,

F

135, 276

159
192
1 08

1

235

Cletus

150

1 79

Greenlee, Kevin
Greer, Jack
Gregg, Ray

159

Gress,

277

Grey, Angie
Griff, Darren
Griffith, Scott
Griffiths, Molly
Griggs, Jennifer
Griggs, Lisa
Grizzle, Trevor

159
239

104, 105
1 08

203

101, 187
187
277

Matt

159

108
1 01

183

Helland, Dr
Hellem, Chris
Helsee, Dee

151

207

151,244,245

Henao, Diego
Henao, Jorge
Hendricks, Avlon
Hentschel, Beth

244, 245
107

36

110, 143
115, 141, 143, 204

Hernandez, Becky
Hernandez, Tony

1 77

Herr, Andy
Herr, Dr
Herron, Nunya
Hester, Jason

01, 176

1

151
107

Hetherington, Cheryl
Hicks, Janelle
Hicks, Terri
Hidalgo, Sally

100, 101, 171
113
276
278

198

Robb

Higdon,
Higginbotham, Dawn
Hightower, Lewis

Hodge,

101

66
151
117

62,

151

183
202

52, 276

Martha

116

150

Gruce, Elizabeth

159

Holladay, Cheryl

151

185

Gruen, Ethan

159

102

198

Guiden, Andrea

150

114

Gutierez,

Holland, Laura
Holliman, Bernice
Holm, Pete
Holm, Peter
Holt, Nicole
Honnold, Sam
Hood, Justine
Hornsby, Dawn

159
63

104, 105

Gross, Rhonda

159,

281
159

Groves, Marlene

150

Noemi

159

H

278

Haapanen, Brian
Haas, Andrew
Hager, Lee
159, 278
1 72, 173
159, 224
159

159, 281
159, 245
159
239
184
239

26, 200
159

01, 180
36, 37
180

Hagerman, Heidi
Hagger, Latrice
Hale, Tommy
Hall, Christine
Hall, Mark
Hall, Sarah
Hall, Tiffany
Hallacker, Brian
Hallman, Mauri
Halsmer, Dr
Hamer, Joy
Hamit, Carlie
Hampton, Madesha
Haney, Georganne
Haney, Karen

59, 150
204

111, 150
11 0, 150, 281
159
77, 151
107
1

01, 182
76, 159
159
205

63, 111, 151
176

1 51

206
151

151

50
151
151
204
276
114

Hoston, Pamela

108

60, 66
231, 233

Hough, Lesley
Howe, Matt
Hoxsey, Terri

281

Hubert, Carey
Hubert, Dr
Huff, Rachel
Huffman, Mike

1

07, 200
174
107

0, 113
172, 173
11

Hullinger, Hallet
Hunt, Edward
Huston, Chris
Huston, David

151

201
111

Huston, Jeff

111, 200, 201

159
159

I

159

101, 172, 173, 181
207, 276

Hankins, James
Hannah, Alan

151

Idahosa, Feb

108

151

Inzer, Shelly

159

Hanson, Dr

184

Ireland, Victoria

159

Isaacs, Lisa

1 51

151

Isenhower, David
Itin, Ann

151

179

Andrew

150

Hardge,

245

Harmon, Darci

150

Gogan, Keith
Goh, Steven

182
1 50

Susan

107

Hartman, Dr

101, 187
53

150
114

182

159

Glover,

150

Godoy,

Ozzie

140

Gomez, Maritza

1 80

Grubbs, Andrea

159,278

David

Goley,

117

.48, 60, 151

Hodo, Julia
Hoffler, Janet
Hofmann, Claus
Hofmann, Karin

159

1

151

Heinen, Gena
Heit, Dorothea

150

60, 108,270

231

Hayes,
Hayles, Tricia
Hays, Hilary
Hazel, Catherine
Heath, Dean

159

1 59

101, 170

Steve

Hill, Aaron
Hill, Casey
Hill, Christie
Hinkel, Cindy

159

Harper, Amy
Harper, Angel
Harper, Mark
Harris, Bernica
Harris, Fabian
Harris, Gwendolyn
Harris, Kimberly
Harris, Nikki
Harrison, Joy
Harry, Cleo
Harteis, Tonya

Givens, Ruth
Glenn, James

61, 111
01, 172, 173, 182

159

Gabriel, Carlo
Gaffney, Dick
Galbreath, Natalie
Gambol, Rashad
Gangelhoff, Karry

Gaskins, Charles
Gauger, David
Gay, Jim
George, Dr
Gettel, Muff
Gibbs, Noel
Gibson, Aaron
Gibson, Ardella
Gikas, Andrew
Gillen, Becky
Gillen, Dr
Gillen, Rob
Gilmore, Kari
Giunta, Kathy

150

1 07

159

Fuller,
Fuller, Shane
Fuller, Terry

Garcia, Carlos
Garcia, Hilda
Garnett, Helen
Garrison, Beverly
Garza, Laura
Garza, Melody

114, 150

Sean

159

159

Adrienne

159

Ronzelle

1 59

Dan

1 08

Melissa

Forster, Daniel
Foster, Mike

Fulbright,

57

150

159

Frie, Mary
Friesen, Tom

36, 150

142

112

Freidberg, Deanna
Freiling, John

159

Kelly

Flatt, Mike
Folkins, Ariane
Fonseka, Kumari
Forbes, Bradley
Ford, Latasha
Fore, Carolyn

Foster, Rebecca
Franklin, Lori
Fransway, Cory
Franzen, Rich
Frazier, Adinah
Frederick, Matthew
Freeman, Erica
Freeman, Sarah

159

150

Dr

Green,
Green,
Green,
Green,
Green,

159

LaTanya

159

158

Dr

Ellison, Dr
Else, Carolyn
Elwell, Barbara
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[ostens Printing and Publishing Co. of Topeka, Kansas with a press run of
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custom embossed cover, black overtone in

and silver foil.

Endsheet,

Chad Horton.

Body
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Nighthawk Grey i

and divider pages were designed by Renee G.
Beltran. Academics section artwork was drawn by Dennis Leech. Academics
logo was drawn by Kia Hundley. Spiritual Life and Sports logos were drawn by
and
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printed in 1 O-pt. Cas Ion Open
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Face. Divider page headlines were
and divider page copy in 1 O-pt. Tekton.
Studio portraits were provided by Candid Color of Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma. Color reproductions were provided by Photo Flash of Tulsa,

Oklahoma. Black and white photographs were processed
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The most basic
A

beginning

of

is

a

•

foundation of stone,

stability
spirit, base from which to grow.
The solid rock of your faith withstands the test of time,
Givin0 yotJ the endurance to conquer any climb.
a

Your first

steps along the fla't slabs may 17e unaided,
approach @teeper grade becomes complicated.
YOl!.Jr rope of support, woven with unbreakable fibers,
The people who assist you as you dare to climb higher.
But to

Now

you ascend with agility and strength,
for the challenge to reach a greater length,

as

Ready

You make the connect.len to
New features and skills to
A'iJ YotJr de@ire to dim,1P

Inigher

a

variety of possibilities,

sharpen

OlJ'erCOm6S

your

your

capabilities.

fears,

At'id your hesital'ilce to reach beyond comfort
aisa�pear.'s,
A sense of achievement; replaces a once
helpless cry;

Assuring

you that

mountain is too

high.

Soor.! the peak of your climb looms into Sight,
The sweat and tears of your effort g,leam in the

light.

no

The purpose of Yl9ur journey, no longer a mystery;
Realized in that moment you take hold o� your victory.

At the

top, you breathe in a firesh ai,r of satisfaction,
And raise your hands to the sky, an elated reaction.
What you had doomed to defeat, the impossible dream,
Became the climb of your life,

taking

you to the extreme.

As you rest in the glor.y of your accomplished climb,
Your climbing companion taps you a second time,
And
A

smiling, pOit:'1ts up

new

vision,

new

above y.ou,

purpose,

new

a new

rcl-aallel'lge

to meet,

mOIJ,Jntail'l to defeat.
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